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Rio Altos Verdes
"Among the Hills and

Along the River."
Surrounded on all sides by highly restricted developments,
this high~class subdivision is still the first and finest of
the River~Hills suburbs.

The original purchasers have enjoyed the satisfaction of seeing
their property increase in value, and each day prove the wis~
dom of their investment.
Nothing can be substituted for the natural beauty Rio Altos so
richly enjoys.

A splendid opportunity for safe investment awaits
those who wo u ld take advantage of the comparatively few lots that remain.

Jac Sheldun &

Co.

Sales Agents
Phone 2775

Tampa, Florida

Over Knight and Walls
at Lafayette and Tampa Streets
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HE elabora t ely planned beauty of
Tampa's n ew $30,000,000 Island-home
development is r efl ected in th e clublike luxuriance of the Davis Islands executive h eadqua-:;ter s, None but the greatest
artist s will } ve a hand in moulding Davis
Islands . ir<lo th e pre-eminent beauty spot
of America!

D. P. Davis Prorerties, T ampa/ Fla.

·'

The Belle Isle
BEARCAT
"The aristocrat of
Power Boats"

The Hacker
DOLPHIN
"The a II purpose
runabout"

The "Lively Bee's Wings" Owned by D. P. Davis, of Davis
Islands, Tampa, Florida

C

ONSPICUOUSLY active in the growth of Florida's
finest East Coast resorts, the- sturdy Bearcats and

Dolphins have now come to play their parts in making the
Playground of the Nation famous for the aquatic activities
of the Florida West Coast.
Distributed exclusively through

R. Stuart Murray
Power Boats and Water Craft
Tampa, Florida
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God made the
Situated in the heart of the famous
"Ridge Section" of Florida, at one of the highest elevations in the state, lies the town of Lake
Alfred. Scores of lakes of unexcelled beauty
nestling among picturesque hills, provide those
who seek a home with everything from an
ideal climate to a natural setting of unsurpassed charm.
The opportunity also of securing a small
grove, or a homesite with producing trees
which have been cultivated for years in the
most scientific manner as a part of highly
successful estates, is an exceptional one indeed.
Such is the opportunity offered in Lake Alfred
today.
The broad experience of the founders of
Lake Alfred, the dignity of their plans, and
the wholesome restrictions placed upon its
future development will forever safeguard
those who select it as their future residence.

•

or1 a
ou and we . . -,. .
~

will makCl -lhe Ci-l!J
Come to Lake Alfred- only by seeing it can you
appreciate its many advantages. The low rate of taxation,
together with our plans for assisting in the financing of
homes and essential business properties, and our extensive
operations alre~dy underway for the building of an ideal
city, makes Lake Alfred an outstanding development.
There are excellent roads in all directions, and its
central location makes all other points of interest in.
Florida conveniently accessible. If motoring, stop at
Camp Munson, our automobile tourist camp which our
guests tell us is one of the finest and best equipped in the
entire South.
Our school facilities are of the best, with institutions
of higher education only a few miles away.
Further details will be supplied by addressing

Lake Alfred Development Company
.

LAKE ALFRED, FLORIDA

VISIT-

MIAMI
The World's Greatest Winter·Resort
"In the La.nd of Palms and Sunshine"
Corne anytime, winter and summer, and see for yourself
this most tropical section of the United States. Enjoy its
wonderful palms, its beautiful flowers, mild and equable
climate, sea breezes , surf bathing, and other charms that
have made this city the greatest resort in America. Here are
700 miles of smooth highways among orange, grapefruit
and avocado groves, vegetable farms, beautiful estates, vast
Everglades, virgin hammocks or along the ocean beach or
bay shore.
Miami is not only a playground, it is a recreation and rest
spot supreme. The mild climate, the abundant sunshine, and
the balmy sea breezes carry healing-physical and mental.
Surf bathing on a -wonderful beach every day in the yearwinter temperature 72 degrees. Name your sport-you'll
find it here-golf, dog racing, horse racing, fishing, and
scores of other fascinating sports.

New, handsome illustrated booklet of Miami and Dade County now r eady
for free distribution . Address,

Chamber
Miami,
6
\

of

Commerce
Florida

MELBOURNE
The Midway City
We are specializing in city lots and improved property in Melbourne,
Florida, constituting, in our judgment, the cream of choicest selections
with the addition of possessing that rich asset of constantly increasing
values and intrinsic worth.

The Woodroffe
Company
Melbourne, Florida
"Where Winter Never Comes"
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Not what we are going to
do, but what we are
doing right now

~

ll

- {l

'Rea/itp

. -invites your inspection
and
your closest investigation

l
Harry E. Prettyman
II

Hesperides
On IP (Q) ll k <C (Q) un tt y s R ii <dl g <e
Ncear JLake Walles
S>

Lovers of nature will find the best of Florida's beauty in all of its
original attractiveness, at Hesperides.
not marred the virgin pine forest.

Here the woodman's ax has
Here the park-like shores of

sparkling lakes are unspoilt by buildings of unpleasing design .
Hesperides is new, and ready for development along harmonious
li.nes.

The owner, with an efficient organizatio n lives on the prop-

erty ready with a helping hand and practical cooperation for the
home builder or developer of income producing gr 0 ve, vineyard
or farm.

The lover of outdoor sports will here find within easy

reach a fine golf course, the Lake Wales Course being only :\ few
minutes auto drive 'away over hard surfaced roads.

The near-by

lakes afford ample test of the angler's skill.

Splendid hunting is

found in the surrounding woods and glades.

There is much to in-

terest the investor of large or modest means at Hesperides.

You

are invited to investigate, and be my guest while so doing.
Ou~ office also specializes in ridge tracts, large and small.
We offer
attractive values in Lake Wales residential and business property. Our
connections throughout Florida enable us to furnish a slate·wide service
to realty investors.

Correspondence with northern representatives lS invited. Cash in on
Florida's big development with the right kind of Florida connection.

You are invited to investigate and be our
guest while so doing

Wm. Dudley ·P utnam,

owner

Home Office, Caldwell Block, Lake Wales
St. Petersburg Office, 102 Second Street North
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BEAUTIFUL LAKE MARIAN
in the Scenic Highlands
where it's June in January
Let your mind's eye dwell on the things in front of you-it may be fishing, hunt)ng, bathing, boating, golfing, or other forms of amusement you seek-while others
will be interested in cozy homes, surrounded by stately oaks and whispering pines
overlooking crystal lakes in a climate where the flowers bloom every day in the
year. Lake Marian can supply these.

Mr. Business or Professional Man
why not invest in our I 0-or-20
acre orange, grapefruit, avocado
or banCilna groves?
You can have them scientifically
cared for, fertilized and cultivated by experts until you are
ready to come to Florida to live.
This will increase your estate
and add to your mcome.

A Peep at Lake Marian

Mr. Farmer or Homeseeker

Happy Helpers

Are you not interested in some of the many opportunities in this truly beautiful
country? The growing of citrus fruits, bananas, avocado pears and berries can be
successfully carried on while you engage in dairying, raising poultry or early market
vegetables-with ready markets at high prices-how can you fail?

LAKE MARIAN IS IN "IMPERIAL POLK COUNTY''
The richest per capita in the lJnited States. We have 400 miles of velvet highways.
Fine schools, colleges, churches and public buildings and a year round climate unsurpassed; health and happiness is more assured here.
A townsite has been plotted with business section, parks, boulevards, athletic field,
and many wide streets and avenues are provided for. This land has never been
offered for sale in a retail way. You can buy now at low prices and easy terms.

Opportunity is again knocking at
your door.
Will you answer her
call? Come to the land of sunshine
and flowers, where health and happines s are always assured .

Valuable Land for Raising
Grapefruit, oranges, pears, bananas
and all varieties of truck crops can
be selected from this tract.
Big
profit from the dairy business and a
ready market awaits you. Why not
come ?

Lake Marian Groves Corporation,
Winter Haven, Florida:
OUR

PROPERTIES

WILL

MEET

Please mail folder and full information regarding your land, ereves .
town and lake-front lots.
Print your

YOUR APPROVAL-YOUR TITLE
IS

GUARANTEED .

A "Gator's" Neat

LAKE MARIAN GROVES CORPORATION
FRANK G. HUGHES, Director of Sales
Winter Haven, Florida
Representatives Wanted
Help us secure the 8 - line from Tampa to Melbourne, savinc 70 miles on the round tri_.U
paved but 45 miles
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Name ...... ......... ................. ....... ............. .
Address .. ............ ..... ... ......... ....... .... ....... .
City ................................... .................... .
State .. ........ ..... ..... ....................... .......... .

....... .
"D.J. f:.,.... y
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DAYTONA
HRGHL.AND§
Florida's Suburb of Hills

l

p FROM THE SHORES of these lakes into wooded
hills and shaded glens, rich in tapestry-like settings
of tropical verdure, wind the avenues and boulevards
now under construction at Daytona Highlands.

Homes amid these glorious surroundings will
command vistas of matchless beauty; miles of tropical scenery,
dotted with lak~s. parks, playgrounds, golf greens and canoe
trails are visible from these hillsides. The sunrise and sunset
alike belong to the dweller in Daytona Highlands.
Whether you are interested in the West Coast, the East
Coast or Central Florida you cannot afford to be unacquainted
with Daytona Highlands, with the great plan, now under way
for over a year, for the completion of this unique scenic and
recreational development.
Daytona Highlands is situated one block West of the City
of Daytona, on the East Coast of Florida about one hundred
miles South of Jacksonville and less than twelve minutes' drive
from the World's Champion Beach, the Ormond -Daytona
speedway.

DAYTONA HIGHLANDS

COMPANY
OWNER

THETRAYLORSOFDAYTONA
Florida Sales Agents, Oa9tona, Florida

ll

A MONG the natural attractions at Sunset Park are a beautiful beach front, a
J-\ picturesque stream, tidewater lakes, winding roads and a luxuriant growth
of trees and foliage. These things have earned for it the name "Nature's
Beauty Spot." Improvements include water, electricity and five-foot concrete
sidewalks. Two-inch sheet asphalt roads on six-inch rock base, twenty-four feet
wide from curb to curb; well developed beach front banks, parks, bathing beach
a.nd club house.
Combining its proximity to Gandy Bridge, its natural beauty, the high class development and its strategic location, Sunset Park offers unusual ~nvestment opportunities. It has been noted that the greatest real estate developments and increases
in values lie along main highways to next largest cities. It is significant that the
three main routes to Gandy Bridge pass through Sunset Park.
There is a charm about Sunset Park that makes you want to live there. Building restrictions insure its always being the highest type of residential section. Every
improvement is calculated to render a homelike atmosphere that will be permanent
and exclusive.
Call at our office when in Tampa and let us show you Sunset Park or write for
literature or any particulars you may want.

513 TAMPA STREET,

THE
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THROUGH THE PALMS ACROSS LAKE WORTH AT PALM BEACH
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MIAMI - THE MAGIC CITY

1--Concerts by
the air fleet at
Bay. &-Royal
First Avenue.

14

Arthur Pryor' s Band are daily attractions. 2-Vaat areas of tomatoes form a substantial part of Miami's Back Country. 3---Part of
Curtiss Flyinr Field, Hialeah. 4-The Causeway connectinr Miami and Miami Beach.
5--A coconut lined boulevard alonr Biscayne
Palm Hotel, first tourist hotel- built at Miami. 7--0ne of the city' s many golf courses. &-Miami' s busiest comer--Flagler Street and
9-Airplane and motorboat races are held each January. to--McAllister Hotel, an example of the ·modern buildincs heine erected.
11-New Scottish Rite Temple, a fine type of the present tend in architecture.

Tho s. W. Hewlett
R. S. Hanford
S. C. Singleton

Editor
Managing Editor
Associate Editor

of income and inheritance taxes. Thus by one. decisive and ~rastic
step this state ste~s to the front a~ the conspicuous leader m ~ax
reform in the Umted States. While the rest of us are yowhng
.
Florida placed herself squarely in the spotlight of the about it Florida does it.
"The results will be far-reaching. Thousands of people disentire Nation dunng the November elections when the voters
gusted with the paternalism that is robbin~ th~m of t~e. resul~
of this State by a four to one majority put the stamp of of their thrift, economy and hard work WI!l g1ve up citizenship
approval on a constitutional amendment prohibiting for all of their native states and seek the protectiOn of a state whose
time the levying of inheritance or income taxes. This wise and far-reaching leadership now sets her apart as the leader
of the American commonwealth of states. rhus free~ of t)le
measure received a great deal of support from the press and benighted idea that the chief duty of the state IS to pen_ahze thrift
important interests in Florida previous to the election, and to support a top heavy government that takes the ear!lmg_s of the
people to squander on we1rd Ideas of
the large majority in favor of the
uplift, and to maintain shoals of useamendment at the election indi- r;=====================11 less sapsuckers on the public payrolls,
cated very forcibly that the people
Florida will attract great numbers of
AMENDMENT TO FLORIDA CONSTITUthe best and most substantial people of ·
of Florida at large were in favor of
the nation.
TION TO PROHIBIT STATE INCOME
continuing indefinitely Florida's
"Indeed as one looks at the hopeless
AND INHERITANCE TAXES
policy of not placing taxes upon
trend of affairs in this state and sees
incomes and inheritances.
no hope of ::-elief from the govern"Section II, Article IX. No tax upon inmental plunder of one's possessions,
Florida has already benefited
the question arises why should any
heritances or upon the income of residents or
considerably through the passage
Ohioan longer stand the public plunder
citizens of this State shall be levied by the
of this amendment as a result of the
that is going on, when Florida affords
him a haven of refuge from this source
mass of publicity regarding it which
State of Florida, or under its authority, and
of confiscation. There is no question
has appeared in the press of the
there shall be exempt from taxation to the
what
the result is going to be. In a
country since its adoption. We can
year from now hundreds of Ohio citihead
of
a
family
residing
in
this
State,
houseadd little here to what has already
zens will transfer their residence to
hold goods and personal effects to the value
been said upon the subject but in
Florida which will not prevent their
carrying on business and remaini~g
of five hundred dollars."
answer to numerous requests from
here the better part of the time. That
readers and because of the imporvery many of them will do so cannot
tance and interest that is attached
be doubted if one will examine our
to the amendment and its effect
socialistic inheritance tax laws. And
upon the future of Florida we are presenting a digest of what is true of Ohio will also be true of the rest of the great
industrial states. Therefore, there is no question but what Florida
some of the more important press comments.
has shown a degree of far-reaching wisdom which no other state
The Tampa Tribune under the heading "Florida's Wise has yet considered.
Decision," includes some interesting facts and figures from
"The men primarily responsible for this real statesmanship
are not unknown in Akron. They are Senator Thomas J. CampState Comptroller Ernest Amos:
bell, of Vero, and Hon. Joseph H. Lord, of Sarasota, to whom
"State Comptroller EI"?est Amos, . who. did much intelligent Florida is primarily indebted for this far-reaching reform. Mr.
work in advocacy of the mcome and mher1tance .tax amendment, Lord
has been a visitor here several times and Senator Campbell
which has beim approved by the people of Flonda by a fi_ve to was here
this summer. They were, therefore, not unacquainted
one vote~ well says that Florida has achiev~d most . des1ra~le with what our fool system of taxation is doing to drive capital
prominence in the ~~ct that it i~ the onlf state m the Umon which out of active business channels and we think it may be said that
has definitely prohibited excessive taxatw~.
.
the bad example of Ohio inspired them to save their own state
"It must necessarily appeal to the natiOnal pubhc as a strong from the predicament we are now in. But be that as it may
recommendation of this state. Florida alone of a ll the state:; can Florida should build a monument to the two men whose far flung
promise to newcomers absolute immunity from objectionable and vision took to the people of their state an idea which will
confiscatory forms of taxation.
.
eventually make Florida one of the wealthiest and most pros"'Florida's favored position,' says Mr. Amos, 'without mcome perous
states in the Union.
taxes is felt in other states in no uncertain way.' He also shows
"In Ohio we send no such men to the legislature.
On the
that there will be no loss in tax revenues to t~e state by the contrary
the only kind we do send are Nancy Anners and
barring of these taxes and by the $500 exemption on personal uplifters about
are trying to make themselves popular with the
property, because, as he points out, 'the in:pouring of wealt)l as a nuts who who
constitute our groups and who are constantly yowling
result of the amendment's adoption and mcreased valuatiOn of that
the state 'oughter do something about it'. As grapes cannot
property by reason of development will take care of all needed be gathered
of thorns nor figs of thistles, we are getting the
taxes for many years to come.'
.
.
woeful result of these illuminating peanut ideas translated into
"Mr. Amos points with pride to the fact that, while Flonda legislation. Our state under such influences has become a govhas 35 000 000 acres capable of cultivation, only 2,000,000 acres ernmental hatchery of all the lunacies that squander the wealth
are no'w u~der cultivation-and he especially calls attention to of a people.
Florida's 8,500 miles of water front property, including the sea"It taxes its citizens out of - business in life and then when
coast and the lakes, bays and rivers, of which 6,000 miles is their
weary and harassed souls find rest beyond the Great Divide
admirably adapted for settlement and improvement for homes it falls
upon the widow and orphan and strips them of a large
or other purposes.''
share of what the uplifters, state grafters , and nincompoop
One of the most quoted editorials on the subject appeared legislators left to the victim in life. Henceforth between investin The Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal and forcefully states: ing what little one has in tax exempt securities and going to
Florida to live, the state is bound to sustain a drain of capital,
" While the rest of us are yowling about it Florida does it." brains and energy which eventually will do serious damage to us.
"The most notable result of the election in this country Tues- But the machine we call a state government here will never see it.
day is found in the State of Fl<?rid!l. Th~re the l?eople adop~e d Indeed, if they did, it would make no difference. They know they
an amendment to the state constitutiOn which forbids the levymg· can lay it on that much harder on those who are left.

No Income or Inheritance Taxes for Florida
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"In the meantime we wish to congratulate Lord and Campbell
and the enlightened people of the State of Florida. With such
men as she has shown that she sends to her legislature and with
the gifted orator Col. Peter 0. Knight, over at Tampa venting
his scholarly and pungent sarcasms on all Nancy Anners and
advocates of Glory Hallelujah government, Florida will survive
even the fundamental fallacies of the Great Commoner.
"Also she will attract to her sane and hospitable environs, not
only the wealthy, but the thoughtful people, who are weary of
fighting fools who think the state 'oughter do something about it'.
and who in the name of that beautiful sentiment make taxation
the handmaiden of grand larceny in life and legalized burglary
after death. Even more than her matchless climate will this piece
of legislative wisdom make Florida the best state in the Union."

transportation of the wealth of field and farm. Mr. William J.
Conners once King of the Lakes and Democratic lord of Buffalo
has a $1,000,000 farm on the shores of Lake Okeechobee-immemorial enriching Nile of the Everglades.
"Has any man 'a right' to own a $1,000,000 farm? Aren't ten
acres enough and probably too much? But there is no end to the
rapacity of Florida, to her complete moral anethesia. Her people. ·
sunk in the grosses materialism, have just adopted by a vote of
some six to one a constitutional amendment providing that 'no
tax upon inheritances or upon income of residents or citizens of
this State shall be levied by the State of Florida, or unde.r its
a uthority.' To be sure the' amendment exempts 'from taxation
to the head of the family r esiding in this State, household goods
and per sonal effects to the value of $500,' but that is nothing to
a people bound to be rich and devoid of the righteous desire to
The Manufacturers Record in commenting upon the pursue, pill and poll 'the rich'. The newly elected Governor of
Amendment states that Florida has offered an example that the State is shameless. 'The keynote' of his n ext Administration
is to be 'development,' material, not moral. There are plenty of
might be followed to advantage by other States:
forehanded immigrants from other States in Florida, and the
"At the present time, when the chief concern of politicians purpose of the amendment is to attract new droves of t<uch
generally seems to be to find more ways to pile taxes on a long- undesirable citizens.
suffering people, and when
"The case of Florida is as
most of the states in the
sad as flagrant. It doesn't
Union have either income or
stand alone. Oregon, so long
inheritance taxes, or both,
the nursery and provingWORN . OUT BY AIR
Florida puts itself definitely
ground of reforms, · has just
on record by writing into its
shaken off her State income
By KEN CLOUD
Constitution that it will not
tax. These r ebellions against
levy taxes either on incomes
an impost dear to some of our
o doubt you recall an advertisement in the magazines
or on inheritances on 1hP. Citibest occasional thinkers as eszens of that state. This is,
sentially moral, punitive and
which was ent:tled, " W om Out by Air." It pictures
perhaps, one of the best adplutophobic are most depressa
star
shooting
through
space.
The
story
tells
how
vertisements that has ever
ing. Undoubtedly they are incontact
with
the
air
finally
wears
out
the
mass
of
molten
metal.
been made by any state in th e
spired, fom ented and financed
Truth! And so it is with men.
Union to attract men of
by the national and Internamoney. There is no injustice
tional bankers. ' Back to SparFlying hither and thither, P.Ver moving so fast they seem
what ever from any point o£
ta !' r emains the watchword of
to leave a streak of sparks behind them. You have seen them,
view to other citizens of the
the good, even if person s of
I too. The sheer beaut)' of their actions, same as in a shooting
state by drawing men of
weak moral fiber prefer the
star, calls for plaudits from the multitude. Plaudits pall
wealth to Florida by proving
Land of Flowers.''
that that state, unlike many
when hunger hurts.
The Atlant'a journal in
others, is not constantly seekA flash across the sky of the happenings of this busy
an editorial under the heading to harness men simply beworld-every eye following them--yet, in a few short seconds
ing "The Green Gold of
cause they have accumulated
wealt~ .
they are gone, forever- - swallowed up in inky blackness, worn
Florida" likens the rush of
"Florida offer s an example
down to nothing by the very air through which they travel.
tourists and investors to
which might be followed to.
They
sink
into
cool,
calm,
obscure
oblivion,
"unwept,
unFlorida
to the gold hunters
advantage by other states. Inhonored, and unsung," no matter how bright was their original
of forty-nine:
come and inheritance taxes
flash. Nothing is remembered of them. Sad, isn't it?
.
"Comparable to the fever ed
have become so onerous and
rush of the Forty-Niners,
unjust in many cases that it is
If their capabilities, abilities, energy, could all be handdy
crossing a cdntinent to burrow
difficult for a man, unless he
harnessed they would write a message for posterity. But such
under the soil of California
guides his investments with
is
their
nature,
a
flash,
instead
of
steady,
coherent,
sustained,
seventy-five years ago, is the
extreme care, to know whether
consistent effort in one direction. Such procedure marks a
his supposed estate will be ensweep of investors--the r eal
tirely absorbed in Federal and
wave, with a cloud of tourists
man.
· state inheritance taxes or not.
as its crest-to the Land of
What if he does make haste slowly? What if he drinks
The people of Florida show
Flowers; to the amazingly dedeep of the dregs of despair? What matter if the entire world
veloping Florida of 1924.
that they r ealize the good that
never sees a flash from hin~? The fact that he has gained
will come to the whole state
Home-seekers and investors in
by inducing a larger m~mb er
something more reliabla than
certain headway today; can gain tomorrow and the next day,
of men of means, many of
the yellow gold prospects · of
and the next1 heads him for success. The race is not always
whom now have their wmter
California in the last century
to the swift. Better burn more slowly, and surely, than to
homes in Florida, to become
are flocking into Florida on
every train and by every road,
citizens of the state ancl thus
blaze a second then s:" nk forever.
become more and more intidrawn by the green gold of
mately identified with its dethat beautiful state, and by
velopment.
This movement
its fascinating charms as the
will also attract attention to Florida from many who have n ever winter playground of the western world. There are fabulous
stories of r eal estate development in Florida just now; stories that
~sit~d the state and from many who, though they may have
VIsited it, have n ever considered it as a place of r esidence. It will dwarf the brave old tales of the Golden State, when it 'took a
be discussed in practically every newspaper in the country as one gold mine to operate a silver mine,' and Mark Twain drew his
of the few states in the Union which does not make a specific finest pictures in "Roughing It.' There is little of roughing it in
business of trying to add unwise burdens to the life of every Florida today. The way is made easy and the pleasant r ealtor
citizen."
will sing you a dulcet song-and the delightful part of it is that
The New York Times gave Florida a lot of valuable · the song rings true.
winter playground of a nation'-it is an alluring motto.
publicity in the following editorial which indicates that Yet"'The
that is only part of Florida's mission. The butterfli es of the
Florida has a terrible disease-that of getting rich:
East and the North account for a brilliant portion of this amazing
"Something should be said by the r esonant moralists of pluto- development; but they are the luminous crest of the deep wave
phobia about the sin and shame of Florida. Mr. Bryan, an inno- that rolls ceaselessly toward Florida.
cent beneficiary and victim, is the fittest man to discharge this
"Cities are materializing as if some civically minded genii were
imperious duty. Florida does nothing but accumulate wealth and at play; beautiful cities; substantial cities, with an earnest amundergo the r esultant Goldsmithian decay. Unabashed she invites bition to be well paved and modernly designed, and to show off
the rich and idle to her unfortunate felicities of Winter sunshine. the natural loveliness of this amazing state. Broad highways are
Far worse remains behind. Social decoration might be forgiven. building throughout the state, for it bids fair to be a population
The trouble with Florida is fundamental. Apartment houses on wheels, 'devoted to motoring with the proper encouragement.
springing into the air, growing cities, prosperous commerce, the Great .business firms are entering the field, for every purpose of
paradise of realtors-even these are but the symptoms of a development and investment, with a fin e showing of industrial
dreadful disease. She is piling up agricultural wealth. Infamous aim. Astute business men have seen the field for the sowing of
drainage canals a,re reclaiming millions of acres from the mud. money in well-judged loans and the r esult is the ·swiftest and
Railroads and automobile roads are building to provide for the
(Continued on page 92)
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Aerial Photography
HOW IT IS AIDING THE
DEVELOPMENT of FLORIDA
By

H.

A.

B RUN 0

P h oto g ra ph s c opyright, ! 9 24 , by Fairchild
A e rial Surv e y s , In c., New York .

Cameraman A. 0 . Russell of t he Fairchild Aerial Surveys, and the "aerial eye"
oblique photographs at a height of 3,000 feet.

NE cold winter's day as the New
York Express was pulling out of the
South Station in Boston, two men
met for the first time in ten years.
The meeting took place in the Club Car.
The first man was a typical New Englander
and the second seemed to be a man from
the broad open spaces judging from the
healthy tan on his face.
"Well, Jack, where are you living now?"
remarked he of the New England city·
The second man admitted that he had
been living in Florida for the past eight
years.
"I know what I can expect," said Mr.
New England. "For the balance of the trip
to New York I suppose I am going to hear
nothing but the wondrous beauty of Florida. You Southerners certainly can paint
a verbal picture of the country you live in."
His friend laughed and said: "These are
modern times, old man, and I can do more
than talk about Florida."
He promptly took a large leather briefcase and extracted several dozen photo-

0

ready

to take

graphs mounted on cloth.
They were not ordinary photographs,
however. They had been taken from an
aeroplane and visualized in a way that no
ground photograph could do the · beauties
of various Florida estates.
Strange as it may seem, the New Englander became so engrossed in the subject
of Florida and its possibilities as seen
through the aerial eye that neither he nor
his friend bothered to go in to lunch.
This little incident really did take pbce
and the upshot of the whole affair was that
New England lost a thoroughly good resident.
The photographs mentioned . were the
perspective type of aerial photographs. We
are all more or less familiar with these
aerial views from having seen them in the
Rotogravure Section of the city newspapers.
A far more important type of aerial photography called the "vertical" view has
proven invaluable to engine ering executives, surveyors, city planners and so forth.
While the perspective or oblique type

has already been used by a number of Florida concerns as a new and valuable met hod
of attracting attention, the vertical view
has not as yet been used on a large scale in
this State.
The difference between the vertical and
the oblique aerial view is that the vertical
is taken with the camera pointed directly
down toward the earth's surface and usually in series or overlapping. The oblique
view, however, is usually a single exposure
made with the camera pointed at an angle
toward the horizon·
The vertical photographs are more o ~ten
r eferred to as map views. The reason for
this is that by matching them together an
exact picture plan can be obtained showing
large sections of areas of the earth's surfa ce. When this matching or compilation
work is completed and is controlled hy a
small amount of ground surveying, the resulting picture is called a photographic map.
There are hundreds of uses for these
maps. They enable the engineer of hydraulics to locate potential power sites, and
deve lop power. The Forestry Department
can read the maps and locate fire towers,
and apportion ranger patrol. The forester
can recognize denuded areas where acres of
stumps cry for re-forestation. Our State
Highway Departments can intelligently
plan their main arteries. From these maps
the Agricultural Departments are able to
note the rercentage of land under cultiva-

Palm Beach, Society's W in ter playgro und, with Lake Worth in the backgrou nd.
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Undoubtedly the clearest aerial photograph ever made of the city of Miami... The detail of the distant sections, even
in this halftone reproduction, is remarkable.

tion, can mark the waste lands for reclama- to be mapped for regional planning. Three Ohio, and Washington, D. C.
Behind the growth of this company has
tion, and plan for maximum agricultural Eastern States have taken preliminary steps
been the determination of a young pioneer
efficiency to the entire State. The solution to secure aerial State maps.
of water supply problems can also be solved
The development of aerial photography to maintain the lead in this new industry.
His efforts have been consistently reby the unerring location of future reser- during the past five years has been very
voirs.
rapid. It may interest you to know that warded with notable results. For example,
Towns or cities in Florida can derive the man responsible in a great measure for he made possible the great photographic
great benefit from an aerial map, each city this development is still under thirty.
mapping project whereby the City of New
fitting it to its needs. The Department of
Sherman M. Fairchild, who might well York, including all five boroughs-ManSchools is able to locate schools to serve be called the founder of this new industry, hattan, Bronx, Queens, Richmond and
the ever-changing population. The Depart- is President of the Aerial Camera Corpora- Brooklyn-a territory of approximately
ment of Streets and Highways readily tion which bears his name. This company 625 miles, has been mapped- Some idea of
solves its traffic problems. It can readily dates back to 1918. Last year they did a the size of this task may be gained from
see at a glance the necessity of widening gross business of more than $600,000.00. the fact that over 2,000 negatives were sethe main arteries of travel, determine logi- They use eight aeroplanes, each with a pilot cured, corrected and assembled into the
cal methods of parking cars, locate adiTan- and photographer, and in the plant at New finished map, which is about 30 feet long
tageous sites for new streets, and can tell York where the maps are put together over and 27 feet wide.
without visiting the location whether or not a hundred people are employed, including
Mapping New York was powerful proof
the property · value makes this prohibitive. the engineers and draftsmen who bring the that the faith and vision of young FairThe Board of Assesors can show beyond maps down to scale.
child for the adaptation of the aerial camera
argument the factors of improvement which
Mr. Fairchild is also the inventor of the to commercial and other peace-time u ses
have increased the value of a citizen's prop- Fairchild "between-the-lens" aerial camera, were soundly based.
erty. The City Planning Board can do their which is not only the official camera of the
Through this new invention and new inwork rapidly and intellignetly because all U. S. Army and Navy, but is also used by dustry, the marvels and beauties of Florida
the factors bearing upon their problems are the Canadian and Brazilian Governments. can be told to the whole world in a manner
registered photographically and to scale,
An office has been recently opened in such as never has been done before.
covering the entire city. The Police, Fire, St. Petersburg, Fla., by this Company, and
Charles M. Emerson , New England manWater and Sewer Departments find the map in addition to their main office in New York, ager for this photographic company, visu_alof value in their respective studiesthey have branch offices in Boston, Mass., ized very clearly in a recent statement
Our City Engineers can use them to Chicago, Ill., Dallas, Texas, Cleveland, just how this photographic work is done.
explain their projects
It is a r eal man-size
and thus save a lot of
job as will be readily
field work. In a map
seen when you read
made from the air a
what he says.
tree shows as a tree, a
"Special aeroplanes
curbstone as a curbare necessary for aerial
stone, a church as a
map making.
They
church. Gas, electric,
must have a cruising
and telephone compacapacity of six or seven
nies find these maps of
hours, and a ceiling of
great value in solving
at least 16.000 feet with
their problems on disclimbing ability to reach
tribution.
this ceiling with full
In the East and Midload inside of an hour.
dlewest the practical
Planes should be ablP
application of aerial
to land on and take off
surveying is wide
from small fields, and
spread. Hydraulic comyet develop a crosspanies are having their
country speed of at
watersheds mapped by
least 110 miles per
hour.
this method. Nearly all
of the large light and
"The camera is mountpower companies have
f>d in the fu~elage or
had their transmission
body of the plane with
line areas mapped from
the lens pointing down
the air. Congested areas
through a hole in thP
in_ the East made up of
floo". The elevation at
multiple city groups are One of the "man-made" Venetian· Islands in Biscayne Bay between Miami and Miami Beach. which the plane must
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m in which adds the third
dimension or perspectfve
to any por tion of the
ground covered.
" With the completion
of the photography the
air work is done. The
films after development
go to the Engineer ing
and Mapping D e partment.
"Perhaps you may be
a stounded to know that
aerial maps are photographed from such altitudes a s 16,000 and 20,000 f eet. Only a short
time ago a United States
Army pilot and phot ographer in a r ecent t est
with a Fairchild ca mera
photographed on one exposure 19 square miles
of the City of Dayton
from an altitude of 32,000 fe et. This six-mile
aeroplane climb put the
photographer 3,000 feet
higher than the top of
Mt. EvereEt and brought
him into a temper ature
of sixty degrees b elow
zero. And it is far from
comfortable at this high
altitude . I will t ell you
just what they do to offset this condition a little
further on.
"The mosaic or a erial
photographic map is assembled by first plotting
the control of existing
survey data upon a suitable composition board
and then upon this control superimposing selecte d portions of the
aerial photographs after
they have been corrected
Palm Beach with the Ocean on the right and Lake
Worth at the left.

t o sca! e. Th ·s mast er map is then re-photographed in large sections which are used
in making any des:r ed number of copies.
For study of any parti~ular area, enlargements are found to be a great aid. Any
individual n egative at say 800 f eet to one
inch can be enlarged to 200 fe et t o one
inch without appreciable loss of definition.
"Just a few words about the cost of runn ing an a erial photographic business. It
requires more than a commercial plane, a
camera, a pilot and photographer. An
aerial photographic map is more than an
assembled "jig-saw," an ensemble of snapshot photos. It is the r efined product of
the highest grade of engineer;ng service
and has back of it thousands of dollars
spent in the training of expert technicians
in flying, photograph and engineel'ing, plus
thousands more spent for equipment and
experience.
" In considering primary costs, one plane,
camera and incidental equipment means an
outlay of $30,000. Add laboratory installat ion and $50,000 for training of personnel
and you have an idea of the primary cost.
Now, allow 25 per cent for depreciation,
then for damage and loss insurance add 25
more, fire insurance 5 per cent more, and
for repairs add a final 20 per cent. Such
a staggering array of costs surely looks
discouraging to any one who possesses am-·
bition, a second-hand plane and any old
kind of a camera, and who wants to get
into aerial surveying. It must be admitted
that this is one business that cannot be
started on the proverbial shoestring.
"I have mentioned training of personnel.
Possibly many people think that any man
who can fly an aeroplane will make a good
photographic pilot. This is not so. Out of
one hundred trained pilots only four or
five can become expert photographic pilots.
Even in ordinary flying a pilot has to r ead
and check constantly his instrument dials,
such as those showing engine temperature
and revolutions, pressure gauges, aneroids
both regular and vernier, and several
others.
The photographic pilot has to
handle his controls automatically, in fact

( At r ight) The famous Daytona-Ormond Beach
where automobi!e racing w ill be revived this winter.
Daytona Beach C:ty appea rs in the foreground.

be flown is det ermin ed. For instan ce, if
the area in qu estion is to be mapped at a
scale of 800 feet to the inch and a lens of
20-inch focal length is to be us ed, multiplication of the two factors ( 800 by 2 0)
gives the altitude in fe et which the plane
must maintain. The job is flown from one
of the United States Geodetic Survey Sheets
which shows the area to be cover ed and
also denotes the guide or fl ight lin e. The
pilot flies along the guide line back and
forth forming "strips" until the required
area has b een covered.
" The photographic film covered by e:1ch
exposure is 7 % by 9 % inches, the larger
dimensions forming the width of each ~ trip.
" However, the net eff ective area o f r. n e
exposure .is about one-fifth of the t.otal
area. This is b ecause of the so-called overlap. Accordingly the photographer times
t he consecutive exposures so that they overlap each other like shingles by about 60
per cent and the pilot plots his flight l'nes
so that the strips overlap each othe i· by
about 50 per cent" Then each object on the t errain is
photographed five times.
The overlap
makes it possible to use only the center
portion of each photograph, which alone
is a true vertical projection. Discarding
th e edges of the photographs in ma king
the map also avoids a certain amount of
displacement of elevated ground obj ects
due to conical projection caused by the
diverging lens rays. ·· The overlap, however, allows stereoscopic study of the ter-
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Waterfront of Miami taken from an altitude of 500 feet .

continually to maintain altitudes. He must
guard against rocking, pitching and 'bumping.' In addition to this he has to read
his marked map and then crane his neck
over the side of the cockpit and with his
angle of vision restricted to about 20 degrees from the vertical, follow accurately
an imaginary line drawn upon the earth's
surface far below. And to add to liis
troubles, he frequently finds a strong cross
wind t ending to drift him from his line
of flight. He noses his plane into this wind,
allowing the proper compensation for drift
and Cl'awls along the flight line with his
plane pointing in an entirely different direction. This is called 'crabbing.' It is
easy to understand why, if you have ever
observed a crab's travel.
· "In the other cockpit the photographer
is a very busy man. His camera and other
necessary instruments nearly fill the cockpit so that he has to hook on his belt and
then hang on with every angle of his anatomy. He must determine the proper interval between each exposure to secure
the necessary overlap, a time interval
which must be watched carefully and
changed to suit varying plane speeds. He
must check to a marked map and in addition to his routing work make notes on
any exposures which show tilt or are otherwise not just as they should be.
"Besides winding his film and taking the
pictures, he must twist his camera in its
mount to offset 'crabbing' and continually
juggle the elusive bubble in his spirit level
so that he may be sure that the camera is
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The McAllister Hotel is the large building in the center

exactly vertical at the time of exposure. get our map pictures right we have to deThe slightest turn of the plane caused cen- termine our interval, that is the number
trifugal force to throw the bubble out of of seconds we will require between extrue position, and so he must cultivate a posures. A timing dial is then set for the
seventh sense to rectify the error caused proper interval and as the plane flies the
exposures click off in just the .number reby this added flexible factor."
Most readers of magazines have plenty quired. We have arranged special signals
of imagination. In this case I am going between the pilot and ourselves and as the
to ask you to use it. I want you to im- first strip comes beneath us, a poke in the
agine that we are going to a flying field back from the pilot tells us "we are ready
adjacent to Tampa and then hop aboard a to shoot." The work begins and with each
plane for a piece of mapping over that interval the earth and its objects below are
city. Even in this warm climate it is liable registered "in the vertical." One strip leads
to be cold at 10,000 or 15,000 feet. We to another, and so on, to the end! It
will take along a fur-lined teddy bear, a doesn't sound so difficult, does it? But
couple of sweaters, knitted helmet which the job of the two men in the plane is not
.c omes below the shoulders and a few other easy. Pounding motor, the rush and whirr,
miscellaneous garments to our regular the number of things to be done, call for
equipment.
rapid wits and quick, accurate movements.
It does not take long to get aboard our Then, as you know, altitude flying means
plane and after the pilot has warmed his extremely low temperatures. Oxygen
motor, we taxi across the field preparatory masks are necessary at extreme altito taking the air.
tudes, and if you whip off your mask for
A few seconds later we are off and we even a fraction of a minute, yours will be
soon r each an elevation of 2,00 0 feet. Thf> literally a "frozen face" when you step out
safety slide is drawn from the camera and at the end of the trip . Roaring in the ears,
the roll of film is attached. It is just like stomachic disturbances, and other minor
the film used in an ordinary "ground" discomforts such as bleeding at the n ose
camera in having light-safe paper to make are not uncommon.
it daylight loading. We start the camera
Back on the ground again , the camera
and get the film into exposure position. with its precious cargo of film is rushed
Meanwhile the plane is climbing, as we .to town for the developing work.
can see by the altimeter and soon we reach
Our little imaginative flight is over.
the required 1,000-foot altitude. What a
Before concluding this article, I want to
wonderful view! Some of Florida's most say a few words about the aerial surveybeautiful country! And then we are over ing of forests. In this particular type of
the first strip we are to photograph· To
(Continued on page 72)
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ROMANCE
of the LINKS
'By

OCTAVUS ROY COHEN
Photographi c 1 1/u ; tratioJIJ
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'By

HEN George Fawcett organized a
corporation and constructed a twohundred-thousand-dollar hotel immediat ely across the road from the
Sunrise Valley Countr y Club, the conservati ve business men of the Florida town lay
back and haw-hawed, as the club is nine
miles from the city. True, the setting is
beautiful, but it takes more than beautiful
backgrounds to make a r esort hotel financially successful.
Two years later F awcett's crowd had the
la ugh on the a stute business men who had
!"O raucously derided the proposition. The
sixty-four-hundred-yard links of the Sun·
r ise Valley Club wer e considered the best
south of the Mason and Dixon line, and the
hotel became a Mecca for golfing enthusiast s who played on Northern courses in
t he summer and in Florida during the winte r. The Sunrise Valley scheme banged
across to success for the simple rea son that
golfer s seek g olf twelve months in th e year.
By spring of the third year it was no
longer a question whether the hotel could
pay its way, but rather a problem of capacity.
It was at the height of the season that
Ca r t er Chapman and Enid Rosslyn reached
t he Sunrise View hotel. They didn't know
each other when they arrived, and would
never have met except for a fortuitous
combination of circumstances which had to
do mainly with golf-or the absence of it.
Sunrise View hotel, being a golf hotel inhabit ed exclusively by golf nuts, was no
place for a person not addicted to the past ime. Of course, the evenings wer e devoted to much bridge and a little dancing.
For t he most part the golfer s wer e too
ti red for t he dancing, an d the four somes of
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t he day settled their
links arguments over
the bridge t a bles. Outsiders didn 't have a
chance.
Chapman, being a
well-built and attracti ve y oun g man ,
promptly r eceived invitations to f ill out
foursomes. To each
invitation he r eturned
a polit e r e fusal.
Pressed for a r eason,
he declared that he
was afflicted with
r h e umatism. Th e y
looked him over and became skeptical.
"He doesn't play golf," accused one.
"Then wh y did he come here? This is
a g olf r esort. "
··Ask me something easy ; but I'm twice
as sure that he doesn 't play. No g olfer
with rheumatism could stand the strain of
being near good links, and within sound of
tournaments, without pitching in."
Ca r t er Chapman said little about that or
anything else. He admitted that he played
the game "a trifle, " but no amount of inducement sufficed to get him to cross the
road to the first t ee.
And because he was not playing g·olf , he
was a s much alone in the big hotel as
Crusoe on his tropic isle-which was the
principal rea:Jcm wh y he noticed Enid
Rossly n.
Enid, too, seemed glued to the ve ra ndas.
For three da ys after her arri val she didn't
go near the links. Chapman, conscious of
the comment aroused by his failure to play,
became curious about the girl. And, truth
to tell, she was the sort of g irl a r edblooded single man becomes curious about.
To put it mildly, Enid Rosslyn was not
hard on the eyes. She was of medium
height and superlative figure; her skin was
a rich pinkly-white toned by a coat of
healthy tan. H er hazel eyes had a habit
of looking straight at one-and then, of
course, she didn't play golf.
So it was that curiosity attracted them
to each other, and gradually that curiosity
developed into a genuine personal inter est.
Chapman found himself wondering what
sort of girl she was. Enid discovered that
the image of the straight, good looking
young man r emained with her long after
she had r etired for the night.
Chapman effected the introduction. If,

indeed, the girl was not a golfer , she a f ford ed him po~e~tial companionship; and
he was excruc1atmgly lonely in the golfmad hotel. They told each other that they
were delighted, and found a secluded corner of the veranda. Chapman spoke.
"TheY,'re golf crazy her e !"
Enid smiled.
" Most golfers are," she said . '
"They've been pestering the life out of
me since I arrived."
"Why haven't you played ?"
H e flushed slightly.
"Rheumatism."
"Oh!" The word wa s utter ed with a
significant inflecti on . " You have played ,
then?"
" A trifle."
" I see !"
Enid took stock. She f rankly didn't believe the young man any more than the
golfing element in the hotel believed him.
However, she forgave him the white lie
knowing that no non-golfer who is wis~
cares to express a ·lack of inter est in the
game when surrounded by a horde of rabid
enthusiasts. Finally he turned to her.
" Do you play?"
She paused a second , then shook her
hea d.
"No-o."
"Don't play golf ? Then why did you
come her e ?"
The suggestion of a smile flash ed
rougishly about her lips.
" I want to learn something about the
game."
"I see! But why haven't you commenced
your lessons?"
She lowered her voice.
"I'll t ell you. I discovered that the practise-what do you call it?"
"Tee ?"
"Yes-that the practice t ee is right by
the place wher e all the games start. There's
always a crowd around ther e, and I'm
frankly embarrassed. It seems to me that
the folks under instruction are the butts
of morbid curiosity, and I don't relish the
prospect."
"But if you' re going to learn , you've got
to take lessons from the pro."
She shook her head det erminedly.
" Not if he t eaches in that public place.
I couldn't stand it. And"-her voice beca me wistful-"! did so want to learn?"
" It is a shame," he agreed. "Isn't there
some way out? "
" No-o, not unless I happened to find
some golfer who would be willing t o t each
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me-to take me to some secluded spot on
the links-some place where no one could
see how stupid I shall be."
He glanced at her out of the corners of
his eyes. Pretty girl, secluded spot--say,
some chap was going to be dog-goned
lucky! The very thought of taking this
particular young lady out daily where prymg eyes could not pry, and under conditions where she would have to follow
orders! The vision of the lissom figure
swaying rhythmically to the stroke!"
Suddenly he clapped his hand on the arm
of his chair.
"I've got it!"
"What?"
"Your teacher!"
"Really? Who?"
"Myself!"
II
She looked at him squarely, and he had
the grace to flush.
"Of course," he hastened to add, "I'm
no professional, or anything like that; but
after all there's a certain technique-"
"Are you serious, Mr. Chapman?"
"Deadly."
"And you'll teach me all about the
game?"
"Yes, certainly."
Then he amended
hastily: "That is, all I know myself."
"Good!" H er hand came out and grasped
his firmly. "It's a bargain. When do we
start?"
"Mmm! How about tomorrow morning
at nine o'clock?"
"Nine o'clock it is!" Her eyes were
flashing with delight, and she rose to her
feet: "And now let's go across the road
to that funny little shop where they sell
the sticks."
"The what?"
"The golf-sticks. You can show me just
what to buy, and-"
"No-o. I'll go with you, of coursedelighted; but I fancy you'd better let the
pro select your clubs."
They entered the golfcshop together and
introduced themselves to the professional.
"Goalff clubs is it, miss? Certainly I'll
fix ye up up, and with a verra fine set of
my ain making. How many clubs will ye
be wanting?"
Enid shook her head.
"I don't know, Mr. McTavish. I'm new
to the game, and I'll leave that to you."
A gleam of keen interest was born in the
eyes of the Scot.
"H"'ID! Ye'll be wanting · nice clubs, of
course, and plenty of them. 'Tis a verra
gude idea for the new beginner to have an
assortment. Sometimes they don't worrk
as they should."
An hour later Carter Chapman staggered
out of the golf-shop weighted down by
Enid's equipment. Regarded solely as an
equipment it was a wonder. There were
clubs for every possible lie and for several
impossible ones; a plain driver and a bulging one; a brassy, one spoon, one niblick,
one mashie-niblick, one heavy mashie, one
jigger, a mid-iron, iron and aluminum putterms, a driving-iron, and a cleek.
Mr. McTavish had cannily unloaded on
Enid Rosslyn the prize white elephant of
his bag collection-an enormous, unwieldly,
11ole-leather affair with bronze trimmings;
price forty dollars. She had purchased
two dozen balls, six rubber tees, a pair of
golf shoes, a glove for the left hand, . a
patent sponge device for cleaning balls and
a morocco-bound book for tabulating the
11cores of her first four hundred games.
The day had been a profitable one for
Mr. McTavish, and he chuckled as he
watched the couple disappC£,r around the
clubhouse and across the roali to the hotel.
While the professional was standing
there, Gerald Hardwick and his wife came
in from the eighteenth green and followed
the direction of Mr. McTavish. Then they ,
too. chuckled.
"Beginn Pr. eh, Dougal?"
.
"Aye! Worse than that, sir, Mr. Hard-
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Chapman discovered that in order to show Enid the interlock:nc grip it was necessary to hold her band

wick. Y e can t ell their knowledge of the
royal game from the clubs they have
bouht. 'Tis funny, isn't it, Mr. Hardwick,
that the poorer. the player the shinier and
more numerous the clubs?"
"Right you are, Dougal! The more we
play, the more we learn to distrust all
clubs."
But Gerald Hardwick, one-time club
champion, was right. Such an assortment
of clubs stamped its carrier as the rankest
sort of a novice. ·
And as they rounded the corner of the
hotel, and then crossed the veranda and
passed through the lobby, they and their
baggage were the targert for a battery of
overt grins and ill-concealed chuckles.
Carter Chapman delivered his freight to
a bell-hop. Then he sauntered back across
the veranda and around the corner of the
hotel, accelerated his pace, and within five
minutes hove to in the golf-shop, -..yhere
Dougal McTavish greeted him with suspicious warmth.
"Mr. McTavish," started Chapman, "if
I tell you something- in confidence, will you
let it remain a confidence ?"
At that particular moment Mr. McTavish
would almost have laid down his life for
the fr :end of the young lady who had
bought his impossibly expensive clubs. H e
promised.
"Very well!"
Chapman lowered his
voice. "I'm goine: to teach that young lady
how to play golf1"
Mr. McTavish was not given to permitting a play of expression , but this was too

much. That the man who stood back and
allowed Enid to buy those clubs was going
to teach golf"Excuse that smile, sir; but something
must have tickled me."
"Mmm! I fancy so. Now the first thing
I want to know, McTavish, is this-just
what is the verbal formula you employ in
giving a lady her first golf lesson?"
Dougal McTavish pulled his visitor into
a corner and accepted one of his cigars.
Their voices dropped confidentially.
Fifty minutes later Carter Chapman
again emerged from the lair of Dougal
McTavish. Again he carried a mammoth
leather bag; and again those who saw
grinned broadly and derisively at sight of
the · new, shiny, gleamy clubs which are
the sign-manual of the raw recruit.
Carter Chapman had also become victim
to a set of n ew clubs. The afternoon had
been epochal for Dougal Mc"Tavish.
III
The following morning, at nine o'clock ,
a husky caddy staggered valiantly down
the course with a nice-looking young couple
trailing slowly in his wake. Chapman had
taken the boy into his confidence, and .
under promise of a sizable tip, tile lad had
revealed a disused tee and fairway beyond
the giant bunker whic'b. makes the four teenth hole at Sunrise Y!llley a del;ght for
the expert and a devil's trap for the poor
duffer with an inclination to 'book his brassy
,·hots.
Time was when the fifteenth tee had

nestled on the far side of the bunker, and
the old fairway stretched out toward what
was now the sixteenth green. The mammoth mound of earth concealed the old
tee from every one on the course save
those at the seventeenth tee. Both instructor and pupil were delighted with the
privacy of the spot.
Chapman selected a club from Enid's bag,
handed it to her, and explained meticulously that it was a driver, and why. Then
he selected a similar implement from his
own collection, and placed himself opposite
the girl.
"The first rule in golf," he rattled
unctuously, "is to keep your eye on the
ball. No matter what you do, keep your
eye on the ball."
She looked around.
" But there isn't any ball."
"We won't use any for the next few
minutes. In practising the swing, I want
you to keep your eye on the spot where
the ball would be if there were a ball."
"But how do I know where the ball
should be?"
"H-m !" Chapman hesitated a moment,
then tore a bit of paper from an e11velope
in his pocket. This he placed on the
ground. "Right there!" he announced
triumphantly.
"Oh !" She smiled. "Now I understand.
That's what you call a t e<> ?"
"Yes-no, that's not a tee. That represents where the ball would be if there were
a tee and the ball was on it. Is that perfectly clear?"
"1-1-suppose so."
"Now that we have learned to keep our
eye on the ball, the next thing is the grip.
It is vitally impor ~.lnt that the club should
be gripped correctly. Take the club in your
left hand." She did so. "That's right," he
commended; then his face clouded. "No-o,
it's not exactly right. You're holding the
head of the club upside down."
"Oh! And that's wrong?"
"Usually-yes. It's easier to hit the ball
when the club isn't upside down.
:'he reversed the club and let its heel
re> t on the turf.
"What next, Mr. Chapman?"
•·Now put your right hand on the club
-no, not that way; bring it up closer to
th e left hand. Now let the little finger of
the right hand be interlocked between the
first and second fingers of the left handHere, let me show you."
Carter Chapman discovered that in order
to show Enid the interlocking grip it was
necessary to hold her hahnds. This phase
of the lesson therefore consumed a good
deal of time, during which the caddy
watched with covert amusement. But even
the best thing must end, and eventually
Chapman admitted that her grip was correct.
He next instructed her as to stance, and
finally delved into the mystery of the
swing. Somehow, she didn't seem very r eceptive to his instructions. Either he didn't
have the knack of clarity, or else she was
particularly dense in understanding. And
then, when she mastered one idea, she
promptly forgot another.
If she swung prettily, she lifted her
head ; if she kept her head down, she
chopped at the place where the ball would
hav.e been if it had been there. If she
chanced upon a pretty back-swing, and
managed also to keep her eye on the ball,
she invariably dropped her right shoulder
and sent a large, pained divot flying
through the air.
Finally he broke the seal of a box of
new balls, secured a pinch of sand from
the tee-box, and placed the first of his
dozen white spheres comfortably atop it.
"Now here's where you hit your first
golf-ball," he proclaimed.
He was wrong. She didn't hit the ball.
She didn't even come close to it; and there
was more than the_ suggestion of a smile on

her lips as she stepped back and shook her
head hopelessly.
"You show me how," she suggested. He
vetoed that proposition promptly.
"I guess I'd better not, Miss Enid. My
rheumatism-"
"But you've been swinging the clubs, all
right?"
"Yes-but hitting a ball is different from
swinging the club."
"Yes," she agreed, "I'm beginning to
suspect that."
Several more times she suggested that
he should show her the actual hitting of the
ball, and each time he refused with a positiveness which brooked no argument. But,
reluctant as he was to exhibit his own golf
prowess, he worked hard with her. The
results were nothing to boast of. Once in
a while she sent a ball skidding crazily into
the rough on the right, or bounding into
the ~hallow creek which guarded the left
of the fairway. When she happened to con-

Enid .losslyn was not hard on the eyes.

"Finest drive I've ever seen a woman
make," he lied cheerfully.
"Do you think so?"
"I don't think-I know!"
"And you think I'll be a good player?"
"I'm quite sure of it," he returned seriously. "You'll be winning the tournaments
in three or four months."
"Wouldn't that be wonderful?" she said
enthusiastically.
"Yes," he agreed fervently, "it certainly
would!"

IV

Whatever might have been truly said
about their lack of progress in mastering
the intricacies of the royal and ancient game
during the three weeks that followed, the
same was not true of their friendship ..
They speedily reached a stage where friendship was vaguely unsatisfactory to both.
It was entirely too impersonal.
The mornings on the links in the lee
of the giant bunker, the long, sweet rest

Chapman found himself wondering what · sort of a girl she wao

nect with the ball so that her direction was
good, sue either topped it and saw it hop
weakly tw enty yards in front of the tee;
or else hit under and sent it high in the
air but sans distance.
·
And the11, two hours and t~n minutes
after arriving at the tee, circumstances
conspired in her favor. Through some
miracle her back-swing was perfect, her
down-stroke started slowly and then picked
up with a snap, she kept her eye on the
ball, and she followed through. There was
a faint click as club-head · and ball connected, and the little spJ-.ere shot a hundred and fift y yards straight down the
fai rwa y.
Carter Chapman was wise enough to stop
the lesson right there. He realized that for
the next twenty-four hours she would forget her thousand impo ssi bl ~ attempts and
remember the one straight . lucky drive.
That is golf. They st, nt the caddy on
ahead, and walked slowly back to the clubhouse, bubbling with enthusiasm.
"It's a marvelous game, isn't it?" she
raved.
"Wonderful!" he r eturned with a hidden
meaning quite lost on her.
"That last hit of mine-wasn't it a
beauty?"

periods under the huge oaks that sheltered
the old teeing-ground, the intimate talks
which had nothing whatever to do with
golf-and then the longer and sweeter and
more personal chats at night, as they
strolled together through the woods or sen t
the wide, white road spinning from beneath the wheels of Chapman's big roadster.
But while it was by no means uppermost
in their minds, golf was the chief topic of
conversation between them. She was making progress-there wasn't a doubt of that.
For on e thing, she was developing into an
uncannily clever putter. She declared that
there were fewer rules to remember on the
putting-greens; it was simply a case of tapping the little ball into a ridiculously small
cup. And, she boasted, she had once been
a crack croquet player.
As to Carter Chapman, he was steadfast in his refusal to hit even a single ball.
His form during instruction was pretty
enough , but the minute she teed a ball and
suggested that he should actually drive it,
he declined.
That was the single phase of his character which troubled her. He stubborn]~·
maintained that he played .golf "fairly
well," and that his rheumatism had forced
(Continued on page 62)
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It RENEWS
Their Youthful
AMBITIONS
Why Nationally Famous Men
of Wealch are Attracted to the
Ridge Section of Polk County
By

IRWIN

A. YARNELL

lrwin A Yarnell, one of the real pioneers in the
Ridge Section, and his magnificent home at
H ighland Park, near Lake Wales

HAT many men of large means-men
nationally famous-are being attracted
to the Ridge Section of Polk County
is an undisputed fact. I have been
asked the question by SUNILAND, "How
is the Ridge Section attracting and nolding
these men?"
My acquaintance with the Ridge Sectiun
dates back to a time before the first rick;:: ty
freight train complainingly shrieked and
banged its tortuous way down the Ridge,
dodging lakes and hills, and finally coming
to an abrupt stop at the old inland settlement of Frostproof.
This was way, way back some fourteen
years--seriously, a long time, as time is
measured in the achievements of this
rapidly developing section; and long before
the Boks, Gunthers, Montgomerys, Majors,
Cadwaladers, Pierces, Starretts, Warners,
Jenkins, Heckschers, Crockers, Chapins,
Babsons, Pillings, Hemphills, Huberts, Bedfords, Jennings, Ha vemeyers, Chases,
Bushes, Curtis', Douglas', Westinghouses,
and many others, now so prominently
identified with the Ridge Section, probably
even so much as knew that lakes and bills
existed in any appreciable number in
Flovida.
A:-~d why should they?
A long time ago, the r egion was wellknown to the Seminoles, that picturesque
]band of red-men which led our Uncle

T
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Samuel such a merry chase for a period
of years; then, instead of surrendering and
being allotted a bit of Janel, a mule and a
plow, and admonished not to let it happen
again, they beat a retreat down to an inaccessible part of the Everglades. Here a
pitiful remnant of the tribe is to be found
today-a people indeed without a country ,
for they have accepted no territory from,
and sworn no allegiance to the government
which, in those earlier days, dealt with
them so harshly and unsympathetically.
These Indians knew the Ridge Country,
and along about that time came a few of
Uncle Sam's emissaries, who roughly surveyed and marked out, with more or less
regularity, great mile squares in what is
now the Ridge Section. Later, their field
notes and rough plats wer e turned in, a
spectacled government land clerk made a
few entries in an imposing book, and the
Ridge Country was left to the few nomadic
hunters who occasionall y crossed its hill s.
And that was all.
Then came a time when a few of us and it was a mighty few-bet our time,
and all the shekels we could muster, that
some day a railroad would come and connect the world with the Ridge Country.
Note the order in which the connection was
to be made. Thus always have pioneers
appraised the little corner of the world
adopted by them, while waitinl:' for the

world itself to catch up!
This sounds like the beginning of a
"Who's Who", or "What's What", but
it is n ecessary as a foundation on which
to build the answer to the question of
why certain men of wealth and national
prominence are being attracted to the
Ridge Section of Polk County. Further
than this, it wi1l not go.
In the beginning of things on the
Ridge, the writer amused himself by
assembling, and trying to keep assembled, a band of dusky senegambians,
while they did the preliminary work of
clearing, eventually to the end that one
citrus tree be made to grow where about
five pine trees grew before.
This was hard, strenuous work, and it is
well to remember that every planted acre
of the many thousands one sees on the
Ridge today stands for a certain number
of backaches and blistered hands, for every
square foot of this vast grove area was
wrested from the pine woods, and subdued
by axe, grub-hoe and plow.
Roads in those days were mer ely trails,
containing a top-dressing of about a foot
of loose sand. These trails meandered aimlessly here and there, going nowhere in
particular, and served mainly as aggravating reminders that elsewhere in the
world there were such things as real roads.
Then came a few "Henrys," and the ruts
deepened and widened, and began to take
us to definite places. By strawing stretches
of these deeply rutted sand trails with pine
needles, we had, here and there, bits of
"boulevard", delightful reliefs from the
heart and axle-breaking sand--ruts.
But these straw-paved highways were
ethereal at the best. Frequently one drove
somewhere over yonder on a well-cushioned
road, and shortly returned on merely
blackened sand-someone had carelessly
dropped a lighted match or cigarette stub
on our pavement and burned it up.
It was one of these straw boulevards
that brought "him" down to our largest

clearing operation. "Him", it later developed, was Mr. August Heckscher, a real
captain of industry the owner of several
of New York City's largest buildings and
rated as one of the very largest holders of
real estate in the country.
A chance acquaintance had told him of
crystal lakes and rolling hills, and my caller
was simply wasting a little gasoline and
time to see ~ ust how big a liar his acquaintance from further up the state was.
Mr. Heckscher was stopping at a point
some twelve miles to the north, and it was
my privilege to have an occasional hour
with the man I soon came to admire for
his business sagacity and wealth of vision.
Later, we came to know and admire him
still more for his magnificent charity in fue
shape of the Heckscher Foundation, a wonderful home for crippled children, situated
on upper Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Mr. Heckscher was not only a man of
large affairs, he was a man who delighted
in "doing the things that could not be
done". Had he found the Ridge Country
opened up, and with its future assured,
I feel certain it would not have interested
him. As it was, its great, and almost unbroken, stretches of piney woods, its lack
of good roads and adequate transportation
facilities proved a chaHenge to his vision
and his pocketbook.
Briefly, he acquired here some thousands
of acres of land-built a beautiful home-

from killing frosts, so it
was here on the Ridge
that another man of
large means, and of very
large affairs--and an inborn love for flowersbecame interested.
In like manner was
Mr. Conrad Hubert attracted. His wonderful
grounds contain thousands of specimens of
tropical and semi-tropical trees, shrubs, and
flowers, and vines. Here
has been gathered together not only practically all of the plant life
indigenous to South
Florida, but the far
tropics of the world
have been drawn upon
for rare and beautiful
flower and tree specimens. I nominate Mr.
Hubert's collection as
probably being without
a peer in Florida.
Mr. Alfred J. Major,
former president of that
powerful corporation,
The American Bridge
Company, another big
man of large affairs, was

Edward Bok, publisher and philanthropist, has
a winter home at Mountain Lake, and in the
photograph looking across this lake is seen Iron
Mountain, the highest point in Florida, on the
topmost po;nt of which Mr. Bok is developing
a park and bird sanctuary.

helped men who were trying in an intelligent way to help themselves-planted and
is developing the largest individual citrus
grove in the world (two thousand , acres)
-in short, has been a tremendOUSlY strong
factor in more ways than space permits
me to tell, in the upbuilding of the Ridgli
Section of Polk County.
Mr. Heckscher unerringly saw in the
Ridge Country great potential wealth. He
shared the responsibility and uncertainty
which were ours during earlier years and,
while he now shares in the material prosperity which has come to the Ridge, it is
only fair to say that Mr. Heckscher has
been far more interested in the "game" of
developing the Ridge than in any possible
profits that might come to him through his
operations here.
Then I have in mind Mr. E. T. Bedford,
President of the Corn Products Company,
and a former Vice-President of Standard
Oil. An acquaintance with Mr. Bedford,
and a knowledge of his beautiful home
grounds at Mountain Lake, would largely
answer the question as to why this estimable gentleman located on the Ridge. Mr.
Bedford, who already had developed a
show place in Connecticut, aspired to grow
tropical things in Florida.
The rolling hills of the Ridge, made
wa·rm by its deep lakes, promised immunity

other fellow do the work and worrying."
And finally came Roger W. Babson,
probably the world's greatest statistician,
who said to the writer a few months
ago, "Next to my family, I love Florida
more than anything else in the world."
I know no man of finer sentiments toward his fellowman-of greater love for
the beauties of nature-or one having
gr~ater reverence for the unseen power
back of nature's handiwork-yet, he was
originally attracted to Florida, · and the
a later acquisition to the Ridge. His large . Ridge Country through the cold medium
holdings of grove property on the Ridge of figures.
$tripped of all . sentiment, these figures,
were acquired because of his interest and
belief in citrus fruit as a sound and profit- when . ground through the hoppers of Mr.
Babson's great statistical organization, told,
able business.
·
Mr. Major brings to any project in which without exaggreration or prejudice, the
he becomes interested rare foresight and present commercial status· of Florida, and,
vision, and a sunny optimism that moves to Mr. Babson's keenly analytical mind,
mountains. Then, too, he has the very these figures likewise foretold Florida's
happy factulty, which he has developed to commercial future. These figures and dean art, of letting someone else do his work ductions, Mr. Babson has shared with the
world from time to time; and from the
and worrying for him.
For example-A year or so ago, Mr. platform he has inspired thousands with
Major said something very much like this the belief that, commercially, Florida is but
to the writer, "When I come down next even now beginning to come into its own.
His selection of a point about midway
fall, I want to find a house here (indicating
a building-site he had acquired) that will on the Ridge-later re-named Babson Park
fit my family. And I want it completely -for the establishment of his southern
equipped and furnished to the smallest de- statistical office, speaks foF itself as to Mr.
tail-and, oh yes! I want a cuckoo clock." Babson's personal preference-s when it came
to the selection of a home and business site
And that was all.
We had read that the naturalist could in Florida. In addition to the generous
take as a guide, one small bone of some acreage held at Babson Park, Mr. Babson
unknown prehistoric beast or reptile, and has acquired several th.o usand acres of land
from it construct the complete skeleton. a short distance to the east. This acquisiThis looked easy, as compared with Mr. tion, we are told, carries with it some
Major's order to build around a cuckoo ambitious and very interesting plans. Included in the latter holdings on a lake
clock, a completely furnished house.
But th <:! challenge was accepted, and Mr. shore is, in my opinion, the most fascinatMajor later had another scalp added to his ing bit of natural tropical scenery to be
already large collection, and I have no doubt found in Florida. I believe it is Mr. Babit is carefully rubber-stamped "Let the son's thought to share the beauties of this
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Front of the Mountain Lake Clubhouse known

entrancing spot with his friend, the world,
and I feel sure a paved highway will, before a great while, permit friend world to
call and see it.
We of the Ridge Country may fairly
claim Mr. Babson as our own, when it
comes to a question of his residence and
business, but, after all, you may be sure
he belongs to Florida-all of it. Mr. Babson is altogether too big a
man to be held within the confines of so comparatively small
an area as the Ridge district,
so we shall not undertake the
job.
·
Everybody knows of Edward W. Bok, of Ladies Home
Journal fame. Many have read
"The Americanization of Edward Bok". Everybody should
read it. It is a book that
makes for better citizenship,
and begets a fuller appreciation of our American institutions.
Mr. Bok slipped down into
the Ridge Country almost :mheralded, and quietly built
here a charming home. One
evening, some months later,
Mr. Bok announced in his
quiet way, to a gathering of
his Florida neighbors and
friends, that he had purchased
some acreage embracing the
top of Iron Mountain, the highest point in
Florida, and situated at Mountain Lake.
Mr. Bok told of his plans to make here a
bird sanctuary and a park. He was giving
Mr. Frederic Law Olmstead, perhaps the
foremost landscape architect in the United
States today, carte blanche to make of this
unusual situation as beautiful a park as
time and money could produce. The work is
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now under way.
Let your imagination picture
what you will be
privileged to see
here within even
the next two or
three years.
Next, we hear
of Mr. Bok's
truly regal offer
to have purchased
for park purposes
a tract of twenty-five hundred
acres. This has
been accomplished.
The tract,
situated just a
few n1:!€'s from
Mr. Bok's home,
contains a ripas the "Millionaires Club"
pling stream,
along the banks
of which is to be found some of Florida's
most striking natural scenery.
What a magnificent gift it is-not only
to Polk County, but to all Florida, to have
here preserved for future generations such
a large area of natural, semi-tropical landscape. Not only that, but the betterments
and maintenance of this splendid tract will
be generausly provid ed by Mr. Bok for all

Automobile

entranc~

to the Mountain Lake l.lub

time.
How the Ridge came to attract Mr. Hok
is surely told in the foregoing bne f and
unadorned statement concerning his magm·
ficent gift, not only to those of us here
today, but to the Florida citizen and visitor
of tomorrow. It will prove an enduring
monument.
Space will not permit our commenting
specifically on the
residence here
and the activities
of easily a score
of other prominent men; men
well-known in
large areas of the
United States, if
not throughout
the entire country.
As for these
good men not
mentioned specifically, I believe
I am qualified by
acquaintance with
them, and knowledge of their
affairs on the
Ridge, to place
them in a sort of
composite group
HighlaRd Park
which will per-

mit of a likewise composite answer to the
question submitted by Suniland.
First of all, big men of large affairswherever found-like to associate thems~lves with things big, at least, in a potentlal way. For example, it appeals to their
imagination to think of the twelve mile
radius, ~which Lake Wales happens to be
the nuclius, as containing more citrus trees
than any area of like size in the world.
Their trained minds quickly picture th€
stupendous future wealth and activity that
these thousands of acres of oranges and
grapefruit will later produce and be accountable for. They see in the Ridge disrtict of Polk County a living, sentient thing
- a young giant, as yet unconscious of his
own strength and power.
It is a big thing, and thrills the imagination-this seeing a new country, singu larly blessed with a wealth of natural
resources, come to life and yield its
treasure to the labor and ingenuity of man.
And to be a factor in the unfolding and
developing of such a country is a still bigger thing. So, instinctively, the big men
who came to us sensed the challenge
thrown out by the hundred and one
pulsating activities that have come to life
on the Ridge, and soon we found them one
with us, shoulders at the wheel, and whooping it up as lustily as any of the old-timers.
But before this transition from the placid
onlooker to an energetic doer
took place, there was the
esthetic - the sentimental 5ide to be satisfied. And our
big men found the satisfaction
sought in the hills and lakes
which never cease to remind
them in some way of the hills
and lakes back home.
"Back home", we find, after
all, is not a matter of precise
geographical location. It is
simply the place where the
man or woman left a bit of
their boy or girl heart when
they grew up. In later years,
they find it easy to love those
occasional new places which
may stimulate memories of the
old places, and, in turn, perhaps old faces.
The Ridge has reminded so
many people, and in such a
variety of ways, of other
places, well beloved , that I
have come to think of the
Ridge as the land of many moods. Surely
it must be, to suggest to so many different
people so many different places.
Its myriad lakes of crystal clearness, set
like sparkling gems among the green claJ
steeps and slopes of the Ridge, present a
varied, but always an entrancing picture.
Like true gems, these gems of lakes scintilate and reflect back every color, from
azure blue and soft pinks and lavendars,
to somber purple and gorgeous reds.
And the hills rise gently from these many
shore lines, clad with the deep green of
orange and grapefruit trees, with occasional
groups of stately pine and scattering oak.
On the highways, homes have crept in,
some large, some small, but all with their
contribution of flowery color to add to
the picture.
These exotic lakes and hills first invite,
then lure in a manner almost uncanny .
"What a wonderful place to sit and watch
the world go by!", I have heard men say
with deepest feeling many, many times.
But thi! man who comes to the Ridge with
a few red corpuscles left, doesn't long do
a continuous performance of sitUng and
waiting. For pretty soon the old urge
comes to get busy and do something, and
our big man gets busy and does somethin~
-very often a great deal-and, as a re11ult,
the Ridge grows apace, oftimes to the
ast9nishment of the neighboring sections
of Florida.

Home of E . T . Bedford, President of the Corn Products Company, overlook:n g Mountain Lake

In speaking of the big men who have fin d in Florida's attitude on tax matters, as against the day when, touched with the
come to the Ridge, it comes most pleasantly as expressed in this far-reaching amend- magic wand of capital, it would surge into
to my mind that other big men are likewise ment, an invitation to legal residence with- the commercial channels of the world with
coming to other parts of Florida. And in her borders, no less hospitable than the a power now almost undreamed of.
more and more big men will come to invitation they have so long held, to share
The history of Florida until the past very
Florida in the months and years immedi- with us her matchless climate.
few years has been largely a history of
ately ahead, because Florida is now fairly
And this means that there will be at- romantic adventure, but, even now, . the
coming into its own.
tracted to Fl orid a within, ~ay a period of t erms and symbols of the economist must
Thi:s is doubly true since the recent adop- three years, a ~ much new c:~ . dta l ati would be em ployed in continuing the narrative so
tion of the amendment to
entertainingly begun more
the state constitution which
t;: an four hundred years ago.
forbids the levying of income
Roger Babson, undoubtedly
and inheritance taxes.
A •nerica's best known statis~
This means, in the expresstician, has done much for
ive language employed ediFlorida in various ways. And
torially by an Ohio paper,
prominent men of large af~
that Florida will not be a
fairs are harkening to the
party to " making taxation
call of this great economist.
the handmaiden of grand
whose ideas on the future
larceny in life, and legalized
possibilities of Florida were
burglary after death"-a sencontained in a comprehensive
timent which must surely aparticle in SUNILAND.
peal to all thinking men who
Many-in fact, most-of
have come to realize the
our big men 'Of national im,
throttling effect these unpoprortance first came to know
ular tax measures, as now
Florida as a playground ,
applied, have on energy and
Later they proved it to b•
enterprise.
pay ground, and now, with a
Florida will not follow the
legal residence in Florida
Federal government, either
made doubly desirable, there
A portion. of Mr. Heckscher'a immense crove development at Templeton
in taxing its citizens out of
can be no doubt as to an
business in life, or, after
influx of many other men
death, wrest from the widow and orphan find its way here, through what might be who loom large in the world of finance.
any share of the property which, after the termed ordinary channels, in thirty years.
And this is well, for Florida, with its
payment of all taxes levied during its ac- The situation is fraught with tremendous great development now under way, and
cumulation, has been left for their protec- possibilities. A wealth of natural resources, its tremendous natural resources, as yet
tion .
as yet but feebly comprehended outside of scarcely on the surface, needs the b'g men
Undoubtedly hundreds of men, important a comparatively small circle of far-seeing of large means who will surely follow the
in the world of b'g bu sineRs, are going to men , has lain dormant for long centuries traq alre:Hiy hl :u;ed.

Aucust Heckscher, New York philanthropist and real e. tate owner, spends his winters at his home at Mauntain Lake, near where lais vove boW.illi'S are located

JACKIE OTT- A Miami

Marvel

THIS SIX-YEAR-OLD BOY ACCLAIMED AS PHYSICALLY
PERFECT WAS TRAINED BY HIS FATHER, WHO GIVES
SOME GOOD ADVICE TO PARENTS
By

S YOUR child's health and physical development worth a few minutes of
your time each day?
This is a question which Alexander
Ott, father of Jackie Ott, the six-year-old
Miami boy who has been hailed as a physically perfect child, would put to fathers.
"The average fath er never takes up any
time with the physical development of his
children," said Mr. Ott, when asked for a
statement that might be of value to other
parents in attaining health insurance for
their ch .ldren by physical culture.
"I do not regard Jackie as phenomenal.
He is just a natural child whose physical
development has been brought about
through systematic exercise and care since
he was a baby. Other parents could do
as much. But while the care of the child
falls naturally upon the mother, it is the
father's task to see after his physical development.
·'it was easy for me to do this because I
am a physical director, but it isn't necessary
for one to be a physical culturist to train a
child as I have trained Jackie.
~ ·1 started his training when he was three
weeks old by putting him through a rout.ine
of exercises every morning and night· These
were very simple. I would raise and lower
his arms, flex his legs by bending therr. at
the knee against his body, and straightening them out. I would give him setting-up
movements by bringing his little body to a
sitting posture and laying him down again,
repeating this a dozen times. I would take
him up, placing my hand in the small of
his back, and raise him up and down. These
movements had the effect of developing his
back and stomach muscles."
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ott are devoted to
outd-oor life, and when Jackie wa.s ari infant
they put him in the ope:t:t to .sl~ep. Jackie
was born in Denver and when it came to the
attention of neighbors that the Ott baby
was placed in the open air in zero weather
the Woman's Suffrage Club of Denver had
Mr. Ott arrested on the charge of inhuman
treatment of his child. This was when
Jackie was six months old. Mr. Ott was
brought into court but was released when
two physicians supported his statement that
the child had never been ill and that exposure to the cold would not hurt him if well
wrapped.
It was proved that the Ott baby was
given the best of care and aside from putting · him in the open air to sleep the com-
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plainants could find no grounds to support
their allegations.
When Jackie was a baby he began taking
prizes in baby shows at the age of one
year, and has captured first prize in every
contest in which he was entered, the most
notable of which was that conducted by a
wholesale drug firm in which there were
thirty-five thousand entries. That was in
1923, and among the most treasured possessions of the Otts are the telegram and the
letter confirming it announcing Jackie the
winner, and congratulating them on being
the parents of such a fine child. The prizes
were a loving cup and a hundred dollars.
It might be expected that these parents
would be a bit conceited and that the boy
himself would have been spoiled· But such
is not the case. Both mother and father
are unaffected and sincere. Jackie is not
only a splendid type of physical development, but he is a child in every sense,
giving no sign of over-developm~nt or pertness, differing in only one respect from
thousands of the same age in that he is
not shy, and meets strangers with perfect
poise.
Unquestionably this is
due to the fact that he has been
appearing in public since he was
eighteen months old, that being
the age at which his father first
presente.d him to the public. It
was then that Jackie swam
across the pool at the Denver
resort which was under his father's management. The distance
of his first swimming exhibition
was ten feet·
Aside from Jackie's physical
prowess his development otherwise has been normal. He is not
a prodigy. His mother nursed
him until he was nine months
old, and then began feeding him
oatmeal gruel and other soft
foods in addition to his bottle
milk. He walked at the age of
fifteen months, which certainly
is not unusual. He attends public school and is in the first
grade. Jackie's parents started
him in kindergarten, but they
didn't keep him there long.
Jackie complained that there
were only babies in the class,
and he was plainly not interested in cutting out dolls and making paper chains. It is possible
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that his physical training caused him to be
less attracted by such diversions than the
average child. But now he appears interested in school.
"Do you like school?" I inquired of
Jackie.
"Sure," responded Jackie, heartily.
"What's that?" prompted his father.
"Yes sir," corrected Jackie.
"Do you like pets?" I queried.
"What's that?" interrogated the wideeyed Jackie.
"Lady-Lady," interjected his father.
"Do you like Lady?"
"Sure," replied Jackie·
" What's that?" again corrected the elder.
"Yes sir," again substituted the child.
Lady is a beautiful white collie who is
a respected member of the Ott family.
Wherever the Otts go in their handsome
coupe Lady goes also, reposing comfortably

Jackie is an unusual child in many ways

on thl~ running father spoke in the highest terms of the
treatment given the child by the First Naboard.
Alexander Ott is tional Company. "Everybody at the studio
proud to be known was wild about him," said his mother, who
as Jackie's father, was with him during that engagement, "and
but it is honest and nothing was too good for Jackie."
Speaking of the possibilities of overtrainnot vainglorious
pride. He has been ing, Mr. Ott said: "That is a thing to be
a swimming in- guarded against. Being a physical director
structor practically myself I know how to protect Jackie. It is
all of his mature easy to overdo a child's strength and parlife, and is director ents should give due attention to this danof water sports at ger. I have tried to make Jackie an evenly
the Coral Gables balanced child, mentally as well as physpool in the suburbs ically. My father trained me physically but
of Miami where he neglected my mental training. You see
Jackie is a top-line
attraction.
Yet with all the
pride they have in
the child, the Otts
are conservative in
their management
of him. They do
not allow him to
over-exert nor do
they neglect his intellectual development. Never do
they permit him to
remain in the water
or with a wet suit
on for more than
thirty minutes. If
"Commodore" Jackie at
the weather is chilthe yacht club
ly he is given a rub
with vasel ine before he goes into the water and an alcohol
rub when he comes out.
Every day he goes through his physical
training, and is being developed as an all
round athlete. He performs on the trapeze,
purchased to train him to sit on a horse
purchased to train him to sit on a horse
gracefully. He can climb a suspended rope
Like father like son
hand over hand for a ·'height of sixty feet.
This is one of his stunts in the motion picture "Born Rich," in which he appears wfth my father was a captain in the Swiss
Bert Lyttel and Claire Windsor. The picture Guards, and he believed in strict discipline,
was filmed at the Biograph studio in New hard training and hard work, but he didn't
York during the past summer.
believe in much of anything else. He over"They didn't think he could act," said his looked the necessity for relaxation and
father, "but when he appeared before the diversion. I am trying to give my boy all
camera he was a knockout, so the director of the advantages that I missed."
told me.
By all the rules of heredity Jackie Ott
"After his trial week be was engaged for . has every right to be a natator. His grandthe picture 'Born Rich' which consumed father Ott was an expert swimmer, his
nine weeks in filming. It is a First National father is a professional swimmer and his
picture with an all-star cast."
mother also is adept in the water. Jackie's
Jackie's parents have received offers from paternal grandparents were natives of
other motion picture companies, but so far Switzerland, but his father was born and
have accepted none.
brought up in New York City. He served
"Everything will have to be just right his apprenticeship as a sailor before the
for Jackie before we accept any offer for mast and also was in the army and was
him," said his mother. Both mother and tipple boss in a coal mine before he too~
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up swimming as a
profession.
Jackie's mother
was born in Illinois
and moved to Miami with her parents in 1909. Before her marriage
in 1917 to Mr. Ott
she was Grace Sutton. After marriage they went to
Denver to live, Mr.
Ott having charge
of the water sports
atWashingtonLake
Beach. Jackie was
born October 31,
1918, and two years
later they returned
to Miami. For three
years Mr. Ott was
swimming master
at Miami Beach,
and it was here that
Jackie came into
fame. He quickly
became a favorite
of Jack Dempsey,
who spent several
weeks at that resort
last winter, and instructed the youngster in sparring. He As he appeared in "Born
was also adored by Rich" with Claire Windsor
the stars of the film
world who visited the beach and was pictured scores of times in the pictorials in
company with the best known actresses of
the screen. Several large scrap books kept
by his parents testify to Jackie's great
popularity.
Mr. Ott cheerfully confesses that Jackie
has been largely responsible for his own
success. "Last summer I took charge of
a resort in the Catskills that had never
been known to make any money," said Mr·
Ott, "and I came away with a pocketful.
Jackie did it. I was busy giving swimming
lessons from morning till night. I never
had so much business before in my life. I
taught whole families to swim, among them
many children. People came to me because
of Jackie's exhibitions."
Jackie has performed in many cities, once
at Madison Square Garden in the presence
of 15,000 spectators. He rode a surf board
through the pool, the board being drawn as
rapidly as a dozen strong men could pull
it. Aquaplaning is one of his prize stunts.
He was featured in the Miami Beach regatta
last season, his surf board being attached
to a seaplane and hurtled through the
waters of Biscayne Bay at thirty miles an
hour. This thrilling performance seemed

In all his perlorm3nces Jackie keeps h:s eyes on his father, who is the figure in the bathing suit in the stern of the boat
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How is this chest develop ..
ment for a youngster of six

to be no more of an adventure for th e
child than a pleasure ride.
Jackie's mother agrees with her hu ~
band that any normal child can be
trained to be as well developed physically as Jackie is, and that no extraordinary knowledge or care is neceRsary
to attain such results. Aside from the
daily exercise which the youngster received she doesn't recall that she or
Mr. Ott did anything that other careful
parents neglect. Mrs. Ott believes that
expectant mothers should take plenty
of exercise in the open air an<l that
their bodies should be as free as possible.
"I never wore corsets in my life
until about two years ago," she said,
"and I don't know why I do it now,
except that it is the custom."
Jackie's heaviest meal is breakfast.
He has fruit or fruit juice, cereal and
eggs. He frequently eats two eggs.
For luncheon he has fruit, vegetables

and soup, or meat, but he eats little meat.
For supper he has a sandwich and milk.
during the day he drinks from a quart to a
quart and a half of milk. He doesn't care
for sweets. As a rule he is in bed by
seven o'clock and sleeps until six the next
morning. He takes a nap of two hours in
the afternoon·
This descript;on of J ackie Ott, who pr obably is destined to become a world's champion in athletics, might be taken as a standard for other youngsters.
Height, 46% inches. Weight, 56 pounds.
Head, perfectly shaped and normal in size.
Hair, light, turning dark. Eyes, blue and
syst ematically set. Ears, r egular in shape
and well defined lobes. Teeth, normal and
regular. Nose, perfectly for med. Shoulders same size and height and well developed. Neck glands not enlarged. Skin,
healthy pink without blemishes or eruptions.
Arms, strength showing general development. Body, plump but not fat. Knees
and joints unimpaired by r :ckets. Hands,
normal and finger s not deformed from sucking. Legs, well developed and straight.
Feet, well arched· Chest development perfect, expansion three inches.
The Otts receive hundreds of letter s from
parents asking them how they trained
Jackie. "I tell you there's nothing to it
except time, care and attention," said
Jackie's father. "It was natural for me
to train my boy in my profession. That's
why I have made a swimmer of him , but
anybody could do it. The trouble with
fathers is they are not willing to give
up the time it requires.
"The fath er who is not proud ol his ~o n ,

Jackie began rece•v•nl' instructions
from his father at ten months of age

One of Jackie's "stunts"
is climbinl' a 60-foot rope

or his sons, if he is so fortunate as to
have more than one, is the exception.
But fathers as a rule are prone to
devote practically all of their time to
their business in this day and time.
They should devote at least two hours
every day in making a "pal" of their
sons. Instead of allowing them to run
with the boys in the neighborhood and
devis' ng their own amusements-and
mischief too-the fathers should take
part in the sports engaged in by their
sons, directing and supervising them
and seeing that the boys grow up to
sturdy manhood healthy in body as
well as in mind.
" If you have a son make a playmate
of him. Do this in his early years
especially. If you will do this between
the ages of four and ten years your
interest and guidance during those impressionable years will ser ve to carry
him through the later ones to a great
extent. Don't say to yourself as many
fath er s do, 'I haven't the time.' Find
the time-make the time. It will pay
in the end."

Jackie is a &'reat feature in the aquatic sports at Miami Beach with his aquaplainintr behind a hydroplane trointr forty miles an hour
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The Story Of The Honest Dollar
and The Wise Guy
NCE upon a time there was an Honest
Dollar who was raised by a Hard
Worker in the Frozen North.
When it came time for the Honest Dollar
to go to work he found a Steady Job with
a Good Banker in a near-by Town.
The Good Banker took great Interest in
the Honest Dollar and all his Brothers and
Sisters and told the Hard Worker to raise
a lot of them and he would provide Steady
Jobs for them and pay them Four Cents
Each and Every Year.
When the Hard Worker figured it up
he Cried: "Alas! I will have to be more
Prolific than a Guinea Pig before the
Earnings of the Dollars I Raise will provide One Good Laugh to say nothing of a
Pleasant Time."
But the Good Banker frowned and said:
"Go to! Honest Dollars can earn no more
for work on a farm in this Section. Half
the Year there is no Nourishment in Ground
Frozen more than a Foot Deep. Four
Per Cent is the limit."
One day the Hard Worker received a

O

letter from a Far Country. It said: "The
Dollar Works Every Day in the Year in
Florida. Send your Dollars down here
where the Sun Shines Every Day and the
Ground Never Freezes and they will Earn
Eight Cents for a Year's Work, and You
Share in the Profits Beside."
The Hard Worker showed the letter to
the Good Banker who was also a Wise
Guy, and asked what he had better do.
The Banker replied: "Are You Crazy?
Or just Ungrateful? Leave your Dollars
with me where they are safe and will earn
Four Cents Each and Every Year. Listen!
There are Hobgoblins down South."
The Hard Worker then pointed to one
of the paragraphs in the letter stating:
"Millions of dollars are being invested or
loaned in Florida by Insurance Companies,
Investment Houses and Bankers."
"Won't my Dollars be as safe as
Theirs?" he asked the Good Banker, who
he knew went to Florida every winter himself. "And who gets the difference between the Four Cents the Northern Banks
pay for Honest Dollars and the Much

Larger Sum they earn in the Land of
Flowers?"
"Bosh!" replied the Good Banker, "that
is the Reward of Enterprise."
A great Light seemed to break over the
Hard Worker. "Well," said he, "if they
will pay as much for Enterprise in bringing Honest Dollars to Florida as you pay
for Raising Them, it is Up To ME to cultivate Enterprise as well as Honest Dollars.
It seems to Pay 'you Wise Guys.' "
MORAL: If You Raise Honest Dollars
in the Frozen North You might as well
Collef't their Full Wages Yourself in Sunny
Florida.
--STEPHEN CocnRAN Sr:-.cLETON.
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The SECOND

COMING
of the

SPANIARDS
Tl7t'J Conquered in tlze :JI.(ame if
a 'Poweiful and Seductive Queen--

~ady
By

B.

F.

J\{j'cotine
BORCHARDT

Black-haired Sencritas band and :lack the cigars

T

HERE is a legend which, so far as
I know, is peculiar to our soil one
so current as to be tr.te, and it is
that when a stranger gets Florida
sand in his shoes he never fails to return
to our shores.
DeSoto and his adventurous followers,
clinking around Tampa Bay in steel haberdashery, planting a cross every now and
then in the high - places and doing a
thorough job of conquering in the name of
their Catholic Majesties, the King and
Queen of Spain, must have accumulated
their quota of this famous variety of real
estate in their footwear.
If the cuss-word "caramba" was in
vogue at that time, we can readily imagine
that many vigorous and picturesque
"carambas" were uttered as the doughty
soldiers of fortune sat down to pull off
their congress gaiters (which must have
been the height of fashion then) and unload
a. cargo of the glistening element, with posSibly a stray sandspur, fate had thrown in
to make them forget their lonely existence.
"Caramba! Chile con carne!" and heedless of savage redskins which lurked behind every palmetto bush, the explorers
would pause and de-sand himself.
Note how inevitably the charm worked
out! Four hundred years later (in round
numbers) and after DeSoto's name had
become a household word for hotels, parks,
coun~ies, clubs-even pressing clubs-the
Spamard returned to the palm-lined shores
of Tampa Bay. Again he came as a conqueror, followed by a faithful retinue ·
again he sought gold and miraculou~
powers of healing.
This time he conquered in the name of
a powerful and seductive Queen-Lady
Nicotine-and he searched for the balm of
peace to cure labor troubles with which
he had been beset in Cuba.
Thus came V. Martinez Ybor, a patriarch
followed en masse by his workmen. They
made themselves homes and established the
Latin quarter of the city of Tampa which
is called, after the leader, Ybor City. Martinez Ybor was a Moses leading the cigar
trade out of the wilderness. Other houses
followed his example and located in ·Tampa,
~2

bringing Spanish life (Ia vida espanola)
with them-their clubs or centros, centers
of culture, education and democracy; their
gay, "talky" cafes, their hospitals, their theatres, their games, until behold, an orthodox
Spanish colony, such as exists all over the
world wherever the ubiquitous Spaniard has
put his foot, is in full swing in Florida.
Happy faces wreathed in blue smokecontented puffers from Maine to California, and England to Constantinople-gossip of the success of this second expedition.
The name of Tampa as a leader in the
cigar world is established beside that of
De Soto as an "adelantado" and explorer.
ITH this historical preliminary let us
W
chat of this interesting industry and
its devotees, because there are many phases
that take it out of the class of usual manufacturing with its droning wheels, monotonous piece work, time clocks, and drab
file of factory hands.
The Havana cigar industry as it is carried out in Tampa consists of individual
handiwork in which almost everyone that
participates is an artist, or an apprentice
that aspires to be a master of his trade.
The leaf is selected by trained hands and
careful appraising eye and the weed is
rolled by skillful wo rkmen.
Meticulous care is used, especially in the better sizes,
for Tampa's factories are Tiffanys to
the trade-the name
"Tampa" on the box
being equivalent to
the word "sterling"
on s i I v e r .
Gay
senoritas with nimble fingers paste the
gaudy rings around
the cigars, swarthy
stronghanded
Italian women strip the
stems from the leaf
that is doled out to
the cigar makers.
It is all hand work, from
cellar to garret.
The large room in which

the cigar makers work is the most interesting part of a factory, and by far th e
most animated. The men work and discuss the affairs of the day at the sam e
time. There is probably no class of workmen that keeps himself better posted on
local and world affairs than the Cuban
cigar maker. Time was when no factory
was without its "reader," employed by the
workmen from contributions taken up
among themselves. This custom has t emporarily fallen into disuse, or rather ha s
been discouraged for the time being by
the manufacturers, possibly because the
reader became too much the organ for
labor propaganda. However that may be,
he was a factor that kept the men in touch
with the current news, as well as entertaining them as they worked by reading a
diverting Spanish novel.
This custom, as far as I can learn, is
absolutely unique in factories and has been
practiced only in the Cuban handmade
cigar industry. The reader was always
an absorbingly interesting figure among
the workmen, a sort of matinee idol. He
was usually a brilliant public speaker and
possessed decided views as to politics or
labor when either of these subjects came
up.

Sortin1r the wrappers and distributing them
to the makers (at rail) is a painstaking task

Perched high above his busyfingered audience, his collar opened
to give fr ee play to his throaty exertions, he read in stentorian tones
at certain periods of the day. H e
employed, of course, the
eloquent gestures which
Spanish gr ammarians concede is an essential branch
of the language. He was
always deadly in earnest.
Generally he opened
fire by translating from
English into Spanish the
morning paper so that his
audience received a compendium of the news of
the day and was able to
digest it more thoroughly
since it was r eceived
through the more r esponsive medium of the ear.
VVhenever h e paused a
perfect machine-gun barrage of discussion was
bound to arise.
Meanwhile the fingers of the workmen
were never idle ; they had trained
themselves so that not a minute
was lost, no matter how engrossing the subject, nor how exciting
the debate. The r eader's range
of selection ran from periodicals, both American and Cuban, to
novels of Zola and Ybanez, to predeJections on the n ewer "isms."
UCH has been writen about Tampa's
cigar industry.
A few industrious
mathemeticians have undertaken to figur e
out how far a year's product would r each
if placed end to end. I forget whether it
was around the world, or from the world
to the moon. I always get these amazing
comparisons twist ed, so I am going to st eer
clear of them her e. Briefly, from data
that I have right before me, ther e are approximately 200 establishments in Tampa
engaged in the cigar making business, ranging from the "buckeye" factories employing t en or twelve men, to those employing
2,000 or more. The weekly payroll in
Tampa is around $300,000, and let me say
here that the Cuban cigarmaker is a good
spender so that the greater part of this
money stays in circulation in the community. Last year 582,000,000 cigars were
made in Tampa, adding $32,000,000 to the
city's income. The cigar manufacturing
population of Tampa is placed at 15,000;
and probably there are 10,000 more Latins
engaged in other -fields of endeavor, commercial and professional.
No matter under what flag they are
domiciled, the Spaniards cherish their memories of home. They have their loyal
colonies all over the world, who solemnly
pledge the name of the King and Queen
on their anniversaries, Saints days and
other holidays. In Tampa's colony Angel
L. Cu esta, Sr., and his pioneer firm, Cuesta
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Every cigar undergoes careful inspection.
Tampa cigars are famous for quality

Section of the workroom in one of the large Tampa factories

Rey & Co., have both been signally r ecognized and honored by His Majesty, the
King of Spain. Mr. Cuesta has been
knighted and made "Comendador de Ia
Real Orden de Isabel la Catholica," his
firm has by Royal Decree been appointed
"Purveyors to the Court of Spain," and
every year the choicest offerings of his
factory are laid on the smoking table of
King Alfonso. Thus another chapter has
been written in the conquest of the Spaniard. But Mr. Cuesta has proven himself
as loyal to his adopted city as he has to
the nation of his birth and he can always
be found in the front rank of any important civic enterprise.
Especially dear to American H earts is
the spectacle of a man rising from a humble beginning, pulling himself up by his
own boot-straps, so to speak. Mauy of
the immense cigar factories of Tampa
started thus. Their names are too numerous
to mention in the scope of this article. The
"little roach" ( chinchillero) of yesterday
has become the "gran fabricante" of today.
One of the most outstanding successes of
this t ype is Val. M. Antuono who started
out with one or two workmen, manufacturing a product that spoke for itself. H e stick
to his job like army oatmeal to a tin-plate
and today he is rated as one of .Tampa's
premier manufacturers and capitalists.
Many Americans have also entered the
cigar field in Tampa, bringing advanced
methods of salesmanship. The mail order
cigar business has reached great proportions in Tampa and has been
a factor in advertising the
name of this city, inasmuch
as the companies
advertise nationally in the best
known magazines
an d
periodicals.
Rob erts & Sons
were pioneers in
this line and the
"neighborhood"
that has sprung up
around their large
factory in VV est
Tampa is known
as Rob ert s City.
Thompson & Company also manufacture and
handle their large output
much in this manner.

The name Eli VVitt, or just "Eli," has
become a common name in connection with
both the retailing and wholesaling of cigars
generally, and in the manufacture of his
famous brand "Hav-a-Tampa"-a generic
trade-word which t ells the whole storyWon't you have a Havana-Tampa cigar?
Morris Scadron, an American , coming
from New York City a year and a half ago,
has spelt his name backward to form a
trade-name for his well-advertised product
"Nordacs" and in this short time has built
up a large business.
I want to t ell more about the interBUT
esting and unique institutions transplanted on our shores-The Spanish and
Cuban Clubs. The prom·n ent ones are the
Centro Espanol, the Centro Asturiano and
the Circulo Cubano. The Italian Club is
pattern ed after these, but does not include
all of the f eatures of the others.
The first one to be established in Tampa,
the Centro Espanol, is said to have been
the outgrowth of hostility displayed against
Spaniards in Tampa at the time when Cuba
was preparing to wage war for its independence. There were then only three or
four factories in Tampa and approximately
160 Spaniards, and these men banded themselves together to a man for the purpose
of protection in business and other mutual
interests. The growth of this club from
that time on has been continuous and today
two imposing club buildings and auditoriums one in Ybor City and one in VV est
Tampa, proclaim its success. Besides ther e
are modern and fully equipped hospital
buildings. The Centro Asturiano and the
Circulo Cubano Clubs also carry out this
idea with beautiful club buildings and
hospitals.
The membership is large, the Spanish
population to a man being either member s
or enthusiastic supporters. For a small
initiation fee and a monthly charge, entirely within the r each of all, all of the
facil ities of the club are secured to its
members, including medical treatment and
hospital features. There are educative departments, mutual-aid departments, musical
and artistic departments. E very season
excellent amateur operas and plays are
presented on the stages of these clubs; the
manager s have secured for their members
and patrons some of the best Span:sh
(Continued on page 7 4)
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Just WALTER JOHNSON
"HOW DOES HE DO IT?"
QUERY OF THE FANS ANSWERED BY "BIG TRAIN".
WORLD'S CHAMPION SPEED
KING'S "DON'TS" TO BOYS
HOLDS THE SECRET OF HIS
STAYING POWER AND FURNISHES THE BEST CREED TO
LIVE BY.
Where the speed comes from. Notice
carefully Johnson's erip on the ball

By FRANK G. HEATON

F

ORTY THOUSAND cheering, yellmg,
shrieking fans, wild with the enthusiasm stored up through long, lean
years of waiting for such an opportunity; a mass of humanity, wedged into
every seat on the stands and bleachers that
circled almost solidly around the great green
arena and hung precariously to chimneys,
telephone poles, housetops, every possible
point of vantage, adding to the pandemonium. On second base, hugging the bag
closely, a slender, lithe, almost swarthy
youth, there by virtue of the second clean
hit he had made in the entire seven games
of the most thrilling world's series ever
played; on first base a tall, loose-jointed,
broad-shouldered athlete who had come to
the climax of eighteen years of big league
pitching, steller pitching, for a club that
never before had finished better than second, and that only once. At the plate,
tense, set, waving his bat with a do-or-die
air, another youngster in the final, decisive
game of his first world's series and his first
year in the big league. The gray clad
pitcher out there on the mound winds up,
the ball speeds toward the plate, there is
the sharp crack of solid ash meeting the
horsehide squarely, the ball drives like a
bullet toward another player in gray at
third base, takes an eccentric hop that
clears the waiting player's head and speeds
Qn into the field. The man on second digs
for' third, stamps squarely on the bag as
he turns the hot corner and dashes on and
across the plate for the winning run of the
game and the series; while the big f ellow
on first runs to second, jumps on the bag
and then stands watching his battery mate
score. A grin slowly spreads over his fac e ;
but although his big moment has comethe moment he and ten million baseball
fans had waited for during those long,
lean years, when he should help to win a
world's series for the Washington Americans-he didn't leap in the air, swing his
arms wildly or do any of the things the
forty thousand spectators were doing. He
wasn't that kind. Instead, when he had
watched the winning run flash across the
plate, he ducked his head and ran for the
clubhouse, trying to escape the frenzied
mob streaking across the diamond in an
effort to grasp his hand, clap him on the
shoulder, in any way touch or get close to
the man who for eighteen years had been
the backbone of the t eam and the idol of
the fans.
That was Walter Johnson in the twelfth
inning of that memorable seventh game at
Washington last October. H e had come
through, after two defeats and after fans
and experts alike had unanimously decided
that he was through for the series, prob-
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The "Big Train" ready to start

ably permanently. While I watched Johnson there on second, a flush of joy and
a spreading grin plainly visible on his face
as he watched the climax for which he
had worked so hard and so earnestly during all those eighteen years, I could not
help thinking of the Walter Johnson I had
seen in my home in Tampa, with a group
of boys from ten to fourteen years old
sitting on the floor at his feet while he
talked baseball to them, told of memorable
games and of wonderful plays, and "bore
down" on the moral that to be of big league
calibre in baseball or anything else and
to stay in the game when others are dropping out, one must play the game fairly,
live cleanly, "just don't do things that you
won't want your own boy, when you have
one, to hear about or to do."
And I thought of the Walter Johnson
I had seen pitch his first game for Washington, away back in the fall of 1907tall, angular, awkward, his feet seeming
always in his way, lacking baseball craft,
but with the blinding speed that made batters turn to the umpire to learn what kind
of pitch it was that had just whizzed past
them-speed that had worn down a succession of catchers and that has won for
Johnson strike-out records that probably
will stand for years which, with the added
baseball knowledge and technique acquired
with experience, earned for him the title
of the greatest pitcher of all time-great
even in the two defeats in that October
series, that almost broke his stout heart.
And there was another Johnson, toothe blushing, embarrassed big fellow, awkwardly shuffling his feet and twirling and
pulling at his cap, as high officials and
thirty-third degree fans presented him with
a huge silver loving cup filled with dollar
bills, on the occas'on of celebrating the
t enth anniversary of his advent in big
leaguedom. All these pictures passed in
instantaneous review across the silver
screen of memory in the few seconds when
the "Big Train" stood there on second
base, a beatific grin of supreme bliss slowly
spreading from ear to ear as he watched
the deciding run cross the plate in that
world's series game that he had helped to
win.
Everybody knows how Cliff Blankenship,
old-time catcher and later scout for the
Washington team, found Johnson pitching
for a bush league outfit at Weiser, Idaho ,
and thought so well of him that he burned
up the wires telegraphing to Joe Cantillon,
then manager of the team, until Joe wired
for the "phenom" to come East. Mike
Kahoe was Johnson's first catcher, and a11
long as Mike could stand the terrific speed
he did the receiving in every game that

"Muddy" Rue! and "Barney" (Johnson), star battery of the World Champion Senators

Johnson pitched, even in the memorable
three shutouts that Walter pitched against
the New York Yankees in two successive
days.
But finally Mike had to relieve
the job, even with Blankenship to relieve
him occasionally. Charley (Gabby) Street
followed and it was while he was Johnson's
battery mate that he accomplished the
hitherto vainly attempted feat of catch' ng
a regulation baseball dropped from the
top of the Washington monument, 555 feet
up in the air. John Henry followed Street
when "Gabby" surrendered. Eddie Ainsmith was next; then one or two others
for brief experiences on the receiving end
of the Washington battery.
And now
"Muddy" Rue! has the job. All of the: e
old catchers but one have either gone to
the minors or are out of baseball. John
Henry is dead. Ainsmith alone remains
in the big show and he is no longer an
American Leaguer, but played last season
with the St. Louis National League team.
"How does he do it?" Fans have asked
that question season after season· "How
can a human arm last, with the strain such
pitching must put on it?" Johnson answered the question as he talked to those
boys in Tampa last spring.
"You can't abuse yourself by staying
up late at night, and smoking a lot, or
drinking, or doing the things that lots of
boys and young fellows think are smart,
if you're ever going to amount to anything
in baseball," Johnson said, earnestly. Then
he added, "Or in most anything else, I
guess."
Johnson isn't much of a talker. He
says life's most trying moments to him
have not come at the crises of hard-fought
baseball games, but when the toastmaster
of banquets to which he has been asked
has turned toward the place where he was
sitting and began :
"We have with us ton:ght"-and so
forth.
But to a bunch of boys Johnson can
talk. Perhaps it is because he is so much
of a big boy himself-not the gay and
giddy cut-up that one pictures when that
term is used, but the sort of man who has
kept hold on an inward boyishness that
keeps him always young inside. He says
the happiest moments of his life have been
spent with his own oldest son, plowing
through the snow in the Nevada mountains on hunting expeditions and an-

swering young Walter's every-other-minute
queries as to when a meeting with a bear
might be expected.
"I guess I don't deserve · any special
credit for not running wild when I was a
kid," he says ; "because that kind of thing
never seemed to appeal to me. I didn't get
any kick out of the idea , as they say nowadays. Then as I got older I was working
too hard, and when I got into the b:g
league I sort of knew that if I made good
and stuck I'd have to forget all about wild
parties and that sort of stuff. Baseball
and the n ight life don't mix. I don't
smoke , because smoking cuts a fellow's
wind. I don't drink, because a fellow who
does never lasts more than a couple of
~ easons in the big show.
And the same
thing goes for the other kinds of dissipation; check over the young fellows who
have broken in with a bang, have set the
league afire for a while, and then have
passed out-gone to the minors or out of
the game, and you'li find in nine cases out

of ten that they were the ones who caroused
around, drank, smoked, gambled and generally played the fool."
Talking to those boys at my home last
spring, Johnson put the case in a few /
words, illustrating the points as he went
along by telling some little anecdote or relating experiences of his own or that have
come under his observations.
"You've got to keep clean, inside and
out," he said. "If you don't, your muscles
will get flabby and stay that way· You
won't have any wind, and that means you
won't be able to stand the pace. Your
eyes will go bad, and you won't see the
old pill when somebody hits it at you.
You'll get fat and slow, and you drop
out-that's all."
Johnson is a living example of the truth
of that little talk. For eighteen years he
has been the pitching marvel of baseball.
Year after year he has gone on, piling up
strike-out records, learning to use his head
to save his arm, but never losing that
dazzling speed, while fans and baseball
scribes have predicted at each season's
close that baseball would not "have with
it" the next year the Big Train. But each
spring training season in Tampa has found
Johnson back in uniform, always in condition.
While the other athletes toiled
and ran endless miles in heavy sweaters
to take off the fat that a winter of idleness and "good times" had put on, Johnson, having had his own kind of good time
all winter, out with gun and dogs, or working on his farm, had nothing like that to
worry about. Last spring the baseball
writers were agreed that Johnson would
not be of much use to the Washington
team during the season except as a relief
pitcher; but the twenty-three contests that
were credited to him in the "games won"
column cut rather a prominent figure in
the standing of the Washington team at
the season's close; and Johnson had his
long dreamed of chance in the big series.
Every fall, after the season's close, Johnson fills one standing engagement. At
Humboldt, Kansas, the place of his birth,
they have built a fine baseball park and
stands, and it is named Johnson Park, in
Walter's honor. Each fall a game is arranged, in which the big fellow pitches.
Everybody in that part of the country,
weeks ahead, makes a red mark on the
calendar on the date of that game; the day
(Continued on page 76)

Walter and his Mother, who saw her famous son in real action for the first time at the world's aeries
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Corner of patio of the offices conceived by Architect Franklin 0. Adams for Harry E. Prettyman.
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TRANSPLANTED

Every detail carries a message of Old Spain, and through the arches
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TAMPA

seen a painting of Oldsmar Bay

STEP BACK
400 YEARS
By CHARLES M. BAYER

H

Full view from the forecourt, showing patio, loggia
· and fountain.

I STORY spreads more than four centuries between the hazardous venturings of Christopher Columbus and the
presen t day. But a few st eps across a
forecourt entrance from Franklin Street,
Tampa's main business thoroughfare, transports one back into another age. Outside,
modern Tampa bustles its busy course.
Within, ancient Spain of the crowded Moorish era grips the mind and spirit.
When Mayor Perry G. Wall and other
notables viewed the new offices created for
the Harry E. Prettyman organization by
Architect Franklin 0. Adams, Jr., they
were amazed. And when the public was
admitted the amazement increased. Tampa
had n ever seen anything as magnificent and
as unusual. And neither has any other
city in America. This idea of Mr. Prettyman's, carried out in minute detail by Mr.
Adams, stands in all this lan d as a creation in a class by itself.
Harry E · Prettyman and his organization are carrying out at Oldsmar an architectural scheme fashioned after the Spanish
style of centuries ago. He conceived the
idea of converting his Tampa office into a
replica of a Spanish home of the time of
Ferdinand and Isabella. This unusual commission he placed in the hands of Franklin
0. Adams, gave him a free hand to work
it out, and turned his attention to the development of his "Suburb of Two Cities."
Mr. Adams found his inspiration in the
plateresque style of architecture peculiar
to Spain. His creation was wrought from
(Continued on page 78)

A close-up of another corner showing furniture true
to s tyle of the ancient period.
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·Confessions ot An Ex-Rum Runner
We Name Our Boat

n

Friday" and Nearly Lose Our First Cargo

ncAPTAIN
SECOND

McSWEENEY"
INSTALLMENT

Arrived in Miami, Jake
N our arrival in the
and I lost no time in lookStates we found it
START this series of co_nfess~ons nou· if yon missed the firs_t _installing for a likely rum ship.
easy as floating
ment. It is not a senal wah a plot, but a record of excttmg and
In this we acted on the
downstream to disbest advice obtainabl e
amusing experiences by a form er sea captain who joined the ranks of
pose of our liquor, most
from old hands that we
of which was sold in Balthe rum runners off the East Coast of Florida for the excitement and
fell in with during the
timore, the first port we
became wealthy. His experiences are full of laughs and human interest.
next several days. We
made.
At
the
end
of
the
first
installment,
"Captain
McSweeney"
and
his
First
decided that we wouldn't
A "wrecking crew" of
stow all of our eggs in one
Mate and partner, Jake Hildebrand , had just set sail from a German
the Prohibition Departbasket in the purchase of
ment came aboard the
port with several hundred c.ases of liquor concealed under the cargo of
a boat, so we began to
"Laborommi," pleasant as
their ship. Now go on with his story:
look for a tub, something
usual, most of them in
cheap that wouldn't bust
overalls r eady for work,
us completely if captured,
with tools for getting into
and yet a craft that would
manholes, double-bottoms
bring us in front of the
and every other conceivthree-mile limit somewhere
able part of a ship known
between midnight and
to liquor lore as Rafe,
dawn.
sane and out-of-the-way
After considerable
stowage. But they would
searching we found a fiftyhave had to crawl and
foot gasoline cruiser with
crawl before they found
a hunting cabin, piled up
ours, and they just weren't
high, dry and neglected on
in the mood that day. Hava sand island. Her name
ing escaped seizure in one
-Bear Cat--was still to
port it is usually a safe
be seen indistinctly, and
bet that you will get away
she probably had been one
with your stuff in the othin her time. I must say
er ports the balance of
she didn't appeal to me,
the voyage. But I have
but Jake was as- enthusiknown these birds to t ear
astic as his phlegmatic nadown wainscoting, hamture would permit him to
mer all over the bulkheads
be.
and literally take a big
"I tank we should buy
ship to pieces when they
her and call her "Friday,"
have their noses down on
because today is Friday ala clue, and believe me they
ready, and because we find
generally fish up someher on a desert island,
thing when they go at it
yust like Roberson Cruin earnest. But they are
soe."
usually tipped off in ad"Avast with your Robvance when they do this,
inson Crusoe and the boys
which shows the value of
named for days of the
discretion when you have
week," I sings out. Jake
contraband aboard.
always kept a dog-eared
The Saints of the I rish
P . & A. Photo
copy of the book in his
and "Scandahoovian s"
Nassau, with its liquor-laden wharves, is the capital
ditty box in case of sickwere kind this trip, so
of rum industry as well as of the Bahama Islands
ness. It was like first-aid .
"Captain McSweeney" and
But when all was said
First Officer Hildebrand
of these on hand we let him talk until he and done the launch didn't stack up so
escaped with their quota intact.
It had begun to rain when the negro reached our price, when we closed with bad after all. She had broken her moorings
stevedore hands came aboard after the rou- him. He was as good as his word, took and been cast up high and dry on the beach
tine inspections were over, so the hatches most ·of our stuff off our hands that night, during a storm the fall before. This fact
were kept closed and the men couldn't got it ashore without -any "ifs or ands" and was much to our liking since it saved us
work. Naturally crap games got under way paid us in coin of the realm.
the trouble and expense of getting her off
I wired the office to have a relief captain and towing her to the ways for repairs
immediately between the ship's crew and
these native-born African golfers who as waiting at Jacksonville for me, and Jake and fitting out. Here we could work on
pickaninnies must have played with dice also sent in his resignation. After turning her in quiet and have to answer very few
instead of rattles· I counted four of these over the ship to my relief at Jacksonville, questions as to what we were about and
black and white prayer-meetings.
Jake, Edourdo (my Goo-goo mess boy) and what we expected to use her for. W e
In the messboy's quarters as many men I started for Miami on the first train. In looked up the owner, a Miami yachtsman,
as could possibly jam into the little cubby- the smoking compartment I struck up an made a dicker with him and bought the
room were crouched down over the freckled acquaintance with a banker who, I found boat for a song·
cubes and their hard-earned cash, pleading out afterwards, was a deacon in his church.
Our first task was the removal of all
and coaxing Lady Luck to seven or five or He told us that he knew his Bible from unsound timber and the replacing of it with
nine for 'em. By evening I could spot the "kiver to kiver," but had never found any good material. This required a week, as
"birds" who were going back to sea-some reference to Saint Volstead. In fact he several ribs had been smashed on her starwith less clothes in their bag than they was very emphatic and later that evening board bow.
started out with.
we held a whiskey rebellion and expressed
Next we tore away the flooring and raised
There was one negro who wasn't some decided opinions on the subject, our it eight inches, rearranging it so as to give
"studyin' craps"-a 250-pound domineering tongues being oiled up a bit by some V. F. us a secret carrying capacity of one hundred
bull-throated boss hand. After a few words 0. Scotch out of a black bottle. We made cases, more or less-which we considered a
I found out he was looking for "booze." a good customer out of this gentleman, and very satisfactory load. There were not as
He was strictly business and came down to he has since come to my rescue in several many alterations as we thought there would
"cases." Seeing as Jake and I had some financial pinches. But more of him later· be since the boat had been designed origin-
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ally to stand a lot of punishment. Jake
It was easy sailing to Bimini, the pros"Been here long?" he asked, still preunbolted the engine from its bed. Then we perous mushroom village of the Bahamas, paring to go ahead.
rigged a derrick out of three saplings and which had sprung up overnight, nourished
"No," I answered-shortly, "just arrived."
lifted it from its bed. The motor we found by the heavy breath of rum. I left Jake I was watching the rodman as he started
to be in excellent shape, having replaced an raking up acquaintances with sea-faring to take his target in the direction of my
old one just before the boat was stranded; men and swapping yarns, while I went up cache.
nevertheless we ground the valves, went to one of the liquor houses and negotiated
"Hey, come here lad," I sung out to him,
over it thoroughly and put it in apple-pie for a full cargo.
just as though I was on the bridge of a
shape. We changed the propeller for one
We started for the Florida Coast the ship. The man stopped in his tracks.
of higher pitch which would keep the stern same evening and made it before dawn,
"What's the trouble?" asked the chief.
down in heavy weather.
running into a shallow cove below Miami
"Looks like you'd ask a fellow's permisThere was a spacious zinc-lined magazine that we had decided on as an ideal hiding sion before you start trespassing on his
in the after cabin bulkhead. To disguise place before the "Friday" was launched. land and stamping down his shrubbery."
this we put an innocent-looking shelf in We kept at work taking the cargo ashore
The .fellow looked at me curiously and
front of the door.
until all of it was hidden in a clump of tall then broke into a hearty laugh.
At the end of the month we were r eady scrub palmetto and underbrush.
"Lordy, man, we don't ask anybody's
to begin operations. While Jake was toilWe were taking big chances, I know, and permission to go over wild land- We ain't
ing away at the engine, smeared up with some of these days I think I'll write a book going to hurt your precious flower garden.
grease and grime (Jake is a perfect hog on the high cost of experience. Almost all Ha, ha, ha, how do you get that way?
for work) I was wielding a wicked paint the money we possessed in the world was Flower garden, ha, ha, ha. Where's the
brush, covering the bottom with copper tied up in those cases and the launch, and hothouse?"
paint and her freeboard with a dull dun of course, now we ha d to dispose of it in
He slapped me on the back-a redgray so as to lower visib:lity at night. The a hu:::ry.
headed, sunburned he-man from Ioway. I
Goo-goo made himself
reeled.
handy generally, cook"What I said goes,"
ing our meals over an
I said when I could
iron tripod in real Filcatch my breath. "I
ipino fashion and do;
have my own particuing what e ver was
lar reason why I don't
asked of him without
want you to cross
any que stion. " Sun
here. My wife is burYat Sen," my Chinese
ied just ahead of ·us,
chow-dog, frisked
and I'm not going to
around, pouncing on
let anybody disturb
fiddlers or panting apher rest, don't care
provingly as he lay
who it is." That was
watching us. At night
sure a pious one. The
surveyor chap sobers
he did his trick as
watchman.
down a bit and the
gleam in his eye shows
We put a couple of
he has some savvy to
sawed-off shotguns
him. Also he saw that
and an old army rifle
I meant business.
in the m a g a z i n e,
"If we don't cross
stocked it well with
here, we'll have to run
ammunition, and proour line way to Hell
visioned the ship.
and gone around that
Up until this time I
bayhead," he pleaded,
had been so wrapped
"it'll take us half a
up in our work that I
day long e r and we
had all but forgotten
gotta mush on."
the purpose the little
He pulled out his
craft was to be put
note-book and opened
to, when she was finit.
ally made the bride
"What's the name?"
of the seahe asked.
"Jake," I says on e
"Makes no differday while we were
ence what the name
resting, "don't it seem
is," I snapped out. I
a damn shame that a
was bluffing like an
couple of hardworking
At Bimini the harbor was filled with sloops, schooners and
actor. "This is my
lads like ourselves
apftdy motor boats, aU encaged in the rum-runninc game
ship and I'm the skipand a clean, able ship
per of it."
like "Friday" should
"Oh, it's a ship now, is it? I thought
be used to bring in po:son that rob men of
Jake went into town to knock around
their brains?"
and get the best figures for a quick sale, you said you was in the botany business
"Y-a-a-h," says Jake, setting his eye on while Goo-goo, the dog and I stuck around with lots of flower gardens· Seriously now,
what is the game?" he looked me straight
the steering gear and not paying much at- to guard the cargo.
tention to me, "we got to have the money
About 10 o'clock, while the sun was high in the eye.
I felt my anchors dragging and that I
fust, don't we, now we got this far. I and hot, I saw a party of surveyors coming
tank I go back to Sweden next year to along running a line with their instruments. was drifting into shallow water and likely
I saw that if they kept coming their line to be piled up on the beach if I didn't get
see the ole folks."
"I believe you got less conscience than a would just about bisect my pile of "hooch a lie straight from the shoulder.
Chink, you bloomin' squarehead. You didn't cases" into east and west portions"I'm a realtor, lad," I told him, giving
want to see any booze for a while after
Of course I got all worked up as they him as good a look as he gave me. "I'm
that party in Shanghai, did you? All right. came nearer, but I didn't let on. I walked one of those things."
"Well, why don't you tell me your name.
Onward Christian sailors, let's get to work up the beach determined to check their
progress. I was in no shape to do any By heck, you're the first bashful real estate
again."
In order to launch the "Friday" we had bribing just then, but if I didn't stop them man I ever ran across."
"My name is Michael McSweeney, if you
to ferry a mule and a big scoop over to the they might turn me up, I thought.
island with which to dig a channel under
"Morning," I said, casual like, as the in- must know," I shot back at him. He
her stern; then we had to wait for the flood strument man set his transit over a stake turned ove'r the pages of his book.
"Strange I don't have your name on the
tide which comes with the full moon, be- and began adjusting the screws in a matterlist as a property owner on this line. We'll
fore launching. And it happened that the of-fact way.
day she went into the water was on a
"Morning," he replied, and took a shot have to look into this. Something funny
Friday.
with an expert eye through the telescope. here-a graveyard, a hothouse and a ship
There were only three of us in the crew Then he reached to his hip pocket for his all rolled into one. I'll have to do some
-three men in a boat-to say nothing of plug of tobacco. He wrestled with this a investigating on my own account, a bit of
sleuthing, don't you know, and maybe we'll
the dog. I brought along my nautical in- while.
"You live near here?" he asked with the find that we can carry on without danger
struments, maintained sea watches and
of treading down anybody's dainty little
wrote my night order book, just as though wad in a convenient niche in his face.
"Yes, I own this ten acres," the lie came wood's violets." He held up his fingers like
I commanded a twelve-thousand-ton
(Continued on page 80)
to my lips easy as a dog licking a dish.
freighter.
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This p h o t ograph seems t o justify Bradenton's slogan-"The Friendly City"

City and Community Slogans
GATHERING WORDS and CATCH PHRASES
THAT ARE POPULARIZING FLORIDA CITIES
By

T

HOUGH it is highly improbable that
slogans have been worth to their respective communities what their originators fondly imagine, the fact remains
that the slogan's the thing, and everybody's
having one. From the veriest village that
has not yet attained its own little black dot
on the map to the best known and largest
of cities without which no map is complete,
no community is considered fully novitiated
without one.
From time immemorial people have followed leaders, lived by mottoes and imitated their fellowmen . Since the days of
Jerico they have believed in the potency
of warcries, though the fashion of them
has changed along with that of clothing
and haircuts. From the warcry of Gideon
which brought down the walls of the beleaguered city, gradually evolved the
"suaugh-ghairm," the Gaeli s word from
which the word slogan is deriv.ed, meaning
literally "a gathering word", expressing
quaintly but truly the object of a slogan.
Nearly every town has enjoyed or at
least endured several slogans, varying in
snap and seductiveness, until gradually the
choice· narrowed down to one more individual in its appeal than the others. Even
then it is subject to change, for public
favor is fickle. Even national legislation
sometimes affects slogans, as in the case
of a certain city n ow known as the Cream
City, which once rode to fame on the foam
of a popular pre-Volstead ian beverage.
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EDITORIAL NOTE- It was our
intention to use one photograph of
each city descriptive of its slogan in
this article, but when we found that
nearly forty cities and counties were
mentioned, it became apparent at once
that this was a physical impossibility,
owing to lack of space. Therefore , we
are doing the next best thing-using
photographs from several cities which
have not previously been represented
in SUN/LA ND.

Florida towns have not lagged behind
in the craze for a pithy, expr essive slogan,
and many though meaningless and inane
and as applicable to one community as another secure by reason of a euphonic swing
or a clever play on the words, popularity
for themselves and publicity for the cities
that sponsor them.
Willis B. Powell, Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Sarasota, who has
been one of the factors in putting over
Florida publicity, says in this connection
that it takes stick-to-itiveness with lots of

sticker and printers ink to identify most
slogans with a city.
"Sunset cities and Sunrise cities mean
but little, " says Mr. Powell, "for no one
place has a lead pipe cinch on the sun.
Why not the Moonbeam City or the Starlit
City or the City of Flivvers?
"Here in Sarasota we have the ' City of
Glorified Opportunity' and 'Spend a Summer This Winter in Sarasota', but the latter
is seasonal and doesn't hit the mark when
the sun is sizzling in August, for by all
stretches of the imagination you couldn't
make a winter out of a Florida summer.
"Personally I think a slogan has little
wei~ht in town building," he commented,
addmg quizzically, "I never heard of a man
going up to a ticket window and asking for
a one-way piece of pasteboard to The
Town You Should Tie To, or the City of
Smokestacks and Opportunity.
"Sarasota has an oil painting by Asa
Cassidy costing $1,000. A bathing girl
astraddle of a tarpon, is splashing through
the Gulf. We were to label it 'Onward,
Sarasota,' but that's Cleveland's slogan.
"Dwell Here and Prosper, City of........ ,
Resources, Athens oL ...... , .......... Has The
· Goorls, Watch ............ Grow, etc., are frequently r epeated, and while they are significant, they lack individuality like 'Don't
Pass El Paso', 'Ft. Wayne With Might and
Main', 'Mott Is The Spot', 'Topeka Kan.,
Topeka Will.'
"However,'' he concluded, "I like to

Palm Beach requires no slogan.

change slogans, and just now I am featuring 'Ask The Man Who Has Been To
Sarasota'. But whether I address my
queries to the man who has been to Sarasota, or 'Spend a Summer This Winter In
Sarasota' or 'Invest in The City of Glorified
Opportunity', or work in 'Sarasota Supreme' or ' Sarasota the Moonshine City' or
'Sarasota the Los Angeles of the Gulf', it
is all a pleasant pastime."
In years past Tampa was widely known
as "The Cigar City," due, of course, to J;he
immensity of the cigar manufacturing industry of the city. More recently, however,
as Tampa has grown, the old nickname has
faded into relative obscurity and has been
replaced by a slogan that more fitly describes the Tampa of today-"Florida's
Year 'Round City". And Tampa claims to
be just that, supporting the claim by pointing out the increasing importance of the
city as a port, as a manufacturing center,
as a distribution point for a territory ext ending nearly three hundred miles up and
down the Gulf Coast and more than half
way across the peninsula, plus the fact
that, climatically, the city, instead of being
just a place to spend the winter, is actually
as desirable as a summer abiding placefar more so than those northern metropoli
that swelter under t emperatures above the
100 degree mark, while Tampans never
have known greater summer heat than
ninety-six degrees. Business conditionscommercial, industrial, manufacturingplus climate as delightful in summer as in
winter, and an atmosphere of homeyness,
with the cordial friendliness that mar ks
social and business intercourse in Tampa,
make the slogan "Florida's Year 'Round
City," peculiarly apposite. Another "gath-

Its name needs no elaboration

ering word" coming into use recently, expresses the present-day attitude of the city,
and perhaps may become one of the recognized slogans. This is "Tampa, FloridaOpportunity's Home Address." In view of
the strides Tampa has made in the last few
years, it is not impossible that the new
slogan may shortly replace all of the others.
P ensacola heralds itself as "The City of
Your Dreams", and the Chamber of Commerce claims it is the one Florida City
where the visitor can enjoy to the fullest
the joy and pleasure of nature's wonderland-take a trip in the briny · waters of
the ocean-enjoy deep sea fishing or cast
a line in the stillness of fresh water lakes
and rivers-hunt the feathered and furry
tribe-speed over crystal waters in motor
or sail boats-see the mighty ships of the
sea laden for foreign ports-get the best
idea of aviation and coast defense-feel
the charm of the history of another day
and visit spots full of romance. If you
want to enjoy these things without straining your finances, says Pensacola, come to
"The City of Your Dreams".
Among the several slogans which have
become inseparably associated in the minds
of the reading public with Miami, the three
which have been. the most famous and
persistent have been evolved from various
opinions that were offered to the Chamber
of Commerce. The first was the outcome
of the growth of the city which was so
rapid and remarkable as to suggest "The
Magic City". The n ext one was coined by
the President of the Chamber of Commerce, Mr. E. G. Sewell, "The Land of
Palms and Sunshine", with the sub-head,
"In The Tropical Zone of Florida Where
Winter Is Turned Into Summer". This was

followed by the most famous of all, coined
by the suggestions of Miami's winter visitors who sensed the spirit of the city and
characterized it in the pithy phrase, "It's
June In Miami". The city spent several
hundred thousand dollars emblazoning this
slogan in electric lights to attract the half
froz en thron~s in New York City and
Chicago, and mserting its alluring paradox
in fift¥-five newspapers and about twenty
magazmes.
Orlando rejoices in the slogan "The City
Beautiful", fitting and appropriate to the
last degree. Just who was responsible for
starting it, has never been told, but he was
like the little girl who, when asked why
the giraffe was so named, answered, "Why,
because he looks that way." So "The City
Beautiful", as familiar as Orlando itself,
came to be almost synonymous because it
looks that way. Men found their mirror
lakes and in their building of a city constructed nothing which does not give back
the reflection of beauty. Beauty of homes,
beauty in business buildings, beauty in the
winding brick paved streets and in the ten
thousand moss-wreathed oaks which shade
them; beauty in the flowering shrubs which
give color and fragrance in the score of
public parks and along the thoroughfares.
With twenty lakes repeating the beauty of
the first flash of dawn when gray turns to
rose, the white fleecy clouds that see themselves at noonday, and at the going down
of the sun are like a wondrous canvass
limned in crimson and gold in a glory
beyond words, it is the "City Beautiful"
because it looks that way.
"It's Springtime All The Time In Clearwater", lilts the advertising literature of
that enterprising city, and precipitates a
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flood of tender memories over the r eader
whether he lives in Western Oregon, far-off
Maine or balmy Florida. " It's Springtime
All The Time In Clearwater" for many reasons, principal among which is the ideal
location on the highest elevation of the
entire Florida coast, a heavily wooded bluff
overlooking Clearwater Bay and the Gulf
of Mexico beyond.
, Pinellas County, of which Clearwater is
the county seat, is in itself a diminutive
Florida, in that it is a peninsula reaching
out into the semi-tropical waters of this
wonderland, separating the Gulf of Mexico
and Tampa Bay. With delightful sea
breezes at all seasons of the year, almost
perpetual sunshine, golf and surf bathing
as year 'round sports, and birds and flowers
always in tune and in bloom, it is no tax
on the imagination to feel that "It's Always
Springtime In Clearwater."
For any city in Florida to claim a
monopoly of sunshine naturally would
bring down upon its head the protests of
the entire state. Yet St. Petersburg has
gained fame as the "Sunshine City"
through a unique idea and the unbounded
faith of the man who conceived the idea.
In September, 1910, Lew B. Brown, publisher of the St. Petersburg Independent,
offered to give away the entire circulation
of his newspaper every day on which the
sun failed to shine upon St. Petersburg up
to the hour of going to press. This unusual
offer was spread broadcast, and the Independent has become known as the "Sunshine
Paper" and St. Petersburg as the "Sunshine
City." This offer maintained uninterruptedly for fourteen years during which time
seventy-five issues have been given away,
the average of sunless days has been fixed at
less than six days a year. This remarkable
record which the Independent through it~
free offer has made known to the world,
has attracted thousands of winter visitors
to St. Petersburg, and firmly established
"The Sunshine City" as St. P etersburg's
"other name".
For many years Lakeland's slogan was
"The City That Charms". Lovely as it was
in sound and sentiment, it did not measure
up to what its loyal supporters believed
their city entitled to, and it remained for
Hon. Edward F. Trefz, an orator of national fame, to bestow upon it a slogan of
unusual beauty' "The City of Heart's Desire". Mr. Trefz declared that never bef0re

in his travels had he sojourned in a city
that he so strongly desired to live in as
Lakeland. Its beauty, its possibilities and
the spirit of cooperat ion and patriotism
among its citizens all made their appeal to
this man of affairs, a nd his hope to transfer this impression to strangers resulted
in the adoption of, " The City of Heart's
Desire".
Among the slogans which have specialized some particular attraction for which
the city is famous, is that of Fort Myer s,
"The City of Palms" . From it s earliest inception this city has been noted for its
beautiful, palm-lined streets, and it has
been generally conceded that no more
beautiful Royal palms grow anywhere. A
City of Palms must be a city of charms,
with all the accompanying attributessunshine, balmy breezes tinged with a salty
tang, and the sparkle of the blue water s
of the Gulf.
Sanford is called "The City Substantial"
because any community which depends
principally upon agriculture, the source of
all wealth, is a substantial community. For
many years Sanford has been growing
prosperous · through an alchemy that has
transformed the green and silver of its
fields into specie of the same colors. During the past season this transformation has
added approximately $5,000,000 to the
city's revenue. From the time the seed
beds of celery and other vegetables have
been planted and until the crop is ready
for shipment, the back country of Sanford
impresses the visitor with the substantiality
of the section. Neither is Sanford lacking
in other essentials which are peculiar to a
substantial community. Its favorable location on Lake Monroe affording both rail
and water transportation and cheaper
freight rates, gives it a paramount claim
to prominence as a commercial center.
That the people of Sanford are convinced that their city has a substantial
future is indicated by the large majorities
given bond issues for public improvements.
During an eleven-month period nearly a
million and a half dollars in bonds were
voted to purchase all public utilities and
to finance public improvements. In four
years its population has increased eightysix per cent, its assessed valuation onehundred and twenty-one per cent and its
bank deposits forty-eight per cent.
The slogan , " The City Substantial ," which

has been ado pted f or Sanford , has stood
the acid test of investors an d the infer ence
is yet to be made that it is a misnomer.
Another slogan appealing t o the practical rather than the a esthet ic side is that
of Palatka, "The Industrial Cit y". In th e
old days before the advent of the automobile and the hard roa d, Palatka enjoyed
some distinction as a tourist city. The last
outpost of civilization on the railroad,
traveler s went from ther e by boat up the
St. Johns River. The coming of motor
transportation, however, changed all this,
for both hard roads, running either side
of the city, missed Palatka entirely. Then
the strategic location of the city for railroad and water transportation, together
with the natural r esources, changed the
trend of affairs. It has an a bundant supply
of raw materials in the way of timber ,
gravel, ka olin and peat. With the excellent
shipping facilities, the economic housing
conditions and ideal surroundings, Palatka
has made wonderful strides industria lly
which are r ecognized in the financial world
to the extent that their five and a half per
cent municipal bonds r ecently sold at a
premium of five per cent. The proposed
deepening of the channel of the St. Johns
River and the early completion of two
state highways touching the city will give
to it that accessibility that will assure it
of the continuance of its slogan, "The Industrial City".
"We Say It With Pictures," declares
Fort Lauderdale, backing up its assertion
with landscape effects, photographs and
word pictures of such beauty and attractiveness that they have a telling effect.
One of these "pictures" by which Fort
Lauderdale shows its horticultural possibilities and its natural beauty is Wyldwoode.
Flaunting its slogan, "The City Of A
Hundred Lakes," and living up to its motto ,
Social Security, Winter Haven, enjoys a
prestige all its own. It is located among
the rolling hills of the Scenic Highlands.
These hills are interposed with beautiful,
crystal-Clear, above-sea-level lakes, which
afford a natural air and water drainage so
essential to the production of the highgrade citrus fruit to which this portion of
the country owes its reputation. Many of
Winter Haven's lakes are connected by
canals, making a delightful boat course of
fifty miles or more over these beautiful

Stetaon Collece at DeLand suppliea the motive for the alocan-" The Athena of Florida"
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Winter Park, "The City of Homes," has erown entirely upon ita merits

bodies of water. Ther e are ninety-seven of
these Jakes within a radius of five miles
from the center of the city, teeming with
fresh water game fish . Most of these lakes
have wonderful bathing beaches, which are
in use twelve months out of the year, as
the water has a uniform temperature of
seventy-six degrees, summer and winter.
The delightfully cool breezes in the summer
are accounted for by the fact that the
prevailing winds sweep across these lakes
which likewise moderate the winter winds.
"The City of A Hundred Lakes," with its
Social Security, suggests comfort, beauty
and pleasure to the seeker for these things.
Daytona, "The Heart of Sunnyland,"
makes an irresistible appeal to a believer
in the magic of the semi-tropical sunshine.
Here, scenery, recreational facilities, modern conveniences, pleasant surroundings
and congenial associates all bear out the
heart-warming suggestions which emanate
from this slogan.
Founded nearly half a century ago by
Henry A. DeLand, who wished to build a
city in the highest sense of the word, exemplifies the enviable slogan, "The Athens
of Florida." It is the winter rendezvous of
hundreds of discriminating tourists, and
the home of over 6,000 satisfied year-round
residents. Stetson University was named
for John B. Stetson who richly endowed
this college and who helped finance the
founding of the city.
Sebring sailed swiftly along under several slogans, one of the first having been,
"See Sebring And Settle". This slogan was
so effective that within twelve years
enough people saw Sebring and settled so
that it legally became a city. Then the
Board of Trade, casting about for a new
"gathering word" that should reflect dignity and the distinction that became its
strategic location in the Scenic Highlands,
adopted, "Sebring, The Center of the
Scenic Highlands," which lends itself admirably to the swinging intonation of the
true slogan slinger. Sebring has made a
marvelous growth in the short time of its
existence, changing in a few years from a
rolling slope of virgin forest, overlooking
lovely Lake Jackson, to a city with thirty
miles of asphalt pavement, sixty miles of
sidewalk, a municipally owned .light and
water plant, public library, banks, schools,
churches, parks and $310,000 worth of
municipal improvements under way. Its
beauty, its healthful location, its civic improvementts and its firm financial basis

will assure it of as much popularity as its
posit!on, "The Center of the Scenic Highlands."
Winter Park, "The City of Homes," has
grown entirely upon its merits, and not by
reason of its nwn advertising. Like a certain well known commercial commodity, it
is advertised by its loving friends, among
them, Edward Bok and Irving Bacheller.
Both these writers have spoken of this city
as civically awake, upstanding, clean,
pretty, and a good place to bring up boys
and girls. How well their classification
bears out its slogan! Many distinguished
people visit Winter Park each year, attracted by Rollins College with its libraries
and music, the broad paved streets overarched with splendid great oaks, its clean
blue lakes lined with fine homes and the
charm of the cultured social life and
hospitality.
To the lonely, rather timid, diffident
stranger seeking a place where he may
find that companionable interest so necessary to the joy of living, Bradenton, "The
Friendly City," must make a strong appeal. Even the courageous, confident
stranger appreciates a friendly atmosphere,
and the lure of promised comradeship is
like the friendly gleam of a home light on
an unknown road. In addition, Bradenton
offers the advantages of water sports and
the out-of-door pleasures, business opportunities and chances for development along
spiritual and intellectual lines. Beautiful
residences, handsome public buildings and
above all, its beautiful location make
Bradenton an ideal place for the propagation of the friendly spirit.
Melbourne, located midway down the
East Coast between Daytona and Palm
Beach, is using "Where Winter Never
Comes." This progressive little city on
the famed Indian River is starting a stride
of rapid development that will make its
sister cities on the East Coast "step" to
keep pace. Men of vision have picked
Melbourne as the scene of their operations
and vast sums will be spent there in modern developments during the coming year.
Melbourne takes great pride in its beach
and even in mid-winter the visitors take
their daily swim "where winter never
comes."
Hollywood-By-The-Sea-suggestive of
shimmering, moonlit beaches, and sparkling
sunlit waves-its name has a charm that is
hard to resist.
Tarpon Springs, "The Venice Of The
South," offers an old world atmosphere

with its enchanting waterways, its gracious
homes covered with vines and embowered
with shrubs and trees, its palm-lined streets
and walled yards.
Jacksonville proclaims itself as "The
Gateway to Florida," Stuart hails itself
as "The City With a Future;" Delray displays on the "ears" of its enterprising
newspaper, "Everybody Likes Delray,
Where Ocean Breezes Play;" Oldsmar rejoices in the unique position, "The Suburb
of Two Cities;" the Florida Development
Board uses its creed for its slogan, "All
'For Florida and Florida For All."
Gainesville is "The Hub Of Florida;"
Apalachicola claims the distinction of being
"The Gateway To The Chattahoochee Valley;" Clermont is "The Gem Of The Hills;"
Davenport, "Beautiful Homes On Hills In
Orangeland ;" Eau Gallie, "The Harbor
City;" Eustis reigns as the "Queen City Of
The Lake Region Of Florida;" Fort Pierce
is "The Sunrise City."
Frostproof is "The City Of Goodwill;"
Haines City, "The Gateway To The Scenic
Highlands;" Avon Park, "Where Life's
Worth Living;" Monticello opens the
"Gateway To The West Coast Of Florida;"
Key West ranks as "The Only Frost-Free
City In The United States;" Lake Wales
claims to be "The Crown Jewel Of Scenic
Highlands;" Kissimmee offers itself as
"The Land Of Opportunity and Resources."
Madison County urges, "Make Madison
County More Prosperous;" Highlands
County, "For Health And Happiness," confidently · sings that community; Orange
County is "The County Beautiful;" Pasco
County offers itself as "The Home Of
Variety, Production And Beauty;" Sumter
County runs a close second with "The
County Of Natural Abundance."
The Ridge Section of Polk and Highlands Counties are proposing for their slogan, "The Scenic Highlands-Florida's
Skyline;" Miami Beach chants, "In All The
World No Other Place Like This;" Mount
Dora nestles "Amid Lakes and Hills;"
Ocala's slogan is "The Kingdom Of The
Sun;" West Palm Beach is the place
"Where Summer Spends The Winter."
Yes, of a truth, slogans are "gathering
words," and though no statistical proof of
their effectiveness is available, who shall
say in the face of such an intriguing array
that they · have no value other than their
attractiveness? Surely, they are more than
just mere "nonsense varnished with the
charm of sound."
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RUNNING MANY QUARTS BEHIND
HOW THE RAPIDLY DEVELOPING DAIRY INDUSTRY IN SOUTH
FLORIDA IS STRIVING TO SUPPLY THE HOARD of NEWCOMERS
By
EVELOPMENT of the dairying industry on the lower East Coast
around Miami has gone forward at
swifter pace than in any other
section of Florida. Dade County dairies
are models and health officials from the
larger cities of the North have visited Miami
to inspect these dairies and gain pointers
for handling the milk supply in their own
cities.
The number of blooded cattle in Dade
County is now about 10,000 head. The
number of dairies under inspection of the
health department of the city of Miami is
sixty-four. The total investment represented in this industry runs well into the
millions, and yet the local supply is not
equal to the demand.
Thousands of gallons of milk are shipped
into Miami during the winter from Georgia
and other states. Recently a Miami dairyman advertised that he had just returned
from a trip into the North where he had
purchased an additional hundred cows, and
would also bring milk into Miami by the
carload during the season ,
keeping it at a temperature just above freezing.
With all the natural advantages for dairying in
South Florida and with
the industry having developed as rapidly as it has,
the importation of milk
might appear to be needJess. But it must be borne
in mind that Miami has
grown at such an extraordinary rate that the
sources of supply have
been taxed to the utmost
to keep up with the demand, and that it is impossible to set up a dairy
farm and get it in opera-
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tion overnight. The number of dairies in the
Miami district has been doubled during the
past three years and, at the same time, the
per capita consumption of milk has more
than doubled.
Dr. A. W. Ziebold, who has charge of
dairy inspection, says South Florida affords
dairymen numerous advantages, the outstanding ones being: The investment for
housing is much less, and the returns for
milk are decidedly greater than in other
states.
Raw milk wholesales in Miami at 50 to
60 cents a gallon, and the retail price
varies from 20 to 30 cents a quart. The
milk shipped in from other states costs
the dealers sometimes as much as 90 cents
a gallon delivered in Miami, and is retailed,
of course, at a higher price than the local
product.
Before going further into the details of
the dairy industry on the lower East Coast,
the story of the successful fight of the
pioneer dairymen for compulsory dipping
should be told. The story is brief and

Florida-bred Holstein and Guernsey prize winners

well worth recounting in this connection.
In 1914, Marcus Milam, a pioneer dairyman, brought in three blooded heifers and
a bull from Mississippi. They died of tick
fever in a short time. Dr. J. G. DuPuis,
another pioneer in the industry, and breeder of the world's champion milk producer
of Dutch White Belt stock, had a similar
experience. These men quickly recognized
the fact that tick eradication was necessary
for the safety of the industry in which they
had embarked.
James A. Bright, a stock breeder from
Missouri, had purchased a ranch not far
from Miami and his interest was aroused·
These three men, with James A. Gilman, a
leading banker of Miami, went before the
County Commissioners and offered to advance funds for building vats and conducting the campaign provided the county would
give official sanction to the enterprise and
enforce the regulations, and reimburse
them for the expense. Their zeal was r ewarded in every way, and in 1916 the
quarantine against Dade County was lifted.
This was the first county
in Florida to be declared
tick free. Her neighboring counties, Broward and
Palm Beach, followed
Dade's progressive lead.
From that time dates the
development of the dairying industry on the lower
East Coast. This pioneer
work also started the long
state-wide fight which terminated in 1923 when the
Florida legislature enacted
the compulsory cattle dipping law.
The growing of food
crops n e c e s s a r i l y is
an important factor in
dairy farming. The lands

in the Everglades and along the borders of the
fertil e area are naturally adaptable to grasses, yet
imported grasses have been found to be more valu-.
able than native stock, and the item of
cultivation, wh"le comparatively small, must
be taken into account.
Mr. Bright, to whom
previous reference ha s
been made, probably has
conducted more extensive
experiments than any other dairyman in Florida. H e
was the first to open an
extensive ranch on the reclaimed lands of the Everglades, purchasing 14,000
acres situated on one of
Messrs. Curtis and Bright are as much interested in
the State drainage canals
prize-winning stock as in aviat:on and town building
about six miles from the
center of Miami. He was
joined several years later in his enterprises told me this, and I am pasturing for others."
by Glenn Curtiss, the aviation expert. An
Mr. Bright pointed out some mules that
extensive townsite was laid out and the had been shipped to his ranch as yearlings
development of it was begun. The town of and which had grown to maturity on the
Hialeah now occupies the former ranch site pasturage without any other feed. Their
and the dairying activities have been pushed coats were sleek and they were spry and
back some five miles into the Everglades, skittish, thus giving indications not only
several thousand acres having been set of being well f ed but of the energy producapart for the town and its expanding fea- ing quality of their sustenance.
tures, including a motion picture studio, an
Guatemala grass has a blade like Indian
aviation field, a Jai-Alai fronton, a horse corn. It grows in stools and remains t enracing plant, a grey-hound race course, an der and succulent, even after several cutIndian village and other amusement attrac- tings, and in Mr. Bright's opinion is much
tions besides many acres dedicated to better for cattle than alfalfa. Gordura, a
streets and parks. But all this has failed Brazilian grass, also stands high in the
to divert Mr. Bright's attention from his ranchman's favor. It has a sticky sirup
stock and dairy farm.
when crushed, which has a scent and flavor
His experiments have been watched with like molasses and is commonly known as
interest not only for their value to the molasses grass.
dairy and stock raising industry as a whole
Seminole grass was so named by Prof.
in Southern Florida but because they were C. B. Piper, Washington representative in
made on soils of doubtful value. Mr. the forage department on the coast states
Bright has conducted his experim nts under for the Department of Agriculture. It is a
the direction of the U. S. Dep rtment of native and running grass which roots at
Agriculture. He has tried out €very variety the joints and has high food value. It is
of grass which was deemed to be the lea3t dark and grows ten to twenty inches high.
likely of proving valuable, a total of no less It is too thick for mowing and will not
than thirty-six varieties having been put to serve as an ornamental. It might be easily
the test. Out of this abundance of experi- mistaken for Bermuda by those unfamiliar
ence covering a period of several years it with it, though it has a coarse stalk, and a
is announced that Para grass possesses the head similar to crab grass with three or
best eating value, being practical!~ the four sprays turning brown.
same as timothy in the more northerly secGiant Bermuda is commonly known in
tions of the country. It cuts six tons to the this section as St. Lucie grass. It is a
acre at each cutting and may be cut from running grass, rooting from the joints and
four to five times every year.
making a strong turf. It grows eighteen
Seminole and Bermuda are considered inches high and can pasture two to three
the best pasture grasses. Guatemala and head of stock to the acre, averaging slightly
Napier belong to the cane family, and grow higher in this regard than Para grass. It
ten to fifteen feet high, yielding twenty to can be cut from four to five times a year,
twenty-five tons to the acre. The cows are and averages from one to two tons to the
fed no hay. The pastures are green all acre at a cutting.
Para also is a running grass rooting from
winter, and the hay is sold at an average of
the joints and grows three or four fe et
$25 a ton.
"There are greater opportunities in cat- high. It has a wide blade, and a sprangly,
tle and stock raising here than anywhere," light brownish head with three . to foursaid Mr. Bright. "When I came here I was inch sprays. It is of South American
told that I couldn't grow hay here. Now origin.
Mr. Bright uses Sudan, Kaffir corn and
I am £ell'ng hay to the very people who

Egyptian wheat for annuals. Milk cows are fed
concentrates, such as cotton seed meal, peanut meal
and rice bran, but beef
cattle and other stock subsist entirely on pasturage.
Some da;rymen r eport a
higher yield per acre from
Napier grass than Mr.
Bright has obtained, but
at least his tests, which
have be en essentially practical, may be taken as
r epresenting a good average.
Lespedeza, or Japanese
clover, is in Mr. Bright's
opinion the logical southern alfalfa. He has fed
it in Missouri and knew of its popularity in
Louisiana and Mississippi and has sown
much of it at Hialeah. It seeds close to the
ground and can stand closer grazing. He
has cut three crops of alfalfa in one season
and believes that it can be grown readily
when the soil has become thoroughly aerated, but for dependability he favors Lespedeza. Mr. Bright includes raspalum and
carpet grass in his sowing because thE: y
stand the cold, and of the paspalums he
inclines to dilatitum, which has proved its
merits on reclaimed land. It has a broad
leaf and foddery appearance but does not
grow high. Natal grass has not been proved
satisfactory. It is woody and not good for
hay or pasture if it is not taken at exactly the right time, which is just at the
bloom.
What has been established by Mr. Bright
on his Everglades ranch has been experienced with variations by dairy farmers in
other sections of Southern Florida. One
does not plant red clover or alfalfa here.
Some dairymen do not use ensilage while
others do, finding Napier grass mixed with
corn an excellent feed. The dry corn grain
can be grown very well but its greatest
value is in cutting it green and using it in
silo. Sunflowers also are used with Napier
grass and corn as ensilage. Velvet beans
and cowpeas are also valuable crops.
But in spite of the rapid strides with
which the dairying industry has gone forward in Florida this state still imports millions of dollars worth of milk, butter and
other dairy products annually. And Cuba,
which is just a night's ride from Miami, is
a large market, right at our doors, offering
unusual opportunities to the dairyman.
Some time ago there was talk of establishing a condensing plant at Miami, but it
was given up because of the lack of an
available supply of milk. Yet, it can be
easily imagined that such an industry would
pay handsome profits if an ample supply of
milk might be had for manufacturing into
condensed form.
(Continued on page 84)

Harvesting hay in December on the Curti~-Bright ranch in tlie Everglades
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HOW MUCH
DOES it COST

ERCY GOTROCKS, who graces Palm
Beach with his presence during the
winter months, considers himself fortunate if he can get through a season
without parting from fifty or sixty thousand
dollars. His "shack" on Ocean Boulevard
has a retinue of servants that could man a
hotel, and their wages are only a small
part of Percy's expenses. The way his
parties waste away his bank roll is almost
a crime.
Of course, Percy could economize if he
cared to-but what would his friends think!
He has to put on the dog or people will get
the idea that the Giltedge Investment Company, of which he is president, is going to
the bow-wows. So he pours out his money
as liberally as he does his Scotch.
As for Mrs. Perry-she wouldn't think
of coming to Florida without buying at least
a dozen new gowns, fifteen or twenty pairs
of shoes, and a couple of thousand dollars
worth of other stuff. Why, she wouldn't
feel half dressed! So she splurges handsomely, and Mr. P ercy pays the bills.
Not everyone who winters in Florida can
afford to disregard expenses like Mr. and
Mrs. Percy. They would like to make a
splash, perhaps, and have their pictures
printed in the Sunday supplements up
North, but they can't do it.
'.l;hey have to watch closely every item
of expense, and if the total threatens to
mount too high, they stay up North, regardless of the discomforts of northern blizzards. The sunshine and the flowers of
Florida call them, but they turn a deaf
ear. So long as the cost remains within
their means, they keep on returning, year
after year.

P

OR some reason or other, the average
Fnortherner
has a wild-eyed notion regarding the amount of money required for
a winter in Florida. Nine times out of
ten he estimates the cost entirely too high.
Consequently, if he does not have more
than a modest amount to spend, he stays
away, insisting that Florida is a place only
for blue-bloods with more money than they
know what to do with. He sacrifices health
and pleasure, and gains nothing.
There . is no mystery regarding the cost
of wintering in Florida. Despite all ideas
to the contrary, a person can estimate before leaving home how much his expenses
will be. And he can come within a few
dollars of being right. There need be no
guesswork about it.
The first item to consider is the cost of
transportation. That is the simplest of all.
By inquiring at the railroad ticket office
the prospective tourist can learn exactly
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at the prices mentioned are, of course,
furnished.
Small houses, in the suburbs, can sometimes be obtained for the same price as the
how much the fare will be. For persons cheaper apartments. As a general thing,
living north of the Mason-Dixon line and however, the minimum rent for a place with
east of the Mississippi the fare would prob- modern conveniences and adequate furnishably average $60 each way, including Pull- ings is about $400 or $500. Similar houses
man, or $120 for the round trip.
within eight or ten blocks of the main busiFollowing transportation, the next major ness district rent for from $500 up. A fiveitem of expense is that of rent. Although room house, close in, can be obtained for
many tourists live in hotels the majority from $700 to $1,000. In the best locations,
lease houses or apartments for the season. such a house would rent for considerably
And the prices, of course, vary greatly. more.
They range from a medium of about $250
It must be understood that the prices
for the season to $3,000 or even more. mentioned above are merely illustrative.
Houses in the most exclusive sections nat- They cannot be depended upon to fit all
urally bring fancy sums. But we are dis- cases. The rental value of an apartment
cussing living quarters for the average or house is determined by numerous factourist, not for the millionaire.
tors, the same as in the North. For inThe apartments that rent for $250 are · stance, a two-room apartment with medionaturally neither very large nor in very cre furnishings and haphazard service might
desirable locations. Usually they consist be expensive at $300 while the same size
of one or two rooms and a kitchenette. apartment in a modern building next door,
Sometimes they have private baths. But with good furnishings and dependable serthey are u sually well furnished, though not vice might be cheap at $450. In other
words, it all depends.
Many persons may think the above rents
are excessive. They probably would be in
some of the smaller northern cities. It
HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?
must be remembered, however, that the
houses and apartments in the resort city re"Only millionaires can afford to
main empty during the summer months or
winter in Florida"-how often have
else are rented for very small amounts.
we heard that statement?
In order to break even the resort city landAnd there is not a word of truth
lord must charge as much for the winter
season as the northern landlord does for
in it. If there were, nearly a million
the whole year. Certainly he is entitled
tourists would not be coming here
to a fair profit.
each winter.
In this connection it may be well to menSome dependable figures regardin<g
t;on that few Florida landlords attempt
to profiteer. They are satisfied if they
the actual cost of wintering in Florida
can get a 15 per cent return on their inare given in this article. They should
vestment, to include taxes, depreciation,
be of particular interest to those conwear and tear on furnishings, upkeep, and
templat·'ng visiting the Sunsh:ne State
profit. No fair-minded tourist will object
to paying rents figured on this basis.
for the first time.
The wide range of existing rents makes
it difficult to estimate exactly just what
the tourist will have to spend for living
quarters. Well informed realtors, howexpensively, and two or three persons can ever, agree that the average amount spent
by winter visitors of modest means is about
live in one of them very comfortably.
If the tourist desires to live closer in $400 for the season. The payment of this
and will be satisfied with a small apartment, amount secures a place in which two, three ,
he can find what he wants for about $300 or even four persons can live comfortably.
or $350. The close-in apartments obtain- The tourist can save a hundred dollars or
able at this price usually consists of one so by getting a smaller place in a less decombination living and bedroom, kitchen- sirable location, or, by spending a hundred
ette, and private bath. For two rooms dollars more, he can get something better.
besides the kitchenette and batn, the price It's up to him. But for the . purpose of esranges from $350 to $450; for three rooms, timating the average cost of wmtering in
from $500 to $800 and so on. Apartments Florida, let's use the $400 figure.

Just one more thing regarding living
quarters. When the tourist comes to a
Florida resort city he need not expect to
rent a place on a monthly bas:s. With very
few exceptions, all apartments and houses
are rented by the season, and rents are the
same regardless of whether the tourist
stays one month or six. A moment's consideration will show why it is n ecessary to
adopt this policy.
HE next major item of expense, followT
ing transportation and rent, is that for
food. To give exact figures for this expense, of course, is impossible. One tourist
cooking his own meals, may live well on
$5 a week or less. Another, eating the
most expensive foods at an expensive r estaurant, may pay $5 or more each day.
The tourist may spend as much or just as
little as he chooses. It all depends upon
his appetite and his purse.
There are a number of facts regarding
the food question which should be emphasized at this point. The first is that the
price of food is not a bit higher in Flor:da
resort cities than in the North. A few
things may be a little more expensive, but
others will be much cheaper. Bulky articles like flour and potatoes which are
shipped in from the North may cost a little
more on account of the freight rates. But
the prices of fresh goods, grown in Florida
during the winter months, are much cheaper. Striking a general average shows that
the price of all food products runs just
about the same as in the North.
That means that prospective tourists can
figure to a nicety just what their food will
cost them. If they spend $15 a week for
groceries and meat in the North, they probably will spend $15 a week in Florida, providing, of course, that they do their own
cooking. The cost for them may even be
a little less, for the reason that people in
Florida, where the weather is warm, do not
have to eat as much as up North, where
the temperature drops to zero and below.
The calories that go for heating the body
are not needed.
By substituting fish for meat, the tourist
can save in still another way. Fish are
cheap in all parts of Florida and if the
tourist wants to, he can catch them for
himself. There are fishing grounds n ear
almost every resort in Florida where the
fish bite voraciously.
Even if the tourist does not cook his own
meals he still can figure pretty accurately
what his food will cost him. Unlikely as it
may seem, restaurants and cafeterias in the
resort cities charge less than up North, due
to unusually keen competition and lower
overhead expense. One of the largest cafeterias in the city averaged up the checks for
all meals served one winter and found that
the average cost per meal was 59 cents.
And that cafeteria has a reputation of serving liberal portions of only the best food.
The tourist who eats regularly in cafeterias and r estaurants can figure that he
can get by easily for $2 a day, and have
everything he wants to eat. The chances
are he will have enough left over from the
weekly food allowance of $14 to send a
box of citrus fruit to his northern friends
occasionally.
To get back again to the problem of
estimating the average cost of wintering
in Florida. A man and wife who propose
making the trip can figure that the cost
of their meals, if the wife cooks them herself, probably will average about $10 a
week. Other household expenses, including
gas, ice, and other incidentals, will cost
about $2 more, bringing the total to $12
a week. That is not a very liberal allowance, to be sure, but thousands of tourists
live, and live well, on less. For a twentyfive-week season the total would be $300.
Transportation, rent and food are the
major items of expense. Aside from those
there is nothing that will mount into money.

The matter of clothes can be dismissed
almost entirely. The tourist need only
bring his summer clothes and a few winter
garments along with him and he will be
all set. It he wants to buy new clothes
while in the state he will be able to buy
them as cheaply as in the North. One
thing certain is that the tourist will :riot
have to buy as many heavy clothes in Florida as if he had stayed at home.
While speaking of clothes it would be
well to remind the first-time tourist again
to be sure to bring an overcoat and a few
other warm garments. Florida winters are
undeniably lovely and the sun shines practically every day. But occasionally a north
wind blows and the mercury drops almost
to freezing and at such times an overcoat
feels good-mighty good. That may not
h~ppen more than ~ne e or twice during the
wmter, but there IS no reason for being
uncomfortable for even such rare periods.
MUSEMENTS will not cost the tourist
A
half as much as it does up North. In
the public parks he can play all manner
of games; he can go fishing; he can attend
the public band concerts and listen to the
music of the best bands in the country; he
can attend the entertainments of the tourist
societies. All this costs him next to nothing. There always will be something to
help him occupy his time and make him
go home boosting Florida everlastingly.
In summarizing, let us figure how much
it costs a man and wife, for instance, to
enjoy a Florida winter. The transportation
cost for the couple would be, let us say,
about $240.
The apartment would be
about $400. The cost of meals and house-

Ever See A
A life size image of the large rhynodon
which was captured last June by Capt.
Newton Knowles, Claude Nolan and party
a little north of Key Marathon, near Key
West, has been placed on display at the
American Museum of Natural History in
New York City.
Exact measurements show the rhynodon
to have been 38 fe et from tip to tip. The
girth behind the gills was found to be 23
feet. Working from these figures, Dr.
F. N. Limekiller, who supervised the stuffing and mounting of the large fish, estimated that when captured it weighed close
to 40,000 pounds.
This fellow which is now on display is
the second member of his tribe ever captured in American waters.
The fish was sighted at 8 o'clock on the
morning by David L. Williams, a member
of the party. Mr. Williams, who was ahead
of the houseboat Wigo, in the launch
Edithla, returned to the houseboat and took
the other members of the party on board
the launch.
All on board the Edithia
could see the large fish swirling about in
shallow water. The Edithia was brought
within striking distance and the first harpon was driven into the sea giant at 8 :30
o'clock by Mr. Williams, then the battle
started in earnest. Luckily the water was
shallow and the fish was not able to
maneuver with anything like the speed or
strength of which he was capable.
Fifty-three hours after Mr. Williams sent
the first harpoon flying into the monster's
body, and after 73 bullets and more than
25 harpoons had been sent into his body,
the monster subsided. It was a battle those
on board the Edithia will never forget.
L. L. Mowbray, chief aquarist of the
New York aquarium, who was in Miami. at
the time the fish was captured, caught the

hold expenses, for a six-month season,
would be about $300, considering that the
couple ate at home. Allow $100 for incidentals. That brings the complete total
up to $1,040, certainly not a prohibitive
amount for persons in even very moderate
circumstances. And yet, by limiting expenses to that amount, the man and wife
will not be required to skimp and save.
They will be able to live just as well, and
in just as good surroundings, as they do
up North.
Moreover, it should be remembered that
the $1,040 does not represent that much
in addition to what the couple would have
to spend up North. Inasmuch as they would
have to eat up there just as well as in
Florida, the $300 for food and household
expenses can be subtracted. And if they
live in rented quarters at present, a large
slice can be taken out of the $400 item
for an apartment. Even if they own their
own home and consequently would save
nothing in respect to rent, there still remains the fuel saving. And with coal selling at fancy prices that is no small matter. Making deductions for these duplications of expenses and savings, the $1,040
total is reduced to less than $500.
Is a w;inter in Florida worth that amount?
Is it worth $500 to leave the snow, and
rains, and gloom, and sickness of a northern winter, to go to the land where all the
time is summer; where the mocking-biriis
sing their songs of gladness; where the _palm
trees are gently waved by warm breezes
from gulf and ocean? We'll say it is! And when you come to Florida and try
one of the summer-winters for yourself,
you')l say so, too.

Rhynodon?
first train for Long Key, where the fish
had. been towed.
Mr. Mowbray, upon his arrival immediately pronounced the catch a blue-blooded
rhynodon typus of the rarest ray serene.
On learning from the aquarist the extreme
rarity of their catch, Captain Knowles and
Mr. Nolan offered it to the cause of
science.
The museum immediately dispatched Dr. F. N. Limekiller to Long Key
to take charge of the prize for scientific
dissection and preservation.
The fish, tied strongly to the dock at
Long Key, made his last but desperate fight
to free himself from his captors that night.
In the battle, which lasted for more than
an hour, Captain Knowles was injured and
came within an inch of being beaten to
death by the tail of the large fish. The
dock to which he was held fast was torn
partly down by the fish in his mad struggle
for freedom.
Knowing that unless a rope was placed
around the giant fish he would gain his
liberty, Captain Knowles dove from the
dock with a rope in his hand. For more
than twenty minutes he swam about the
big fish awaiting his chance. Finally it
came. He placed the knot about the large
tail; a sudden flap of the tail, and Captain Knowles was knocked unconscious.
Members of the party, who had witnessed
the battle from the dock, quickly dove
from the dock and swam to Knowle's assistance. The hawser which he had succeeded in placing about the fish's tail was
made fast. In another hour the fish was
dead.
At Key West the large fish was pulled
on Curry's ways where Dr. Limekiller, with
the aid of quantities of farmalin and laborers removed the hide and skeleton and
packed it for shipment to New York.
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Play's the Thing
in Sunny Florida
By ERNEST E. GARRISON

Talk about health, talk about wealth,
Talk about sunshine and flowersBut play's the thing that makes the welkin ring,
And whiles away the happy hours.

Lawn Bowling Is a Favorite Pastime Amonc the Canadian Visitors.

P

LAY'S the thing-in Sunny Florida. those months when they are only a memory
The development of facilities for sports
and recreation is a serious business enterWhy does the "tired business man" in the cold North.
Florida is famous for the healthful bene- prise in which winter resort cities throughinvent an excuse for a southern business trip along in January or February? fits of its invigorating winter sunshine. And out the State have invested large capital.
Why do hundreds of thousands annually play and r ecreation help the hundreds of The building of golf courses, baseball fields,
emulate the song birds and rush by every thousands who come here to secure the race tracks, yacht basins and harbors,
highway and byway to the land of sunshine maximum benefit from the equable winter roque courts, tennis courts, bowling greens,
climate. Nothing stirs up sluggish blood horseshoe pitching lanes and other playand flowers?
Climate? Yes, that's true. But if the and sluggish minds so thoroughly as the grounds has cost the cities which annually
"tired business man" is honest, he'll tell excitement of a favorite game, whether play host to hundreds of thousands, large
you from his heart that it's the lure of that game be outdoor checkers, golf, polo or sums. Yet without these appurtenances, a
golf, the irresistible calling of the game fish water sports. The cities of Florida, realiz- winter in Florida would not have the appeal
in Florida waters, or some other sport that ing that occupation is tremendously im- that is now drawing the eyes of millions
makes him willing to travel hundreds of portant in the average mortal's scheme of toward the State.
There is a psycology in the advertising
·miles when snow covers the links, when happiness, provide facilities for play of every
lakes and streams are icebound, to the kind, and it is through the playgrounds that of Florida's winter resort cities. "The
Playground of America, where the sun Florida is winning more winter visitors Sunshine City," "It's springtime all the
and more permanent residents every year. time in Clearwater," "It's June in Miami"
shines every day.
East Coast, West Coast, all around the -these truthful and admirable slogans
From Canada come the legions who love
their national game, and would follow to State, play's the thing that makes this awaken impulses and desires that many in
the ends of the earth to play lawn bowling. sunny land a happy land for hundreds of the cold North have stored away, mentally,
until springtime comes again.
In midFrom the frigid states of the East, North thousands ·of winter visitors.
winter, when the devotee
and West come thousands
of sport has begun to miss
whose most important arhis round of golf, his waticles of baggage, in their
t er sports and other outminds, are their golf clubs
door activities, his eye
and togs. From the searests upon the advertising
board, swept by the breath
of a Florida city and deof old Boreas for many
sire to resurrect his pet
months, some the doughty
game surges to the front.
skippers of pleasure craft
And it is to the credit of
who seek the invigorating
Florida's advertising that
reflection of a warm sun
many thousands "obey that
on blue Florida waters.
impulse," pack a hurried
From farm, city and hamkit and hie themselves to
let come hundreds of thouSuniland.
sands who have learned
While the East Coast of
that the sun is a pleasant
Florida has been developplaymate-an adjunct to
ing its playgrounds for a
any sport. And so they
longer period than has the
come to Florida-to play.
West Coast, there is eviIs there an outdoor ocdence that the West Coast
cupation (except, of
and other sections of the
course , those sports which
state are coming into their
must be "enjoyed" in an
own. St. Petersburg, Tamatmosphere which freezes
pa, Clearwater, Bradenthe toes and bites the
ton and Fort Myers are
nose) which lacks a quota
building greater playof devotees throughout the
grounds each year and are
Florida winter? We do
attracting more winter
riot know of one. All those
visitors.
pleasures which make the
St. P etersburg, for exsummer time America's
ample, provides facilities
play time, are found in
(Continued on page 84)
Sunny Florida during
Walter Hagen, Golf Champion, on the Bear Creek Course at Pasadena-on-the-Gulf.
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They Built the Back Country First
HOW A GROUP of SUBSTANTIAL FAR,SEEING MEN
PLANNED A LAKE,ENCIRCLED ClTY "YEARS AHEAD
ITIES, towns, villages, usually grow
from the inside outward. Somebody
traveling along a "line of least resistance" comes across a strategic
locat:on, and starts a general store, or a
mill, or a ferry, or something like that.
Others traveling the same route stop over
for a day or so; the time lengthens and the
wayfarers build houses, and lo, a new community has come into being.
That is the way in which most of the
cities of the United States-nay, of the
world-have been located and built, and
the plan has age-long tradition back of it.
But sometimes it happens that hardy souls
reverse the system. Inst ead of founding
their n ew city first and developing its farming region afterwards, they set about building up the "back country" without reference to a possible metropolis to be created,
and wait until a solid, substantial and
prosperous agricultural, horticultural or
otherwise productive section has come into
being before giving thought to the creation
of a new city.
1 hat is the way in which Lake Alfred,
n ewest potential city of central South Florida, is coming into· existence. With its surrounding t erritory brought to a high stage
of development, it is now turning toward
the bu'lding of a real city, nobly planned,
along entirely modern lines which are to
avoid the mistakes that so often mar what
might have been beautiful and attractive
communities had the foresight of the first
builders fully visioned
the possibilities.
Lake Alfred, one
of the two northern
gateways to the entire Scenic Highlands
or Ridge section of
South Florida, occupies a commanding
position as regards
lines of automobile
and rail travel. At the
center of the townsite
one of the main traveled motor highways
of Florida branches,
one fork extending,
wide and with smoothly sweeping curves,
toward Lakeland,
T ampa and the Gulf
Coast section, the other passing southward
through Florence Villa, Winter Haven,
Lake Wal es , Avon
Park and the other
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By F. H. G L 0 V E R
r;e m cities of the famous Ridge section.
l•':ve m iles northeastward the railroad also
br.1nches, at Hain es C.ty, where the Scenic
Highlands division leaves the main line,
traversing the Ridge as far south a 'l the
borders of Lake Okeechobee, while the
other line runs southwestward toward the
Gulf.
Strategically, no better loc atio ~1
could h ave been found for a thriving city
than the s:te of Lake Alfred; from the
viewpoints of agricultural and horticultural
productiveness and sheer loveliness of its
hills and valleys and its myriad lakes flashing like azure j ewels under the azure skies,
it is doubtful if another location as beautiful could have been found in all of South
Florida.
Half a dozen men wer e primarily responsible for the original development around
what in a few years will be the city of
Lake Alfred. Four of these came from
northern states that are winter-bound for
six months out of the year; another had
his home in a state almost equally frigid
during the winter months; while the sixth
was reared in Dundee, Scotland. Mr. F. C.
Gardner, of Fargo, North Dakota; Ed Pierce
and W. F. Froemke, of Sheldon, North
Dakota; Dr. J. M. Critchlow, of Titusville,
P ennsylvania; Dr. C. W . Adams, of Detroit,
Michigan, and Mr. Alexander Ma:kay, of

It is a m3.gnificent c o untry o f lak :s and hills

Dundee and New York, were the pion e~ r s
of Lake Alfred-the men primarily resr-o:Kible f or the citrus development that deservedly is classed among the finest in all
Florida, and are now among those at the
head of the project for building a city
whose back country already has been intensively developed. The three North Dakotans were the first, the others coming a
little later, although they arrived long before the pioneer work had reached anything like a stage of completion. However,.
as an indication of t he rapidity with which
things move in South Florida when once
the m"tial impetus has been given, hardly
a decade and a hal E has elapsed since this
litt le group of men beg ..m t he work that has
converted broad acres o f pine and oak for ests into b eautiful citru s groves. Fourteen
years ago the preliminary work was begun.
Today the Lake Alfred development includes more than five thousand a cres of
bearing orange and grapefruit groves, with
more than four hundred thousand thrifty ,
wealth-producing trees the golden harvests
of which are handled by a packing house
that is among the most complete and modem to be found in the entire state, costing
upwards of $125,000 and with a capacity
of four thousand boxes of fruit a day. 'I'he
packing house was built by the Lake Alfred
c·trus Growers' Association and its output
is distributed through the Florida Citrus
Exchange.
The six pioneers, Gardner,
Pierce, Froemke, Mackay, Critchlow and
Adams, from their
groves , furnish a large
part of the fruit that
i s handl e d by this
model establishment.
The first three originally operated through
an organization, st:ll
in existence, known
as the Florida Fruitlands Company.
Hardly more than a
year ago these men
and others who came
later and who now
hold more or less extensive inte rests in
and around Lake Alfred began to talk
over the possibility of
establish i ng a real
city in the heart of
the grove development. Only the merest
suggestion of a real
village exist ed up t o
that time - a few
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city has been planted to citrus fruits of
various kinds, and nearly all of these groves
are in full bearing, some of the trees, veritable giants of their kind , being nearly
fifteen years old and attaining a height of
more than twenty-five f eet. Streets and
avenues of the new city, in many instances,
have been carved through these groves, and
scores of beautiful citrus trees have been
f elled to make way for modern development.
It is not alone on its citrus fruits that
Lake Alfred must depend, however. Along
the shores of the lakes are wide stretches
of muck lands, which, after a minimum of
drainage has been provided, yield immense
crops of all kinds of vegetables and b erries. Several of the land owners whose
property borders on the lakes have made
large plantings of bananas, the broad
leaves of which, with their deep, velvety
green, show the vigor and thriftiness of the
plants and promise profitable returns. Some
of the best strawberry fields in South Florida lie around Lake Alfred, and a few
plantations of Florida Marvel blackberries
have shown yields that would amaze a
northern grower. It is borne in mind that·
all of these latter developments are still
in the experimental stage. Vegetable and
truck growing have not been tried on a
large commer cial scale as yet; and the same
is true of bananas and berries. But the
success that has attended the experimental
Alexander Mackay, a Scotchman of
larce world affairs, built his home
amid the pines facinl' one of the
beautiful lakes

small stores opposite the Atlantic Coast Line railroad station, a small hotel in the big,
parklike square that is to be
the n ew city's center, and a
little closer grouping of a f ew
r esidences.
Although hardly a year has
elapsed since the definite plan
took f orm, the strides that
have been taken show what
can be done when men of
vision and of wealth to enable
them to carry out their ideas,
set about the doing of a task.
Vision, wealth, energy, plus an
ideal location as a gateway on
main traveled roads, plus millions of dollars r epresented by
Trees and well·kept lawns will make the new city one
an already built up and pr oducing back country, forms a combination that in work with sma ll plantthe natural order of things cannot be beaten. So, ings an d garden s has
broad st reets and avenues have been cut through the been such as to encourgroves that lie within the boundaries of the town age the belief that resite ; a city wat er works plant and syst em have been sults on an ampler scale
installed, providing what is declared to be the purest will be proportionately
and best water in the state ; a broa d boulevard more gr e at, and largely inthan thirty miles long has been sur veyed around a creased plantings of wingroup of the beautiful lakes that lie partly inside the ter and early spring veglimits of the new city; three and a half miles of ce- etables and small fruits
ment sidewalks are in course of construction; paving are f eatures of present
of the new streets is under contract, and a develop- activities in and near
ment program has been definitely mapped out that Lake Alfred.
is expected to r equire t en years to complete.
Assessed valuation of
Features of this plan that ar e to be carried out the town of Lake Alfred
during the coming year indicate the magnitude of is $1 ,175,000, based on
the work and prove the faith of those back of it. a fifty per cent valuaA new school building is to be er ected at a cost of tion with a tax rate of
$100,000. The r esidents of Lake Alfred are to vote about nine mills, so that
on a bond issue of $300,000 for additional street actual taxes paid are so
and road paving. Arrangements have been com- low as to be almost ridicpleted with a large bond and mortgage company ulous. Further, accordfor the financing of homes and business structures, ing to the development
and five modern store buildings and five handsome plans already worked out
new homes are to be started immediately.
in detail, the city imThe area embraced within the limits of Lake provement program atAlfred comprises more than six thousand acres, with tendant on the immense
large or small lakes on every side. From the high- development will not opest points in the townsite these lakes are visible erate to increase the taxin every direction, the gleaming waters catching the es to any appreciable
eye wherever one turns. The elevation of the new extent, for the reason
city is 20 feet above sea level, the ground sloping that the property now
away in ·a manner that assures perfect drainage and being divided and opened
maximum circulation of air. As has been stated, within the city, will, bealmost all of the land within the limits of the new cause of its increase in
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value as residence inst ead of
grove property, raise the
entire valuation in such a
manner as to keep the actual
taxes level.
Rome was not built in a
day, according to the bromidic
old axiom. Neither do the men
who are backing the building
of the n ew city of Lake Alfred
contemplate making the mistake of trying to create a city
in a year or two. The plans
adopted by the Lake Alfred
Improvement Company extend
over a period of at least ten
years, which fact in itself is
assurance of the permanence,
stability and va lue of the work
to be a ccomplished. Nor is the
new city's appeal to be maae
to Tom, Dick and Harry; rather, it is purposed to create a
really beautiful city, around
all classes of the buildings of
which the highest class of restrictions are to be thrown.
There is to be nothing cheap
or shoddy about even the most
modest home or the least pretentious of th e new Lake Alfred' s residen ces and business
structures. The new school
building is to be one of the
handsomest and most complete
structures of its kind in the
state , the plans for the building being in the hands of an
architect of nation-wide fame.
A new railroad station, already included in the budget
of the Atlantic Coast Line
railroad for the coming year,
is to be an architectural gem.
Designs and plans for the new
homes and business buildings
upon which work is to be started probably before the last
January leaf is t orn off the
1925 calendar are of a degr ee
of originality and attractiveness unusual in the architecture of any new city. Plans
such as these, parts of the
mosaic which is t o be the completed city, are definite as-

of outstanding beauty

Even large palms are found in the town today

Four thousand acres of bearin.- •roves surround Lake Alfred

surance that those who do not
fit into the picture will not
come to Lake Alfred, and that
means congeniality-the gathering together of people of
like tastes, like instincts, like
inclinations, and the building
of a city of real homes and
friends and neighbors. The
Lake Alfred Women's Club is
already in existence, one of its
functions being to aid in the
development and beautification
of the city and to form a
The Exchan&'e
nucleus around which community and social activities
may center. A modern motion picture theater is to be built in the immediate future,
to provide amusement for the community,
and a new and thoroughly modern hotel is
to be among the first structures that are
to be completed in the city's building
program.
Because of its location, Lake Alfred is in
close touch with all of the principal centers
of development activity in South Floriaa.
Haines City, railroad gateway of the Scenic
Highlands, is five miles distant. Florence
Villa, Winter Haven and the rest of the
Ridge towns are only a few miles distant
by velvet smooth automobile highways.
Lakeland, metropolis of Polk County, lies
twenty miles to the southwest, with Tampa
forty miles farther, and St. P et ersburg and
the Gulf beaches an additional nineteen
miles by way of the new Gandy bridge
spanning Old Tampa bay. Northeastward,
along the wonderful paved highway leading
from Jacksonville to the Gulf Coast of
South Florida, are Kissimmee, Orlando,
Altamonte Springs, Sanford and the other
jewels of subtropical Florida. Northwestward are Leesburg, Lake County with its
more than a thousand lakes, Ocala, and
farther on, Gainesville, all reached by excellent roads; while all about, radiating in
every direction, extend the asphalt thoroughfares of Polk County, the brick roadways of Osceola and Orange counties and
the rapidly building highway system that is
linking up the communities of the Scenic
Highlands all the way to Moore Haven and
the waters of Lake Okeechobee.
At the outskirts of Lake Alfred, on the

main highway, is Camp Munson, declared
to be among the finest and most completely
equipped automobile camps in the whole
South. Adjoining Camp Munson is Lake
Alfred's aviation field, with hangars, shops,
etc., to care for the half dozen planes
owned and flown by Lake Alfred men. Dr.
Adams, one of the original Lake Alfred
pioneers, maintains his own private hangars, with two big planes in which he makes
frequent flights between his big grove properties and Dayton, Ohio, or Detroit.
The plans for the building of Lake Alfred, and the lives and careers of the men
back of those plans, afford material for
half a dozen stories of accomplishment
more interesting than any fiction, and more
fascinating because they are true stories.
Perhaps in another article, a little may be
told of Alexander Mackay, Dundee Scotsman and associate of the world's mightiest
financial giants; of Dr. Critchlow, former
minister of the Methodist church and later
an outstanding figure wherever new oil
fields have been tapped across the continent; of Craig, citizen of the world, in personal charge of the development work-of
any or all of the men of big business who
have found time in the bustle of their
larger affairs to set about the creation here
of a lake-encircled city in a setting of
orange groves, beneath the cerulean skies
of South Florida, and who are giving their
time and their money and ther ability to
the task in unstinted measure, because they
love the land their work is enriching and
because they believe to the fullest in its
boundless possibilities and capablities und er
proper and intelligent direction.
ln many young towns the
proper community spirit is
lacking. The citizens divide
.
into factions and dissention
results which oftentimes blocks
the wheels of progr ess. But
the substantial men behind
Lake Alfred with their years
of experience in large affairs
stand united. When they vote
they vote unanimously for the
best interests of the newest
potential city of Central Florida-a city encircled by shimmering lakes and surrounded
complete in Florida
by beautiful orange groves.
~ -,

packin&' house is pointed out as the most
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TAMPA'S MODERN
BUI -LDING ERA
By F R AN K LIN 0 . AD AM S ,

JR .

EALIZATION of the age-old truth tion, and superior to those existing in most mere places at which to buy gasoline and
that artistic beauty and practical other places. In spite of this fact-or per- oil for motor cars and took on aspects that
utility can and should go hand in haps because of it-Tampa's name and fame rival the motion picture palaces. Now the
hand in the designing and con- until recently have chiefly been broadcast real estate offices are falling into line and
struction of all classes of building, and ap- to the world by the labels on the boxes of are being converted into Spanish-Mission
and Italian examples of the n ew architecplication of this truth in r esidential, busi- Tampa's famous clear Havana cigars.
The movement that is building a new tural note in Tampa. An instance of this
n ess, hotel and apartment, church and
special designing, is one of the strikin g evi- Tampa had its inception in preliminary plans is found in one of the larger offices of this
dences of Tampa's esth etic awakening and for a wonderful boulevard along the shore of kind of city, the interior of which has been
the development her e of a r eal apprecia- Hillsborough Bay-a boulevard with two remodeled into a miniature replica of a
tion of architectural fitness. The old broad drives, four wide and beautiful1y land- Spanish mansion, surrounding a patio in
Greeks and Romans knew this truth, and scaped parkways, a double track electric car which are beds of flowers, a fountain and
the Egyptians and Assyrians before them; line down the middle, roomy sidewalks, and all the appurtenances of a hacienda in
and it was not wholly lost in the "dark a solid and enduring seawall. It has taken Castile. Adding to the general effect is a
ages" that intervened between the ancient three years to dispose of all of the prob- section of roof covered with ancient handyears of spacious leisure and the era that lems, to overcome the obstacles and to clear made t'les brought direct from Spain.
the ground for the actual beginning of the Could realism go farther?
we call modern.
Some of the major suburban residential
The architectural history of practically work; but it is now under way.
Meanwhile the germination and develop- developments adjacent to Tampa alread v
every American city has been a history of
monstrosities, of structural mongrelism, of ment of an artistic sense in Tampa con- are featuring what, for want of a better
fundamental u gliness made more hideous tinued, finding flower in dozens of new name, may be termed modified Spanishby reason of blind, undirected efforts to- homes thoughtfully and artistically de- Moorish or Spanish-Mission r esidences, arward b eauty. Only as cities grow older and signed and planned in a conscious seek- chitecturally correct and lending themselves
wiser is the truth r ecognized that for a ing for a range of styles and types that admirably to the environment of towering
home to be wholly livable and satisfying would blend and harmonize with, melt into palms, moss draped oaks and a general
to all of the artistic senses, correct design- and belong to Tampa's subtropical en- subtropical atmosphere and setting. Striking and planning must be wedded to vironment. Nor has the effort been con- ing examples of these styles are to be found
equally artistic construction; that a busi- fined to home building; the new apartment in Beach Park, facing Old Tampa Bay, and
n ess or office building may be something structures and hotels r equired by Tampa in Virginia Park, originally planned and
more than a four-square pile of brick and in its status of the most rapidly growing partly developed by the late Mrs. Potter
mortar and still fulfill its purpose; that a large city of the south have felt the in- Palmer of Chicago and Tampa. In the
hotel or apartment building that is more fluence and show it. New office buildings former, one particularly striking example
than a huddle of cubbyholes, a sort of am- that are rapidly changing Tampa's skyline is illustrated herewith, in which the deplified office desk for the filing away of carry the newer note in their designing. sign, from foundation to roof, inside and
its human contents, actually pays much Two years ago filling stations in different out, adheres as closely as possible to Casbigger dividends and at the same time parts of the city began to be more than tilian Spanish models, with furnishings
brought from Spain or accurate
pleases the eyes of "home folk"
reproductions, . in design, materas well as of strangers. It takes
ials and coloring, of Spanish
time for the builders of a city to
originals.
realize that a church may and
Several variations of the
should be something more than
Spanish-Moorish type are found
a structure with stained windows
in Virginia Park, where plantings
and a surmounting steeple or
of palms, hibiscus, poinsettia
belfry.
and other tropical growths have
Tampa is perhaps more pecubeen designed to lend added conliarly suited to the development
viction to the architectural deof artistic individuality in archisign and type.
tecture and construction than
Along Tampa's beautiful Baymost southern cities. Never havshore Boulevard, where spacious
ing been strictly a "tourist"
grounds admit of practically any
city, basing its growth or its verv
treatment and where vistas are
existence on an annual influx of
broad, the newer and more previsitors from the colder r egions,
tentious residences have follow ed
Tampa always has had, back of
a variety of types. At one point
and beyond its appeal as a deis an artistically designed Italian
lightful place in which to spend
villa, r eproducing in stucco exthe winter months, a solid and
t erior, tiled roof and varicolored
substantial commercial and indusfrieze under the eaves the exotic
trial foundation and
Mediterranean tintings, materials
a wonderful b a c k
and construction in extreme
country. Trade cenfidelity. Not far distant is an
ter of a territory exexcellent example of
tending for a distance
the Virginia colonial,
of more than 200 miles
designed by one of
up and down the Gulf
the foremost archiCoast and more than
t ects of the country,
half way across the
and striking in its digpeninsula of Florida,
nified simp I i city,
Tampa has been and
though not in step
is an all the year
with the Spanish type
around city, boasting
p r e d o in i n a n t in
of climatic and ~en
Tampa's more r ecent
era! living conditwns
residence
designing.
at least equal to thos e
Along this b eautiful
encountered in any
drive, beside the wide
other community of
b 1 u e slretcnes of
like size and populaTampa Terrace Hotel, under construction, a fine example of modern architectural design
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Residences in Beach Park and Virginia Park are of the
modified Spanish-Moorish type

Hillsborough Bay, may
also be seen examples of
other colonial types-the
New England, the Dutch,
and faithful reproductions of Old Maryland
plantation homes, together with more or less pleasing combinations or evolutions of various types.
One of the architectural gems of the whole
south is the Casino and
swimming pool at Temple
T erraces, million - tree
orange g rove and r esidence development a f ew
miles northwest of Tampa.
In this beautiful structure
the Spanish note has
found its most perfect expression in a building that,
to the trained eye as well
as to that of the layman,
presents not a single jarring aspect.
Even the
heavy ceiling timbers present the aged appearance
one finds in old structures; doors, a I s o of
weathered timber, hang on
h e a v y hand - wrought
hinges and fast en with latches of the same
kind. Arabe~que s in deep blues, almost
purple and in tawny orange and yellow,
that form the decorative note, would be
startling, even glaring, if the mellow appearance of age had not been imparted to
th em so artistically as to reproduce exactly
the softness of years; while the heavy, but
graceful furniture in blackened oak, lends
the completing touch to a most satisfying
interior. The exterior, modeled in conformanc e with the best traditions of
Spanish architecture, has rough stucco surface over which has been laid the blended
blues and buffs of Mediterranean tinting.
In the line of ecclesiastical architecture,
the new First Presbyterian Church and
manse have attracted the attention of architects all over the country and have elicited highly favorable comment and commendation from the best known men of
the profession in the United States. While
at first blush the traditions of the church,
bedded in the grimness of Scotch hills and
granite mountains, do not seem in line with
the design of the new structure, second
thought admits that different atmosphere
and environment call for different treatment; and in any event, the striking lines
of the church and manse cannot fail to
elicit admiration, even though the plantings
of palms that have been decided upon as
the finishing touch have by no means been
completed.

The swimming pool and Casino at Temp~ e Terraces
is an architectural gem

One of the newest apartment hotels in
Tampa, just completed, bears the SpanishMoorish impress from red tiled roof to
foundation, with as great a degree of
fidelity as is possible in a structure
of its kind; and the
note has been carried out in the deep
buff tinting of the

stucco exterior. Another building of this
kind, now under construction and to be
nine stories high, topped with an elaborately planned and decorated roof garden, occupies a commanding site on the Bayshore
Boulevard, and when completed will be a
landmark visible twenty miles or more
down the Bay. Here, too, the architect
has endeavored, in design and materials, to
give a rapidly developing trend manifest in
practically all classes of building in this
city.
Perhaps in no other single r espect has
Tampa lagged so markedly as in the designing of its office buildings; but even in
this fi eld, notable strides have been and are
being taken. Until two years ago this city
had only two interestingly designed office
structures-one housing a bank and trust
company which built it, the other a modern
office structure, as the word "modern" wa3
defined at the time when it was built. Within the last two years another of Tampa's
financial institutions has built its own mas~ ive and dignified home, although the
Doric
(or Corinthian)
style of architecture gives
it an air of lonely aloofness in the warmer and
more cordial atmosphere
of t h e Mediterranean
types.
Two n ew office structures-one in an advanced
stage of construction, the
other soon to be begunstrike the note of today
in designing. One, the
home of one of Tampa's
daily n ewspapers, is to
send up a gracefully
planned tower-like structure twelve stories in
height beside the fourstory n ewspaper building. The other, designed
in the peculiarly cathedral-like style so generally
adopted by American architects for office structures, will be strikingly
different, from e v e r y
point of view, from any
building of the kind yet
erected in Florida.
In each of the lines
commented upon, Tampa
has made vigorous strides in the remarkably brief space of two or three years.
From a city with a commercial section
composed of hideously plain and ordinary
three or four story brick blocks, and residential sections and suburbs that one may
charitably term commonplace, Tampa is
rapidly developing into a metropolis of
handsomely designed business and office
structures, hotels and apartments that are
(Continued on page 82)

Many of the residences adhere closely to the old Castilian Spanish
models in desi•n and colorin••
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HIGH-JACKING THE GAME
GABRIEL and HYDRASTIS HAVE AN
EXPERIENCE with nsWEETENED" DICE
By
ICES, be yo' age!"
"C'mon, li'l squab mahbles, win fo'
yo' pop."
"Shoot all or any paht o' it!"
"C'mon, black man, Ah craves action!"
"Is yo' faded? Lissen! Mah twentydollah bill has yo' li'l one-spot seabed t'
death!"
Had an arm of the law happened along
Kay street in "The Scrub," Tampa's Darktown, along about eleven o'clock one night,
these and similar remarks from a room on
the second floor of a rather nondescript
looking structure in the middle of a block
doubtless would have convinced him that
no prayer meeting was going on at that
place.
And none was. Instead, the B. 0. 0. B. S·
Club, recently organized by Hydrastis Pinchbeck and Gabriel Moses, negro promoters
of everything but work, was celebrating
the evening in its customary manner. The
initials spell one thing, but they really
meant the "Benevolent Order of Black
Sheep," which, after all, was quite appropriate.
For they were unquestionably black in
color, and some in the other manner in
which the adjective is usually applied. In
addition, they were sheep, for did they not
come nightly to the shearing in the joint
operated by the ex-Texas darkies?
For once the mouse-like Hydrastis and
the elephantine Gabriel were playing a winning game. They merely provided th e
room, and let the others do the gambling.
At first that took a great deal of will
power, but when they found out that the
"kitty" they were fatten ing in this mann er
soon would be quite a cat, both of the partners were able to r estrain their racial enthusiasm for gambling, especially as they
felt more than reasonably certain that in
some cases the dice were loaded or the
cards were marked.
The room was long and broad, and not
too well lighted. This latter fact, of course,
played into the hands of .those boys who
could shift a dice when the shifting was
good, or could tell the right card by the
mark of a thumb-nail previously placed.
In the two weeks that Gabriel and Hydrastis had been operating the place, the
room had undergone considerable of a
metamorphosis. At first it had been quite
bare, with the exception of two dilapidated
pool tables, which indicated how the form er
proprietor had made his living, or rather
his failure. Technically it was still a pool
table. The tables were ready for action,
and a number of cues stood in racks on
the walls. But actually it was a nice little
gambling den.
How it evaded the eyes of the Tampa
police is a question they'll have to answer.
However, the law cannot be everywhere at
once, and the police were willing to give
the place the benefit of the doubt for a
few weeks. Of course, Gabe and his miniature pal realized that it was risky business,
but they nearly always were risking either
their pocketbooks or their skin, so they
were not greatly worried over that. Then,
too, it was something that could be done
without a great deal of extra effort on their
part-all they had to do was pass out cigars,
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see that the games were not too far from
the level, and that pistols and razors were
left at the door to be "honed·"
A burly negro paused in the doorway,
blinking at the light before advancing to
one of the circles on the floor where dice
were in action. He was as big as Gabriel,
and much meaner looking. But that did
not keep Gabriel from stopping him before
the man broke into the charmed circle of
those who · were flirting with fortune.
"We aims t' run a gemmun's game here,"
Gabriel explain ed. "Dat means dat in case
of an argument yo' won' be able t' use
nuffin' but yo' fists. Somepin' seems t' be
bulgin' yo' chest undah yo' lef' ahmpit. A
p'solvah? Ahh-hum, Ah thought so. Well,
suh, yo'll have t' ltave
dat heah t' be honed
ifn yo' wants t' play
wit dese boys heah.

The newcomer strode over to a circle on
the floor, a group of men who were using
the magical words with which the Senegambian polo balls are conjured to yield up
gold, silver and bills. Gabriel turned and
looked at the latest arrival at a sigh from
Hydrastis.
"Mah goodness!"
"Whut's de matteh, Ras?"
"Look at de roll dat niggeh's wieldin'!
He mus' be de son o' ol' man Mint hisself."
This actually appeared to be true, for
the stranger had withdrawn from his pocket
a wad of bills that not only would have
choked a cow, but would have given a hippopotamus lockjaw·
"Is dis a privut game or c'n anybody git
in?" he asked the circle on the floor.
"On'y visitin' cahd yo' needs," piped up
a little darkey named Prudential P erkins ,

All eyes were centered on the stranger as he withdrew from his pocket a wad of Dills that would
have aiven a hippopotamus lockjaw.

Heah's yo' check. Yo' c'n git yo' gun on
de way out."
Carrying out his disarmament program ,
Gabriel coaxed the gun from its reluctant
possessor, and deposited it with an odd collection of razors and other hardware in a
little safe back of the cigar case. Gabriel
and Hydrastis had acquired that safe with
this very end in view. It wasn't much as
a strong-box-a can opener likely would
have been enough to loot it-but it did
offer the means of protection the partners
wanted.
In case a rumpus started, all Gabe had
to do was to kick the safe door shut, . and
the rumpusers would be left weaponless,
with the exception of the pool balls and
cues, which are weapons aplenty unless a
man is spoiling for a real blood-thirsty
battle.

"is one o' dem savin's s'tificates signed by
Uncle Sam."
"Well, boys, dat's whut Ah got nuffin '
previous. How soon c'n Ah git mah fingehs
on dem dice?"
"Soon's dey comes yo' way agin. Yo'
standin' in de wrong place right now. Dey
jis went by dere, an' yo'll have t' wait until
dey comes roun' agin. Howsomever, yo'
c'n fade, ifn yo' feels lucky."
"Feel lucky? Boy, Ah'm ol' man Luck's
on'y son. Le' me fade dis next th'ow untirely."
He was granted that questionable honor
without audible dissent. Apparently his
luck was not yet in the operating room, for
the two one-dollar bills he laid down on a
similar amount faded away like hailstones
under an August sun. But evidently he
was a good loser, for he said nothing, only

Jading again after the dice had passed a
couple of players. Again his money melt ed
away.
"Ah thought yo' claims yo' is lucky,"
vouchsafed Prudential, thus showing that
he did not always live up to his name.
"Jis yo ' wait. Mah luck is jis wahmin'
up."
"Well it mus' a' been awful cold."
This earned for Prudential, who was not
oversize as men go, a stiff glare from the
stranger. Prudential dived into a pool of
silence·
Finally the dice reached the big man
with the big roll of bills. Taking the tiny
cubes in his enormous hands, he rolled them
back and forth, blowng upon them the
meanwhile. He kept this up so long that
the others became palpably nervous.
"How come yo' doin' dat so much?" demanded Sluefoot Harris, a tall and skinny
darkey, distinguished by a light-brown dreby
hat.
"He's tryin' t' put luck into 'em, o'
course," was Prudential's explanation.
"Dey's mo' an' one way o' puttin' luck
into dem li'l shootehs," Sluefoot commented
darkly.
The newcomer paused, one hand folding
up in a threatening manner.
"Now jis whut does yo' mean by dat?"
he demanded in a warlike tone.
"Nuffin', nuffin' a-tall," Sluefoot reassured him, backing away a step or two.
"Ah jis meant dat yo' mout rub 'em on yo'
pants leg, or talk t' 'em, or somepin' like
'at."
"Well, dat's all right. On'y be careful
whut yo' mean, 'cause Ah's a touchy
niggeh."
With that, he tossed the pair of cubes
out across the floor. Slithering across the
planks, they clinked against the block that
was being used for a backstop.
"Snake-eyes," howled Prudential. "Yo'
hain't got yo' luck yet. Does yo' give up
de dice?"
"Ah does not." The stranger's eyes
flashed full of fire at the fact that anyone
should even consider so preposterous a
proposition·
"Heah's five dollahs," he growled, contemptuously slapping the bill into the middle of the circle. "Get on it, boys, 'cause
Ah's goin' t' give it a ride."
One eager darkey flipp ed down two soiled
bills, and another placed a two and a one
on top of the fiver. The stranger disdainfully, gingerly, picked up the two-dollar
bill and handed it back to its owner .
"Ah'll th'ow against de luckiest man whut
evah had dese in his han's," he explained ,
"but a two-dollah bill is jis like a woman;
yo' can't talk back t' one. Ah'll be clanged
ifn Ah'll th'ow against one o' de cussed
things. Put down gemmun's mon ey, or let
it stay open."
The owner of the two-dollar note, thus
reprimanded, filed it in his watch pocket ,
and laid a one-dollar bill and two halves in
its place.
The big boy shook the bones until it
seemed they could be heard across the
street. Again he released them, and they
clattered across the floor.
"Is it a seven," queried the stranger, "or
does mah eyes deceive me? Ah'm on de
gravy train an' Ah'm go in' t' ride! Who
stays by me? De fare am now ten dollahs !"
Evidently there were plenty of gamesters
in the room who wanted to be passengers.
Like leaves in autumn a cloud of bills flitted
to the floor.
Crack! The dice smacked against the
backboard.
"Eleven!" the stranger yowled. "Dat's
de Prince o' Wales, de high hat numbah!
Ah tol' yo' all Ah could feel mah luck
comin' on. She lays as she is. Admission
to dis show is now twenty rocks, an' yo' c'n
sho' see an eyeful!"

Technica lly, he should have drawn down
a little money at this juncture. The fact
that he did not caused the others to look
upon him with a vague but growing feeling
of suspicion. However, they were real
gamblers, and his coin again was soon
covered.
"Ow-o--o !" Prudential mourned when he
once more saw the five and six staring upward at him. "Mah education is about
completed."
"Heah's whuh Ah drags some," said the
stranger, raking in all but his original fivedollar bill. "Ah'll let dat one lay, ifn anyone feels lucky."
Sluefoot Harris, watching the big darkey
quite closely, "felt lucky."
And sure
enough, the big fellow sevened out, Sluefoot picked up the five, and the next man
took the dice.
Hydrastis and Gabriel had watched the
big man's play with a little astonishment.
They felt the tension when he made his
third straight pass, for such an occurrence
was enough to warrant comment in such a
crowd as that-and they breathed a sigh
of relief when the dice left the visitor's
hands. The danger point passed, Gabriel
turned to Hydrastis, and again took up the
topic they had been discussing before the
unknown caller had entered the room.
Gabriel had been holding a money bag
in his hand. In this was what appeared to
be a long, flat package of bills, as large as
a brick. There was one bill in plain view
on each side.
"See, Ras, it was like dis," Gabriel explained. "De way dat man wuhked dat
conference game was a crime. He jis had
one bill on each side-on'y two Ii'l dollah
bills-an' he passed it off OI). dat po' niggeh
fo' a big passel o' money. Dat was a bum
trick, wasn't it?"
Now Gabriel and Hydrastis had worked
many a similar stunt on their unsuspecting
brethren, but of course they could not see
themselves in the mirror they were holding
up to the other darkey.
"It sho' was a low-down trick. Ah don '
see how he got away wif it," Hydrastis declared.
"Well, yo' see, dis boy was plum igoment; jis plum igoment; he didn't know
nuffin'."
"Oh, dat displains it," said Hydrastis,
brightening perceptibly. Loud words rose
from the gang on the floor. "Say, whut's
de matteh ovah dere ?"
The dice-rollers all had risen to their feet,
and were forming a circle about two of
their number. The partners quickly noted
that the pair consisted of the gayly garbed
stranger and Sluefoot Harris, and that they
seemed on the point of engaging in fisticuffs.
"Darned ifn Ah knows," grunted Gabriel. "Ah wisht dat strang niggeh hadn 't
come up heah."
Kicking the safe door shut, thus precluding the possibility of guns or razors
being used in the impending engagement,
Gabriel emerged from behind the cigar case,
and walked over to the two men, who had
assumed highly antagonistic poses, patterned rather distantly after those assumed
by prize-fighters when about to begin a duel
in the ring.
"Whut's de matteh ?" Gabe demanded in
the voice of one having authority. "Ifn
yo' all wants t' fight, why don' yo' all hiah
a hall? Dis is s'posed t' be a decent, gemmunly place, whuh cullud boys c'n have a
li'l fun."
"He said Ah was crooked," averred the
stranger, lowering at Sluefoot.
"Ah didn' nutheh. Ah jis said he was
too lucky when he was rollin' dem dice
He passes too dang often."
"Dat's jis mah good luck," maintained
the big one.

The big negro made a ha ~ ty motion as
though to smack Sluefoot, but Gabriel
grabbed his arm.
"Good luck, nuffin'! It's jis yo' good
management!"
"Now, now," he said soothingly. "Le's
don' have none o' dis kind o' actions.
Would yo' all be willin' t' use dice supplied
by the house?"
"Sho', Ah would," said the stranger
quicKly. Truth to tell, his agreement was
so qu1ck that suspicious glances now were
cast at Gabriel and Hydrastis.
''Ah'd think yo' would,'' Sluefoot commented in scorn. "Yo' done got mos' o' de
money f 'um dis heah crowd now. Ah's mos'
broke, an' so's dese otheh boys."
"Dat's yo' fault," was the ready retort.
"Yo' shouldn't put yo' fingehs in a turtle's
mouf ifn yo' don' want him t' bite."
His eyes full of distrust, Sluefoot suddenly swung on Gabriel and Hydrastis.
"How we know yo' dice is straight?" he
asked in an angry voice. "You two niggehs ain't been in Tampa vehy long. We
don' know nuffin' 'bout yo' all. Dis heah
niggeh mout be yo' pahtneh in flimflammin'
us, fo' all we knows."
"Dat ain't so," Gabriel denied, indignation in his voice and eyes. "Ah nevah· sees
dis-dis gemmum befo' t'night. On mah
wuhd o' honah."
"Honah!
Razz berries!" Sluefoot exclaimed, taking on a more belligerent attitude as the other local darkies began to
gather in reserve at his back. "How 'bout
yo' singin' dawg? How 'bout yo' sperrit
see-ants? Yo' jis a plain paih o' crooks,
dat's all!"
"Now, dat ain't true," Hydrastis interjected. "Dat dawg did sing." His anxious
eyes singled out a youth named Lacey Curtin, who had just entered the room. Lacey
walked quickly over to the group, to see
what was going on.
"Ain't it de truf, Lacey," Hydrastis
asked, "didn't ouah dawg really sing down
at yo' place?"
"He sho' nuff did," was Lacey's r esponse.
That reduced the t ension somewhat. Lacey
was a local boy, known to most of those
present.
"See?" said Hydrastis, facing his accuser, his tone showing unmistakable relief.
"Dat hain't got nuffin' t' do wif dis heah
occasion," Sluefoot objected scornfully.
"Whethah or not yo' dawg could sing cain't
determine ifn yo' dice is crooked. C'mon,
fellahs, le's go 'way f'um heah."
At that instant, as there was a halfconcerted movement toward the doorway,
Gabriel stepped into the breach. He could
see their t en per cent of the night's winnings winging away, and also that the place
would be gaining a bad reputation among
"cullud folks."
"Lissen," he begged. "Ah's got an idea.
Ah c'n fix up some dice so dat yo' c'n absomtively be sho' dey is straight. Jis give
me ten minutes t' walk t' de sto' on de
cohneh, an' Ah'll fix some dice dat Ah
knows yo' all c'n trus'."
Sluefoot and his backers eyed one another uncertainly. Finally Sluefoot spoke.
"Dat's all right. All we wants is t' be
absolutely sho' dat de dices yo' gets is
straight."
"Ah knows dese 'II be straight," said
Gabriel, "fo' yo' c'n make 'em yo'self.'~
With that cryptic remark his huge bulk
slipped into the darkness, like a Zeppelin
leaving its hangar at night.
In a few minutes he returned, a package
under his arm. He tore off the wrapper,
displaying to the wondering eyes of the
waiting negroes-a box of cube sugar!
(Continued on page 86)
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THE TEN GREATEST MEN
of FLORIDA
~As

Selected by

~aders

oj. SUNILA/VD UrrAGAZINE

Prize Contest Announcement
ORE than fift y men who
contributed by act and
deed to the upbuildin g
and progress of Florida
wer e named in the contest conducted by Suniland Magazine to
have its r eader s name the Ten
Greatest Men of Florida.
Like Abou Ben Adhem's, the
name of Henry M. Flagler , premier r ailroad and town builder
of the East Coast , led all the
rest. His name a ppear ed in ever y
one of the hundr eds of letter s
submitted.
The name of Henry B. Plant,
whose railroa d and hotel building activities wer e conducted on
the West Coast, a ppeared in 96
per cent of the letter s.
Napoleon B. Broward, f ather o [
the E verglades drainage work,
was named in 88 per cent of the
letters.
Then followed in percentage
the names of Dr. A. A. Murphree ,
Dr. J olm Gorrie, Senator Duncan
U. Fletcher, William D. Bloxha m, William J. Bryan, George S.
Gandy, Marcus Fagg, Thomas A.
Edison, S. M. Sparkman, Charles
D. Haines, Roger Babson and
Carl G. Fisher .
It was an exceedingly difficult
task for the judges to select the
best letter s out of the hundred
sent in. The task was made the
harder by the realization that no
matter what ones wer e chosen ,
the selection would not prove
satisfactory to all r eader s.
What constitutes greatness is
a much mooted question. It is all
a matter of opinion. As we said
in our announcement :
"It is hard to define just what
constitutes greatness. And yet
most everyone will agree that the
men who have done the most for
their f ellow men, constructed
r ailroads, built cities, become
great educators, guided our state
through periods of danger and
financial troubles, and in other
ways contributed to the welfare
of the generations to come,
should be consider ed great.
"If the readers of Suniland
Magazine will name them, the
Editors of this Magazine of Florida will obtain their life stories
and publish them in the coming
issues of SUNILAND."
So we present this letter as the
one best representing the opin·
ion of a majority of our readers
and beginning with the January
issue of Suniland the stories of
these great ;men will appear-one
every month for ten month ~ . The
fir '> t story will be that of Henry
M. Flagler, the second that of
Henry B. Plant and so on down
the list.
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PRIZE WINNING LETTER
" I consider the following to be Florida's Ten Greatest
Men:
Henry M . Flagler
Henry B . .Plant
Napoleon B . Broward
Sen. Duncan U. Fletcher
Dr. A. A. Murphree
Dr. John Gorrie
WiJliam D . Bloxham
S. M . Sparkman
Charles D . Haines
George S . Gandy
"HENRY M . FLAGLER converted a wilderness into
the playground of the nation by building the Florida
East Coast Railroad, a nd a string of famous winter resort
hotels in the almost uninhabited wasteland in spite of
ridicule.
"HENRY B. PLANT foresaw possibilities in the viJlage
of Tampa, started it toward becoming a Florida metrop·
olis and built the Tampa Bay Hotel, the first pretentious
hotel on the West Coast.
"NAPOLEON BROWARD was a real Florida pioneer
and started the great work of draining the everglades
while gove r nor of the state. His life story is undoubtedly
as full of adven t ure as any man in the pages of Americ::an
history.
"SENATOR DUNCAN U. FLETCHER has been instrumental in securing from the federal government much
favorable legislation for Florida. He has represented
Florida in Washington for twenty years.
"DR. A. A . MURPHREE has built up the University
of Florida from a small, unknown college to one of the
nation's leading universities. Before that he put the State
College for Women on ita feet.
"DR. JOHN GORRIE gave to the world' artificial ice
in 1848. Though he died without recognition his statue
now stands in the Hall of Fame in Washington.
"WILLIAM D . BLOXHAM was governor of Florida
when the state faced bankruptcy. He induced Hamilton
Diaston to purchase four miJlion acres of land for
$1,000,000 in real money. That was over forty years ago
when Florida was a wilderness and a million dollars was
a ' real fortune ' .
"STEPHEN M . SPARKMAN while a Representative
in Congress obtained by strenuous work the necessary
appropriations which resulted in making Tampa a real
port where ships from the Seven Seas can enter.
" CHARLES D . HAINES is best known for his unselfish
and magnanimous gift of an entire estate to form the
nucleus of the Florida National Newspaper Men's Home,
but in Florida he built two minor railroads, one of which
is now a part of the Atlantic Coast Line, the other a
branch of the Seaboard.
"GEORGE S . GANDY by his twenty-year struggle to
build the Gandy Bridge has made. a name for himself
which ia becoming nation-wide. Engineering experts declare his bridge to be one of the greatest e·ngineering
feats in bridge building, rivaled only by the over-aea
bridge over the Florida Keys."
(Mrs.) LOUISE ROUTIER,
St. Petersburg, Florida.
Mra. Routier has been awarded the first prize in the
contest, the aecond and third prizes go to Mra. R. A.
Ellia, Tampa, Florida, and to H . A. Fer~ruaon, Weat Palm
Beach, Florida.

While the majority of the letters r eceived wer e fro m Florida,
many wer e r eceived f r om winter
r esidents who f rom many seasons
spent in the Land of Flowers
wanted to name the men whom
they considered Florida's Greatest. These letter s were from
points as distant as Maine and
Colorado.
The letter s wer e from r eaders
in varied wa lks of life. Business
men, college professors, profes!donal men, many women , and
pupils in the high schools of
Florida. Twenty letters wer e r eceived from as many high school
students in the city of Eau
Galli e.
The nationally famous men
most
prominently
mentioned
wer e : Bryan, E dison, Ford,
Rockef eller, Babson, Ringling.
Present day developer s named
were : Fisher, Merrick, Conner s,
Collier , Davis.
Authors : Rex Beach and Irving
Bachellor.
Other governors than t hose selected : Call, Chipley, Drew, J ennings, and Duval.
E ducators : W. N. Sheets and
W . F. Yocum.
The precentage of the letters
in which the leading names were
mentioned are as follows :
Henry M. Flagler ................ lOO %
of the letter s.
Henry B. Pla nt .................. 96 o/o
Napoleon B. Browar d .......... 88 o/o
Dr. A. A. Murphree ............ 86 %
Dr. John Gorrie .................. 73 %
Sen . Duncan U. Fletcher .... 64 %
William D. Bloxham.......... 53 o/o
William J . Bryan ................ 49 o/o
George S. Gandy .............·... 33 %
Marcus F agg .............. ........ 26 o/o
Thomas A. E dison .............. 25%
Stephen M. Sparkma n ........ 25 o/o
Charles D. Haines .............. 23 %
Roger W. Babson .............. 21 %
Carl G. Fisher .................... 21 %
Richard C. CalL ............... 18%
W. P. DuvaL. .... ................. 17 %
John B. Stet son .... .............. 13 %
Barron Collier .................... 11 o/o
Reade.rs of SUNILAND Ma~ra
zine will be intereated in our
next contest, announcement of
which will appear in our January
iuue. Thia conteat wiJI have a
wide-apread appeal to everyone.
The reault will be the mean• of
obtaining more worth-while publicity for the State of Florida
throughout the entire country
than anything ever be.f ore attempted. We canno·t tell you
more now. Watch for the announcement in SUNILAND for
January.

A City Built On Sound Ideals
AN in pursuit of his cherished ideals has
probably never found such success as
has been achieved at Coral Gable3 .
There has been glory and profit here
in unbounded measure and every one who invested here shares in them. The buyer today
has the same opportunities that were enjoyed
two or three years ago, for Coral Gables is still

in its youth and the future holds far greater
success than has yet been achieved.
May we show you the progress we have made
at Coral Gables in the last few months? just
step into our local office and our representative
will explain to you how you may make a trip
to Miami in our DeLuxe Highway Pullman
Coaches, with transportation free .

George E. Merrick

Amertca's Ylizesl Suburb
Miami, Florida

Executive Offices: 158 East Flagler St., Miami, Fla.
Florida Offices: Jacksonville, West Palm Beach, Daytona, Orlando, Tampa,
St. Petersburg, Sanford, Sarasota and Bradenton
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Stories of Florida Success
PERSONALITY WAS HER ROAD TO SUCCESS
HETHER one rides to success on
the result of great achievements, or snatches it from opportune situations, or dances
lightly into the hearts of the public, success
depends more or less on personality. Personality is one of those inate charms of
indivduality that may be accentuated, but
seldom acquired, and it holds a most important place in the scheme of life.
Marie Williard Mock, one of
Tampa's gifted daughters, for
whom success has attained a oel'sonal meaning, is realizing an ambition which began with her first
unconscious inclinations. Endowed
by nature with all the attributes of
charm-the sparkle of health and
vigor, the glow of beauty and the
witchery of individuality, she is
rapidly winning a place of prominence in the theatrical world.
It is a commonly accepted fact
that childish impulses are :'trong
indications of future accomplishments. The great warrior, Napoleon, clapped his baby hands and
laughed with glee when the lightning clert the sky with lurid streaks
of fire and the thunder · reverberated in his ears.
Throughout
his life the roar of the gods of war
was as music to him.
To Marie Mock, the swaying of
the trees, the nodding of the flowers, the ripple of the water and
the swell of the waves were ecstacies that could be enhanced by
her own interpretation of them.
From her earliest years she had
used the rhythm of movement as an
expression of her emotions. Her
dancing, baby feet kept time to all
the harmonies of nature. She
found pleasure in the mere sense
o f . muscular movement, t h e
stretching and relaxing of each
muscle, and the soft breath of air
that blew against her body as she
moved.
Thus, as the man of many wars
gloried in the battling of the elements, so she found delight in the
rhythmic cadences of nature. Not
to everyone, however, who loves
the swaying grace of movement is
it given to portray its beauties.
Not to every dancer is given that
singleness of purpose that is
bringing fame to this girl.
Her first lessons began when
she was seven, and though she is
now an accepted artist, she does
not consider herself beyond improvement.
Continued practice
and constant striving after the
best are chief among her rules of life. Her
progress was rapid, and she soon gained
a reputation for interpretative dancing in
her home city. Her first appearance on
any stage was in the chorus of the San
Carlos Grand Opera Company at the Centro Asturiano in Tampa.
She was fortunate in having an ardent
supporter in her mother, whose faith in
her daughter's ability never wavered.
Feeling sure that her belief in Marie's
future was founded on a recognition of
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real talent and not simply on a mother's "shooting" some scenes, the director called
fatuous delight in her child's performance, . for a volunteer who could get into the cosMrs. Mock took her to N ew York City, tume he held. He had no one in his comwhere she spent two years under Louis pany small enough, and time was too precCaalif and Theodore Kosloff, who is now ious to lose in hunting another. Rather
a star in the movies.
breathless with excitement, Marie stepped
The moving pictures had a strong at- forward, and was instantly pressed into
traction for the girl, before whom all the service. Her part called for dancing, and
world lay strenched forth-a world of love because of the beauty of her work, Morris
and light and laughter; of sorrow and pain Guest, the famous producer of massive
artistic productions, who chanced
to be in the studio, was attracted
to her. He engaged her for his
Egyptian ballet, "Mecca." After
the New York run of that spectacle ended she went with the
Shuberts in "Artists and oMdels,"
and is now on the road, her ·
mother being her almost constant
companion.
Marie Willard Mock has found
success, not by accident, nor because she is more greatly blessed
· than many other girls. To be sure,
the incident at the moving picture
studio shortened the path, perhaps,
but without the real talent which
she possesses, backed by confidence, buoyed up by hope and
brought to the notice of a producer by the courage which sent
her forward, she might still be
waiting, one of the wistful watchers who hopes for unsought r ecognition.
Her years of devotion to the perfection of her art, and the rigid
training by which she kept her
musCles responsive to her many demands, all had a great share in
her success. A dancer who can interpret the tragic pity of the fatal
infatuation of Narcissus, or the
joyous haste with which Aurora,
"rosy-fingered" Dawn, opened the
gates of the East to admit the
triumphant entrance of the Day;
who can bring Springtime, fragrant with memories to the old,
and poignant with the sweetness
of love and happiness to the
young; who can sway to the languorous perfumes of the lotuswreathed Nile, or trip to the lilting ecstacy of the mocking bird,
is possessed of more than mere art.
She is a poet, a musician and a
painter, and may the joy that she
brings to her audiences be always
a reflection of the joy of living
and doing that reigns in the heart
of Tampa's talented daughter,
Marie Willard Mock.
-By RUTH ROLLINS.
Marie Willard Mbck

and tears; of anger and jealousy and passion; of renunciation and rebirth and happiness. To portray these moods by motion,
to create other moods by the gliding grace
of her lithe body-this was life to her.
Her chance came unexpectedly. Because the alertness of her perception
matched the quickness of her bodily movement, she found herself without warning,
acting with the Fox Film Corporation.
While standing one day as a spectator in
their studio in New York while they were

Put rour Smile On

H ELLO,
friends! How's your smile;
Is is working all the while?

Being cheerful helps a pile,
Grin a little-that's the style!

Forget your troubles, and they'll go,
No one likes a tale of woe,
Worry spoils your face, you know;
Put your smile on-don't be slow.
-By PEGGY O'DAY.
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THIS TRUE STORY READS LIKE A FAIRY TALE
ND. they were married, and lived happily ever after"-that trite and
commonplace ending to every fairy
part of a real, gripping, human story. Especially does it become a living thing when
the story, still true to type, opens under the
most inauspicious circumstances.
That
fairy tales do come true, and that success
can be wrested from the least promising
circumstances has been proved beyond a
doubt by one of Florida's prominent real
e~tat e men, Scott Belmar, now of Jacksonville.
Of the many people who come in contact with embryonic genius, no one perhaps has a better opportunity to study thE:
potentialities of children than has a school
t eacher. Several yearJ ago while I was
serving in this capacity in the one room
school of a small town in the northwestern part of Kentucky, I became
intensely inter ested in a boy whose
handsome appearance and magnificent build made his connection with
a family whose lawlessness had made
of them outcasts and pariahs seem
unnatural.
Even in that land of moonshin "!,
in the time before the eighteenth
amendment had even been considered
as a remote possibility, there was a
code of ethics that frowned on such
folk as ~he Belmars. Th ,ntgil moonshining itself was not regarded as an
iniringem:m~ of the law, there were
certain amenities, the observance of
which was necessary to acceptance on
a plane of aocial equality.
By tactful questioning I saii~:.fied
my curiosity as to the r elationship
of this ill-assorted trio. No one
knew who they were, n·:>r where they
came from. They were "Ju~t the
Belmars," who lived in a small,
dilapidated shack, on a stoney, unproductive farm. Old Tom Belmar
gauged his corn crop by liquid measure rather than dry measure, and
"his old woman" was the chief hig h
priestess of the still. He bore a hard
name in the community, and his
meanness and brutality were bywor d~.
He neither attended ":qteetin' " himself, nor did he allow his wi.fe and
grandson to mingle with the religious
element which is always strong in
these isolated rural settlements. The
boy, Scott, I gathered from hearsay,
was a son of old Tom's son, who
with his wife had long been dead. Information concerning either of the boy's parents
was meager, but he showed, despite his surroundings, strong traces of good blood.
The boy was constantly on my mind,
though he was not one of my pupils, and I
longed for an opportunity to help him. I
well knew the Kentuckians' aversion to interference or meddling, but I finally overcame my hesitancy and strolled out to the
Belmar place one Friday afternoon at the
close of school. As I approached the door,
I caught a fleeting glimpse of both the elder
Belmars, though they were nowhere in sight
when I entered in answer to Scott's invitation. He met my advances with alert interest, and I was more than ever drawn to
him. Finally, .curiosity and perhap3 an unadmitted, long r epressed desire for companionship drove Tom and his wife in, but they
were shy and taciturn, and regarded the
with evident suspicion.
The outcome of my visit, however, was
Scott's enrollment in school Monday morning. Seventeen, he gave his age, telling me
also that he had not attenc:led school since
he was seven. This happy state of affairs
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lasted a week, and then old Tom took him
out. That fall the old woman died, and
Scott, who loved her and sympathized with
her wholeheartedly, grieved over !1er loss.
The irascibility of the old man became
unendurable, and the boy ran away. He
rode a frei ght to Paducah, secnred work as
a deckhand on ·a Mississippi River fteamboat and landed in New Orleam. Half forgotten tales of an uncle who lived in
Florida, lured him from the Crescent City
to the Land of Flowers. · He n ever found
the uncle, but he found work in Jasper, a
small, inland town which was then beginning to grow. On his first Saturday half
holiday, he aimlessly followed the crowd to
an auction of town lots held at an undeveloped subdivision. Instead of dampeninghis interest, the slow drizzle of rain seemed

Scott Belmar

to be a part of the strange exhilaration that
took possession of him. Without time to
analyze his emotions, he was swayed by the
insistent persuasiveness of the auctioneer,
the abandon of the holiday and the communicative excitement of the crowd.
"What am I bid for this beautiful lakefront lot?" barked the auctioneer.
"I'm bid a hundred dollars! Who'll
make it a hundred-ten ?" he chanted.
Scott nodded, and was astounded to find
himself the purchaser of the property. He
knew nothing of real estate finance, and
the fact that his savings, accumulated during his steamboat journeyings, amounted to
about half the purchase price, filled him
with alarm.
Suddenly, the sun came out, the rain
stopped and the crowd increased.
The
rumor that a r ailroad was coming through
the town was verified by the late-comers,
and trading grew brisk. Scott's determination to escape before the perfidy of his
hasty act should be discovered, grew rapidly, and as he started to edge away, a pretty
girl who had watched the hanc:lsome boy
from the backwoods for some time, touched

his arm, and asked, ·'Sonnie, how much w11l
you take for your profit?"
Too ai>ashed to answer and seeing his
oppcrtunity for escape fad\ng, he st:>od
silently twi&ting his cap.
"Give you a hundr<>d," she continued.
"Give you a hundred and twenty-five,"
b1oke in a by-stander.
"Give you a hundred and fiftv,'' rebutt~d the girl.
Assuming an air of business knowledge,
the dazed boy accepted her offer, unable at
first to r ealize just how the transact~ on hat.!
come ab.)ut. His quick mind soon righted
itself, however, and before the close of the
sale, he had bought three cheaper lots for
cash with his profits, and had made a
handsome gain on his transaction. He had
found himself and his life work.
With this unsought beginning Scott
Belmar found himself in the r eal estate business. He held his position
for a time, saved his money, and then
bought more property. He made
small payments down and, by keeping his eyes open, turned his purchases before many more payments
became due. His youthful ambition,
his honesty, and dogged determination to get ahead and make a place
for himself in the world of business,
attracted substantial men to him.
The history of his success is bound
up with that of Jasper, where, in approved story book fashion, he married the pretty girl who had mischievously turned his first chance investment into profit.
I heard all this from his own lips
at a recent men's club luncheon which
I attended in his city, where I saw
him for the first time since the days
of the old school house m Kentucky.
As one of three speakers who told of
their early struggles for success, he
made an inspiring address. Naturally, it was of more than ordinary int erest to me, and I was gratified beyond measure to hear him conclude
his r emarks by saying that he had
never forgotten, nor had he failed to
heed that proverb of Franklin's which
he had painstakingly traced in his
copybook during that week's 1-'tay in
the little old one-room school over
which I presided, "Honesty is the best
policy."
-B y ROBERT STITH.

0, qolden Words!
By JAMES E. HUNGERFORD
sweetest words of tongue, or pen,
T HE
That find response in hearts of men,
And stir them with a joyous thrill,
And make them like the birdies trill,
Are those old words, with sweet r efrainThat light the eye, and soothe the brain,
And faces grim, with smiles bedeck"DEAR SIR;
HEREWITH, ENCLOSED FIND CHECK"!
sun it seems to shine more pright,
T HE
And life is full of sheer delight!
Ah! magic words that never fail
To cheer-when we go through our mail,
And find them penned in loving handIn letters scrawled, or symbols grand;
They save the world from ruin and wreck"DEAR SIR;
HEREWITH, ENCLOSED FIND CIIF.CK''!

without some

DR. E. E.-SCHMIDT
Fu~rt~

A VO<CADO

Tlf<8<es

Very Productive---a graceful and vigorous grower and an ornament
to any lawn or grove.

2nd year after planting--25 Fruit
3rd year---810

I
-

I

4th year--- Jl (Q)(6)(Q)

YOU
<;an get trees propagated
from this famous avocado.
which

produced

42

.~

Showing average weight to the Dr.
Quality
excellent, seed tight in cavity, and
a GOOD SHIPPER.

One limb of the Dr. E. E. Schmidt
tree

.

E. E. Schmidt avacoda.

fruit.

Buds taken onl)' from bearing limbs of parent tree.
Make )'our reseiVations NOW'---the suppl)' is limited.
WIRE, WRITE OR CALL

§OUTHJERN NUR§JERIJE§S> I1rnco
BARTOW, FLORIDA
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F 0 L LOW T ·HROUGH
(Continued from page 33)
h!m tc;> swear. off for a while. She frankly
di!!beheved him, and found it hard to understand why he hesitated to confess that
he was not a golfer.
Of course, there was a simple explanation-being a woman, her sixth sense conveyed the message that he cared for her,
and that the golf lessons were therefore
very dear to him. Perhaps, if he confessed
that he was not a golfer, she would tolerate
no further lessons from him. And yet she
could not entirely pardon his continued
deception, however much she thrilled to see
his motive.
Enid confessed to herself that she was
in love with Carter Chapman, and she
needed no verbal declaration on his part
to know that her affection was returned.
And because she loved him, and was determined that the deception must be
brought to an end, she planned a situation
in which the truth must out.
For years the two-ball foursome championship of the state had been played over
the links of the Sunrise Country Club. It
wal!! a popular event-the only one of the
year in which the feminine element figured
~mportantly and on a parity with the golfmg men. For the past sx years the affair
had been by invitation, and since the opening of the Sunrise View Hotel, all guests
of the hotel stood automatically upon the
invitation list.
And now, two days before the qualifying round, Enid came to him with a direct
question.
"Carter, are you r eally a golfer?"
He met her eyes squarely. She wasn't
pleased that he should lie so blithely.
"Yes."
"A fairly good golfer?"
"Yes-sort of medium."
"Good!" She was merciless now. "Then
I'll confess what I've done."
"Confess?"
"Exactly. You know they've been laughing at me over at the hotel, because I'm a
beginner, and because I've been ashamed
to take lessons from the pro where every
one could see me. Well, I've made up my
mind to fool them all: I've entered our
names in the two-ball foursome tournament
which starts day after tomorrow."
She watched him closely.
His jaw
dropped slightly, and a peculiar look flashed
in . his eyes.
"You've what?"
"I've entered our names-yours and
mine-as a t eam in the two-ball foursome
championship."
"Good Lord!"
Red dyed her cheeks.
"You're ashamed to play with me?"
"No-No-it isn't that. It's-it's-"
"It's what?"
"I-1 can't explain."
"Well, whatever you do, don't lay the
blame on your rheumatism. As for my
playing, you've told me yourself that I'm
going to make a wonderful golfer."
"Going to make-yes; but that doesn't
mean-"
"Very well, Mr. Carter Chapman I'll
withdraw; but my idea of sportsmanship is
to play in tournaments for the fun of the
thing. If we're beaten, we're beaten, and
that's all there is to it."
"But, Enid, we haven't a chance!"
"Of course we haven't; but we can have
a lot of fun."
"Yes," he groaned miserably, "and so
can the spectators!"
"Shall I withdraw our names?"
He passed his hand weakly across his
forehead.
"No-I suppose I can stand it if you
can. But-oh, gee!"
Enid Rosslyn did a good deal of thinking
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in her room that night. She wasn't exactly
pleased with Carter Chapman, and more
than half feared that he would take French
leave of the hotel rather than exhibit to a
gallery the fact that he had been sailing
under false colors.
After all, she was testing his manhood.
She knew well enough that he could not play
golf of tournament quality, and she was
perfectly willing to share with him the
silent ridicule of the spectators; but she
had given him a thousand chances to tell
her the truth, and he had stubbornly insisted that he could :play. Very well, let
him lie in the bed which he had made for
himself. She wanted to see whether he
would take his medicine like a man.
They saw little of each other the day

He was willing to face the music. There
was a good deal of satisfaction to be derived from that.
She dressed becomingly in a new golf
costume-a white middy suit with yellow
embroidery, the whole set off by a pert
white and yellow hat which perched bewitchingly on the side of her head. Then
she squared her little jaw and sallied forth.
She was anticipating no very pleasant
day. Sooner or later she knew that Carter
Chapman had to be tested under fire, and
there is no fire so scorching as the flame
of public ridicule.

v

They met at the clubhouse and chatted
in an awkward manner for a few moments.
"Think you'll play your best game?" she
inquired, eyin~ him closely.
.
Such as it is-yes," he answered m a
peculiar tone.
"It ought to be pretty good," she said
in a voice which contained the nuance of a
taunt.

On the fourth R"reen Enid &R'ain holed her putt.

before the tournament. News of their entry became bruited about the hotel, and
they became objects of more than their
due share of attention. During the day
Enid fancied that Chapman was avoiding
hPr. By night she was convinced of the
fact.
'! 'he following morning she awoke to find
the sun streaming brilliantly through her
window. She immediately telephoned the
office and asked to be connected with
Carter Chapman's room. She was fearful
that he might have stolen away during the
night; but his voice, answering promptly,
if sleepily; from the other end of the line,
reassured her on that point.
She made idle conversation, and lolled
back on the bed. At least he was game!

"I'd hardly say that, Enid. Let's go!"
An enormous crowd of spectators and
players were grouped round the elevated
first tee. The fairway dropped away prettily and trickily-an innocent thing of
smooth grass and easy going, to the inexperienced eye, but filled with the direst
sort of trouble to golfers.
It was a three-hundred-and-ninty-six
yard hole-par four. Sixty yards in front
of the tee was a wilderness of wire grass,
pretty enough to look at, but an inspiration
to terrible profanity from those unfortunate enough to top the initial drive. Two
hun{}red yards up the fairway a crescent
bunker thrust its maw half-way across the
proper line of flight, penalizing a slice, and
leeringly inviting a hook into the rough at
the left.
Just guarding the green, and constructed
to receive a nice second shot, was a deep,
wide ditch. Surrounding the velvety green
a few innocent-looking bunkers concealed
vicious sand-traps. No. 1 at Sunrise Valley
is a diabolica'l hole.
Chapman and Enid found themselves
with Donald Ramsay and Miss Olive Robertson in the qualifying round. There was
scarcely a doubt that the club officials had
conspired to intensify the ignominy they
were due to suffer. Ramsay usually shot
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THE LURE OF THE TROPIC SEAS
Remember-----In your early school days-those day dreams of a wonderful life of joy and
color-far away from noisy cities, and all your monotonous responsibilityfilled existence in a drab world? Dreams of a tropical home under waving
palms-warm enough to live in a bathing suit-and pleasantly fanned by
ocean breezes-here your yacht lay safely at anchor in your own habor-and
coconuts fell beside you from your own trees?

The Wonder of It Is-----That this land of enchantment is not at the end of the rainbow, nor half-way
across the world, but at your very door; only a few hours from snow and ice,
and winter winds-in the Florida Keys section of "America's Wonderland."

You Can Make Your Dreams Come True
In this sub-tropical wonderland we are helping others to realize their dreams.
How? Let us tell you about it-we will, just as soon as we receive your letter.

EMERSON REALTY CO.
BROKERS:
Every Cooperation
Given You
Ask Questions

21 N. E. First Avenue
MIAMI, FLORIDA

DEVELOPERS:
Large and Small Tracts
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the course comfortably under eighty, and
had been seven times the club champion.
Miss Robertson was considered one of th <:
three best women players in the club. Her
consistent ninety-eights and ninety-nines
had caused trouble in more than one
ladies' championship.
A coin was duly tossed, and the honor
fell to Ramsay. He teed up his ball and
prepared to drive. Silence fell upon the
spectators.
A two-ball foursome is a test of every
hazard in golf. First one partner shoots,
and then the other plays the same ball from
wherever it lies. The partners alternate
from the tees.
Ramsay's drive screamed down the fairway, then curved violently to the left and
landed in the edge of the rough, two hundred and ten yards from the tee. Olive
Robertson frowned slightly. Her weakness
was playing from the rough, and she knew
that she was facing a difficult task.
Carter Chapman picked out his driver,
waggled it once or twice, and teed his ball.
The spectators watched interestedly. Here
was the man who had claimed to be a
golfer and yet who never played. As for
Enid Rosslyn, she remained in the background, her heart thumping violently. She
Yias sorry fo l" Chapman, yet d sEght?d t~ at
he was facing the ordeal so bravely.
He deliberately took his stance, sighted
down the fairway, timed his back-swing
with mechancal precision, and the clubhead swished through the air. There was
a sharp click, and the little sphere shot
straight down the course.
An involuntary salvo of applause burst
from the spectators. The drive was a splendid one, straight and long-two hundred
and forty yards!
Enid saw Chapman's face flush. Then ,
quietly, he started down the path through
the rough. She was momentarily thrilled,
then a bit downcast by the thought that
this magnificient accident was destined to
make his downfall the harder.
Olive Robertson obtained fifty yards on
her mashie shot; and then Enid Rosslyn
serected her brassy for a second shot.
Chapman scarcely dared look at her.
He realized that she was a hopelessly impossible golfer, and he knew that she was
certain to forget the thousand' and one
rules he had taught her.
Then something caught his eye and held
it. She gripped the club perfectly, but with
a grip he had not taught her. She set
herself firmly, waggled the club once over
the ball, swung back easily and gracefully,
and sent the ball high and true, to land
on the far side of the ditch, where it
bounded upon the green and stopped ten
feet from the hole.
Chapman gasped. That had been no
fluke shot. It had been the steady, masterful stroke of a masterful golfer. He looked
closely at his pupil, but she was walking
straight down the fairway, oblivious to
the plaudits of the spectators.
Ramsay's long mid-iron shot landed him
on the edge of the green. His partner
missed a putt, but stopped on the edge of
the hole for a certain five.
Then Carter Chapman picked out his putter, stepped confidiently up to the ball,
sighted once along the ground, and made
his stroke. The ball rolled straight as a
die toward the caddy who was holding the
flag, and tinkled into the cup for a birdie
three!
As they made their way to the second
tee, Chapman and Enid refused to meet
each other's eyes. Each felt vaguely that
there was something radically wrong.
Enid's long brassy shot had been super b,
and her manner was that of a woman ' not
unaccustomed to such things. Chapman
could not understand it. As for her, she
was troubled and ill at ease. His twohundred-and-forty-yard drive had been too
well placed for mere luck.
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Chapman watched her closely as she took
an easy, confident, free-limbed practise
swing, and then sent her drive one hundred and eighty yards toward the hole,
which lay three hundred and five yards
away. Miss Robertson also drove prettily,
and Ramsay's second landed on the green .
As Chapman picked out a jigger for his
second shot, he felt Enid's eyes boring into
him. He turned briefly and nodded to
her. He was amused by the bewildered
expression on her face.
His shot got off cleanly. It flew high
and it fl ew true. It landed on the green
twelve feet from the cup.
Miss Robertson made a pretty approach
putt, and Enid duplicated. Ramsay sank
his putt for a par four, and Chapman

They walked to the last hole hand in hand.

q u i e~ly followed suit.
Enid Rosslyn and
Carter Chapman, the supposed novices, had
made the first two holes in one under fours.
The third hole is a one-hundred-andforty-yard affair-one hundred and fifteen
yards of ditches, rough, traps and bunkers.
With bland, confident unconcern Chapman
playet! his ball to the green. Ram!'ay's
landed in a bunker on the far side. Miss
Robertson chipped out prettily, and then
Enid Rosslyn calmly sank an eighteen-foot
putt!
They found themselves eying each other
suspiciously as they made their way to the
fourth t ee. Enid drove perfectly for a
hundred and seventy yards, stopping comfortably in the fairway. Chapman's second
shot, after their opponents had played, was
a beautiful chip shot dead to the pin; and
again Enid holed her putt.
Four holes in three under par! It was
phenomenal golf, and there wasn't a person
ther e who didn't know that it was not accide ntal golf.
The astonished and admiring gallery
spread down the sides of the long fairway.
The four players started for the fifth tee,
wher e Chapman, holding the honor, sent a
two-hundred-and-ten-yard screamer straight
down the course.
After Ramsay ha d driven and walked
ahead with his partner, Carter Chapman
and Enid Rosslyn f ell into step beside each
other.
"Enid?"
"Yes?"
"How long have you played golf?"
"About eight years."
"H-m !" He looked at her. "I don't
wonder you blush!"
"Neither do I."
"How many cups have you won, Enid?"
"Dozens."
"Any championships?"
"I've been woman champion of my home
State twice."
"H-m! I believe you. And yet you allowed me to t each you the rudiments of
the game. You made me think you were
a poor golfer. Why?"
She flushed more deeply.
"Never mind why. I ask you why you' ve
fool ed me ?"
"I haven't fool ed you," he maintained
seriously.
"You made me believe you couldn't
play."
"I never said I couldn't."
"No-you did worse than that. Now 1
ask you-how many cups have you ever
won?"
"A couple of doz en, I suppose; but my
story about rheumatism was true. I haven't
deceived you. The question that particularly interests me now, Enid, is why you
allowed me to make a fool of myself by
teaching you."
"Do you feel that you've been wasting
your time?"
They were walking very slowly, obvious
of the gallery.
"Good Lord, no! But you haven't told
me why."
She flashed a shy but roguish glance at
Carter.
"Don't you think it was fun to be together that way-just the two of us?"
"Enid! You mean-"
"You say it first!"
"I fell in love with you when I first
saw you!"
"I suppose I'm qualified to do anything
you can do!"
He touched her arm.
"After this round is over, dear, I'm
going to kiss you once for each stroke you
make!"
She laughed into his eyes.
"Come on, Carter! Let me play my
second. I'm anxious to finish the game with
a high score!"

END

De Soto County Florida
welcomes

YOU
Now spending over $1,000,000 on Highways.
Offers best OPPORTUNITIES FOR INVESTMENT AND GAINING
LIVELIHOOD.
Fertile Soil-Good Water-Excellent
Fine Schools and Churches.
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Transportation
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The Two Best Bayfront Subdivision Tracts
In The Tampa District
165 acres on Gadsden Point, in the turn of the new boulevard.
one mile frontage on asphalt paving, one half mile on bay, east exposure, with I 5 feet depth of water I 000 feet offshore, the nearest of
any point on the peninsula. Drive around .the peninsula and look at
everything-there is no real competition. Price $2500 per acre till
December I st.
Any size tract from 300 to II 00 acres, on Old Tampa Bay, including all of Rocky Point and land on all four sides of the golf links.
The entire property is unique in its location, with three miles bayfront,
three miles asphalt road front, and 8000 feet frontage on golf links.

Maps, Prices, Terms, and Details as to various tracts on application.

GUARANTY MORTGAGE CO.
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Tampa and Trwiggs Sts.
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STYLE'S INNOCENT VICTIM
HOW STYLE DESTROYED THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL of FLORIDA'S BIRDS
By
F EACH plume from the egret or white
heron, fashionably known as the
"aigrette," could have told its own sad
story of love, slaughter and starvation,
the humane women of America would have
revoked a fashion which has made the
Florida egret practically extinct. Whoever
takes up his pen to write of this stately,
exquisite, and timid bird dips it in their life
blood.
Thirty to forty years ago the lakes,
streams and everglades of Florida were
thick with this species of the white heron.
Then Dame Fashion decreed the
"aigrette" to be the most exclusive adornment for Milady's hat.
Thereupon the slaughter of the
egret began. Plume hunters stalked these beautiful birds during the
nesting seasons and shot them
while they were guarding their
young. The latter were left to die
of starvation because fashion had
dictated that the mother's plumage
should adorn the hat of every
"fashionable" woman.
No form of feather adornment
has been, and is, more harmful in
its effects than the wearing of the
genuine "aigrette." These beautiful, dainty feathers, unlike the distorted skin of some poor hum'lling
bird or warbler, carry with them
no suggestion of death to mother
birds and their young, and most
of the women on whose hats they
have been placed were wholly
ignorant of the unspeakable cruelty the procuring of the plumes entailed.
Those interested in the sale of
the fashionable "aigrette usually
deceived the purchasers by telling
them that the plumes were obtained without injury to the birds,
or that they were picked up in the
rookeries after being shed--both
absolutely false statements, which,
nevertheless, deluded the uninformed into being participants in
a crime against nature at which
their souls wouid have revolt ... d had
they known the sickening tacts.
To procure the plumes it was,
and still is, necessary to kill the
egret during the nesting season at
which time the nuptial plume is at the
height of its beauty. This means that the
young birds are left to slowly die of starvation.
Most of the plume hunters were absolutely heartless. They did not hesitate to
wait until after the eggs were hatched.
Then the cries of the young birds could be
heard and the parent was loath to wander
far from its nest. The hunters took advantage of this fact and lingered in the
neighborhood of the n est in readiness to
fire the fatal shot which brought death to
the mother and sorrow and slow death to
her helpless young.
Those who seek to uphold the slaying of
the egret by saying that the plumes are
gathered from the ground under the rookeries do not know whereof they speak. The
plumes only are shed after the nesting season, and by that time they are so worn by

I
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their contact with the wind and foliage of
trees that they are not considered of much
commercial value. The plume market does
not offer much for soiled and damaged
plumes, but still offers fancy prices for
beautiful, fresh f eathers which can only be
procured by slaughtering the birds which
make their nests outside the protected
rookeries.
While the egret has no particular economic value, thdr gracefulness and the exquisite glossy whiteness of their plumage
makes them a bird which would do much

three to four feet in height and is a long
necked and long legged bird. The latter
is of much shorter stature. They feed
principally in and about the marshy b?rders of ponds, lakes and streams and hve
upon fish, snakes, and frogs that are near
at hand. Formerly they retired to the
more or less inaccessible swamps to build
their nests, but now they spend their time
during the nesting seasons in the protected
rookeries on islands off the East and West
Coasts of South Florida.
From three to five light bluish-green
eggs are laid in the n est which is
built upon a slight platform of
sticks and twigs. The eggs vary
from elliptical to oval and are
about the size of the average egg
laid by a Leghorn hen. .
The grown birds measure from
36 to 48 inches, and the dorsal
train is often more than 12 inches
in length. There is no more beautiful bird to be found anywhere
than the egret with its magnificent
train of silky plumes flowing from
the back over the wings and drooping far beyond the tail. The legs
and feet are black, the bill is yellow, and the lobes are orange bordered below by a greenish tinge.
The egret is now almost fully
protected in National bird reservations established by the United
States Department of Agriculture
and the National Audubon Society.
The largest of these are located in
Tampa Bay, in the northerly end
of Charlotte Harbor and in Alligator Bay, below Fort Myers.
Several wardens watch the rookeries and feeding grounds and they
report that each year more egrets
are nesting and rearing young. If
this protection of rookeries during
the nesting season can be extended
along the Gulf coast, Florida's
original bird life will largely be
restored in the course of five or
ten years, and one of the state's
most attractive features to both
residents and to winter visitors
will be replaced.

An unusual picture of a mother e.ttret and her nest

to enhance the beauty and charm of Florida. They should be thoroughly protected
so that they will increase in numbers and
become as common as our entertaining
friend, Proud Peter Pelican--the Nick Altrock of the Sea.
The egrets that have survived the enormous slaughter of the past are found in
the Florida rookeries or sanctuaries which
are protected at government expense. They
have become the most timid of our Florida
birds and it is only by the greatest difficulty that a photograph can be obtained.
On this page is reproduced an exceptionally fine photograph of a Mother egret and
her nest. It was obtained only after a
week's work and more than fifty attempts
made to obtain a closeup picture of a nest.
There are two species of the Florida
egret-the large white egret, and the
snowy egret or heron. The former stands

In Florida
By PEGGY O'DA Y
A suniland, where the skies are b_lue,
Where flowers bloom, and birds smg, too,
All thru the day and the moonlit night,
Truly a land of heart's delight-Is Florida!
Soarkling waters of Gulf and bay,
Wonderful beaches and places to play
For those who motor, or golf, or fish,
There's everything that the sportsmen wish-In Florida!
Tropical scenery, quiet nooks
For beauty-lovers; with flower-lined brooks,
And golden days: all pleasures are found
In easy reach the whole year 'round-- ·
In Florida!

.
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' "America· s Original Tourist City"

INVITES YOU
to "Summer this Winter" amid its historic charms and wonderful scenery. A city, modern throughout, which has not lost
its old-world atmosphere. Th e most wonderful golf climate in the w0rld-it is always "just right" for a snappy game.
Excellent school system, unsurpassed hotel.and apartment accommodations. St. Augustine's Three-Day Historic Pageant
depicting the discovery of F!oricla, settlement of St. Augustine and other historic scenes will be held April 2, 3 and 4,
1925. Every Florida visitor should see this-nothing like it elsewher e.
"If you like Florida, you'll love St. Augustine"

For further information, write

THE ST. AUGUSTINE BOARD OF TRADE, St. Augustine, Fla.

South Florida Land
9,000 Acres. In easy reach of Four Busy Cities in
Southern Central Florida. On railroad with approx~
imately 16 miles of Hard-road frontage.
Now ripe for colonization purposes. Will make an
attractive offer to anyone who has the ability to handle
this proposition.
For full particulars write

C. A. Roberts Real Estate Company
62 North Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida
Assets over
References
First National Bank
$1,000,000.00
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FLORIDA BANK CLEARINGS CLIMB

The above chart gives an interesting comparison of the way bank clearings in Florida's two largest cities are climbing as
against the average for the rest of the
United States, excluding New York City.
It will be noted that the increase in
growth of bank clearings for the U. S. for
the seven year period from 1916 to 1924
was about 85% while the growth in Flor-

ida was approximately 300% during the
same period. This is one explanation as
to why Florida stays consistently in the
white section of the business charts of the
country; why realty values are increasing
so rapidly and why there is such a demand
for capital as well as labor in this State.
This chart would be even more interesting
and convincing if we could include the
figures for 1924. While figures for Jack-

Gather Florida Historical Data
The movement to gather Florida historical dat.a and documents is one of great
interest and importance, and should have
the support of the public. A state can get
along without knowing anything of its history, but it will not be much of a state.
The a('cumulation of fa<'ts bearing on the
early days provides the basis upon which to
shape the life of the state in the future.
In addition it gives the background of tradition that makes a state something more
than a mere political organization. People
who are not at all interested in the past are
not likely to be much interested in the
future.

A number of the states have historical
commissions which are a part of the state
government. These commissions are given
the task of searching out facts of historical
interest and putting them on record and of
discovering documents which may be preserved for future generations.
Florida should have such a commission.
The history of this state goes back a long
ways. It was an intimate relationship to
the history of the whole country. As the
years have passed many documents which
would have immense values now have been
lost. Undoubtedly there are many others
still in existence, but hidden away, which
might be discovered if a search were matle

sonville and Tampa only were used in
Florida. Every indication points to rapid
growth in population, industry, building
and in every line of development throughout Florida during the next decade and the
steady incline of Florida Bank Clearings
adds to the evidence that this development
is going ahead on a firm foundation and
has every prospect for continuin~ on a
sound and stable basis.
for them. This ought to be done as soon
as possible.
The time to gather facts is when those
facts are fresh in the minds of the people.
The time to accumulate documents is before they have become hidden in secret archives. There are hundreds of men and
women in the state today who are familiar
with conditions which prevailed fifty years
or more ago. By searching their memories
these men and women could create a record
that would be of very great interest in
future years.
Something along this line is being done
by a few individuals and by some organizations. The work should be extended and
should have official sanction. In lieu of a
state historical commission which should •e
created as soon as possible, the committees
appointed for the centennial can do much
valuable work. With the co-operation of
the public they will.

MIAMI, FLORIDA

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE

VILLA D'ESTE

H

OTEL AND APARTMENTS
OPERATED IIY CARPENTI:R

American Plan

European Plan
Ala Carte and Table d'Hote Din.ng Room and Grill

Overlooking Bay Biscayne

Cvmplete, New,

Com(ortabl~

All accommodations have individual bath rooms. Many have private sun verandaa or balconies; some have private parlors. Rooms for one person, and two and three persons, with
single, double or twin beds. Suites and connecting rooms for three or more persons. Some
accommodations have fully equipped kitchens and dining rooms all details of housekeeping
being provided and maintained. Rooma for maids and chauffeurs. Garage arrangements.
Room-Three to seven dollars daily per person.
Room and lleals--Six to Uln dollars daily per person.
Housekeeping Suites--Eight hundred fifty to seventeen hundred fifty the season.
Daily rates increue within the range quoted above in December, January and
February; decreaae in March and April. Specific rate being determined by
location of accommodations and period of season.

Your Patronaae lnYited

Telegraph for Reservations
Northeast Second Avenue at Eighth Street
Through to Bayshore Drive on Biacayile Bay

"A GUEST'S DESIRE FULFILLED IS PERSONAL PLEASURE"
FREDERICK H. CARPENTER, Manager
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CHRISTMAS
HE bewildering beauty and yariety
of Christmas gifts offered m the
shops sometimes fails to solve the
problem of what to buy and especially is it often difficult to choose remembrances to give those who "have everything." But in such cases, Florida women
have opportunities not found elsewhere,
for to those who "have everything" nothing
appeals like the precious, personal touch
of home handiwork in Christmas goodiesrare ones not d ·scovered among the usual,
commercial, holiday dainties. Even if some
Florida confect·ons are to be found upon
the conventional counters of Northern
shops they have not the allure possessed
by those sent personally "straight from
Florida."
But homemade Christmas goodies, including confections, cookies and marmalades,
appeal to those near by, as well, for everyone is so busy these days that many women
feel they cannot take the time to make
the appetiz 'ng little dainties which once
were part of the regular household program.
Comparatively few women make "cookies"
now and Christmas cookies are so mouthwatering; so delectable, that they are acceptable to everyone. In addition to confections and cookies, j elly which is distinctively Floridian and citrus marmalades present possibilities for the making
of irresistible Christmas boxes and this
month our columns are given to recipes
for these three types of Christmas dainties.
Among the confections easily made are
those from crystallized grapefruit and orange peel. Crystallized kumquats are a
little more unusual with their piquant,
Oriental attractiveness to eye and palate,
but they are not quite as easily made. A
third variety of confection which is still
more unique is crystallized sweet potato,
which, in one form, cannot be told from
crystallized ginger.
Where Florida figs
have been preserved or candied during
the-i r season they make incomparable sweetmeats. Fig sweets, however, may be made
from ordinary, commercial, pressed figs.
An appetizing finish to boxes of Florida
fruit confections is a corner filled with or
a border of salted Florida pecans or peanuts.

T

Crustallized Kumquats (No. 2)
(Also from Bulletin 8)
_ Scrub kumquats, treat with soda and boil In
clear water as in above recipe. Make a syrup of
2 parts of sugar to 1 part water. Drop kumquats
into the boiling •olu tion and boil at a temperature
of 220 degrees F. until transparent. In order to
maintain this temperature, it will be necessary to
add from time to time small quantities of water.
Then run the temperature up to 224 degrees F.
and allow to cool.
Bring to a boil again and
take out kumquats; then boil the syrup to 228
degrees F. Drop kumquats into this boiling syrup
and Jet cool. Remove kumquats from syrup, drain
aad roll in sugar.
Note--The above methods are not satisfactory for
commercial purposes, but they produce a erystallized kumq\lat of excellent color and tlavor.

Crystallized Kumquat Chips
(From Bulletin 42, Florida State Cnlle«e for Women)
Clean kumquats thoroughly, sprinkle with soda,
usin« a tbs. of soda to 1 lb. of kumquats. Pour
sutlicient boiling water over this to cover f~lt.
Let stand 10 minutes, pour water oft and rmse
through three changes of water.
Cut kumquats
into thin slices. These slices are dropped into a
boiling sugar solution, prepared by dissolving 1
cup of sugar in 2 cups of water.
Boil for 80
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minutes, and then drop into a heavy syrup made
by dis:-::olving 1 cup of ~ugar in 1 cup of water.
Boil for 30 minute<. Allow to stand until cool,
and the next day boil 30 minutes in the sa me sugar
solution. Remove and place on a platter to dry .
They may then be rolled in sugar.

Kumquat Jelly (No. 3)
(Bulletin 42, Florida State College for Women)
Weigh the fruit, separate the pulp from skin
(thi• is made easy by blanching the fruit by boiling
for 1 minute in water, then cut the fruit horizontally in halves; with slight pre• sure the pulp is
removed.)
Cut the pulp into small pi eces, using
scis~ors.
Cover with water and cook 30 minutes.
Strain and bring the amount of juice up to the
original weight of kumquats, i. e. 2 cupfuls for each
pound of the original fruit taken. Add one and
one-half cups of sugar to every 2 cups of juice, or
three-fourths of a lb. of sugar to each pint of
juice, and boil until it reaches the jellying point.
The s kin of the kumquat may be used in preserves
or for candying.

Kumquat Marmalade

Sweet Potato Ginger
Wash and peel uncooked sweet potatoe•; cut
lengthwise into slices a quarter inch thick, then
cut each slice lengthwise into strips, in pieces
similar in form to the commercial, crystallized
ginger. Make a good syrup a s in foregoing recipe,
addin~r one-fourth teaspoonful each of ground ginger.
Skim, then put in a few pieces of potato,
cooking till approaching translucence but not until
tender. The potato mu•t still be firm and sli1<htly
re:-;i ... tant.
Remove, proceeding as in foregoine
recipe.
When cooking down the syrup for the
second dipping add another quarter-teaspoon of
ginger and cook a few minutes, turning meantime
with a fork.
When the pieces are removed thio
time and drained, place on plates on which mixed
einger and suv.ar (one part ginger to three of
. sugar) is thickly spread.
Let dry thoroughly.
turning two or three time• a day, till ready, then
place in boxes with the ginger-sugar mixture between.
For a Chri•tmas orange marmalade the following rule (from Bulletin 42, Florida State Woman's CoJiege) makes an exquisite, clear product.
well worth the extra time involved:

(Bulletin 42, Florida State Colloge for Women)

Sweet Orange Marmalade

Extract the juice from the kumquats, as in diree.
tlon for making Kumquat Jelly No. 3. Cook the
okins in water until they are tender.
If it is
thought desirable to reduce the strength of the
flavor of the skins change water two or "t hree
times while boiling. Drain the skins and put them
through a meat chopper, or cut th em into thin
slices. - Combine juice and peel and add threefourths of a cup of sugar for each cupful of juice.
Boil until it reaches the jellying point.
For Grapefruit or Orange Straws you will find
no ea" ier rule than thi<:\ from t h e uFJorida's Food
Fruit" booklet of the Florida Citrus Exchange:

1 lb. peel ed sweet oran ges
2 pts. water
% lb. peel removed from oranges 14 oz. sugar
Preparation of the Peel : Wash fruit, remove
one-fourth of the peel, which should be free from
blemish. Cut this peel in as thin slices as po3sible.
Place in a kettle with four times its weight in
water. Boil 10 minutes, drain free of water. Re·
peat this process twice, cooking in the last chanee
of water until tender.
Preparation of the Juice: After one-fourth of
the peel ha• been removed from the oranges with
a s harp knife remove the yellow part of the remaining peel. Leave the white part on the orange
for it contains pectin. Weigh the fruit; cut it into
small piece"; place it in a kettle, and for el\ch
·pound of orange taken add 2 pints of water. Boil
until it thoroughly disintegrates, (about 20 minutes.)
Pour into a cheesecloth bag and pres•
until no more juice can be obtained. Drain thh
juice again through a clean flannel ball", without
pressing.
Making the Marmalade: Pour this juice into a
kettle and bring to a boil. For each pound of fruit
taken add fourteen ounces of sugar. When this
comes to a boil add the peel which has been sliced
and cooked until tender. Bring the whole to a boil
and continue boiling until the jellying point has
been reached, which is indicated by the flakin11: or
sheeting from the spoon.

Sealdsweet Grapefruit and Orange Straws
Remove peel in quarters; cut into long, narrow
strips; place in saucepan of cold water; boil twenty
minutes; drain and repeat twice. (This will remove
any bitterness from Sealdsweet grapefruit rind.)
After the third boiling and draining, place straws
and equal measure of sugar in clean saucepan,
with cold water to cover; let come to a boil and
cook till syrup hairs from spoon. Drain; roll in
e-ranulated sugar, and lay crisscross on plates.
From the same booklet are the two recipes,
following, for Candied Pond-Lilies and Candied
Roses, both of which a re both very effective in
Christmas boxes from their novelty and .,.ery
delicioua.

Sealdsweet Candied Pond-Lilies
Cut Sealdsweet tangerines so that the rind will
peel off in five parts, two-thirds down from the
blossom end, so that the Hpetals" will rise from
the stem end. Shape them and candy as for grape.
fruit or orange straws. While the pond-lilies are
still warm turn the petals in toward center.

Sealdsweet Grapefruit and Orange Roses
For garnishing remove rind of Sealdsweet grapefruit or oranges in an unbroken ribbon: bend end
in one-half inch; firmly hold and roll ribbon around
bent end.
By peeling and rolling from different
ends, four types can be made. To candy these, tie
ftrmly with thread and proceed a s for "straws ."

Sweet Potato Confections
With the two original recipes w hich follow, allowance must be made for the type of sweet
potato used, since some are much more moist in
composition than others .

Orange Sweet Potato Confection
Parboil sweet potatoes; peel and cut into s hape
wished. Have ready a boiling syrup aade with
one pint of sugar and one-half pint of water, addin1r
a pinch of salt. When it harden s at once when
tested in cold water drop in the pieces of potato
and cook till translucent, turning meantime. Cook
but a few at a time.
Dip out with a skimmer
rubbed with some butter substitute onto a buttered
sieve and let stand to dry for two days In a dry
place, turnin1r meantime. Then reboil the syrup
till very heavy, addine a teaspoonful of lemon juice
for each cup of syrup, stirrine it in. Proceed witll
the potato as before. When preperly dry sprinkle
thick with equal parts, mixed, of grated (yellow)
orange rind and sugar (both s ifles) , and pack with
this mixture between layero.

Note--If thoroughly ripe oranges are used, it i•
better to add the juice from one ordinary sized
lemon to 1 lb. of fruit.
A simpler and very satisfactory marmalade is the
following (from HBy -Produ cts from Citru~ Fruits,"
by E. M. Chace, U. S. Department of Agriculture
Circular No. 232):
Wash the fruit and cut it
very thin through pulp and rind, discarding all
t he seeds. Weig h the fruit and to each part add
three parts of water. Let stand over night. Next
day boil for thirty minutes.
Let it stand for
twenty-four hours. At the end of this period measure or weigh the fruit.
For each pound or portion of fruit juice add one pound or })Ortion of
sugar. Bring to a boil and cook until it reaches
the jellying point, stirring to keep from burning.
Place it in glasses or jars while still hot; allow it
to cool, then cover the containers with paraffin.
(As in foregoing recipe, if oranges are very eweet
add lemon juice).
Three very attractive and delicious "batches"
of Christmas cookies may be made from the following unusual but simple reci.pes for Honey
Cakes, Sand Tarts and Drop Cakes:

Christmas Honey Cakea
Mix one pint of honey with one cup of creamed
shortening, two tablespoons each of fine-grated yel·
low orange peel and soda, the latter di•solved in
two of sour milk. Add two level teaspoons of salt
with one cup each of chopped, blanched almondo
and citron or candied orange peel. Make up into
a soH dough with pastry flour and set aside,
covered, in a cold place for a week. By this time
the soft dough is easily worked.
Roll thin en
floured board; cut in preferred form and bak<!. lee
while the cakes are still warm. These will keep
fresh for weeks if placed in a covered tin box.
If preferred, these spices may be used instead of
orange rin d: two tablespoons each of .. nnamon
allspice and one of cloves with one-fourth teaspoon
of pepper.

(Continued on page 90)

WE WANT

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
If you are not a regular subscriber to Sunil4nd we extend you a cordial invitation to become one right now. One dollar and the blank below properly
filled out will qualify you for one year. Look through the pages of this
issue. Suniland speaks for itself. We feel confident you will want it to come
to your address every m~mth. If you are a subscriber fill out the blank for a
friend. He or she will appreciate it and a dollar isn't much to give to a friend.

$1.00 A YEAR
Suniland, P. 0. Box 27ll,
Tampa, Florida.

Please send Suniland to the following address for one year:
Name.......................... ......................... .. Address ... .... ______ ... ... ____ .......................... .

City ........ ---------- ------- -----········----------- -------- State ........ --------------------------------- --------......

Getting Down to Brass Tacks Is a Necessity
For Every Wise Investor
BUT
THERE'S A DIFFERENCE, EVEN IN BRASS TACKS
HAINES CITY, The Gateway to Florida's Scenic Highlands, offers advantages
and attractions of every description.
To the prospective investor, HAINES CITY has to offer unequalled property
values i.n the best of Florida.
To the homeseeker, HAINES CITY appeals as the combination of all Florida
attractions. Here are native beauty in conjunction with the marvelous results of
years of careful study and planning of a city; here are the intersections of two
great peninsular highways as well as the meeting place for branches of the Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad, so that transportation facilities are unequalled; and here are
mercantile essentials enough for a community to live indefinitely apart from the
roar and noise of the outside world.
To the winter visitor, HAINES CITY offers a hearty welcome backed up by
living facilities second to none.

HAINES CITY
The Gateway to Florida's
Incomparable Scenic Highlands
For Infonnation Write Rex Saffer, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce
Haines City, Florida

J. F. JAUDON
"THE ORIGINAL T AMIAMI TRAIL MAN"
Offers for Sale

1000
4~

ACRES

Miles Water Front
ON

GULF of MEXICO
ON THE GREAT CROSS-STATE

TAMIAMI TRAIL
Large ·o r small tracts in Dade, Monroe, Collier, and Lee
Counties. All lands have been personally selected by
him, and are recommended without reservations.
Former purchaser s have realized from 500 to 1000%.

WHOLESALE PRICES WITH GOOD TERMS

}AUDON REALTY Co.

$225 per Acre
This is absolutely the best waterfront
buy in Florida. North of Ft. Myers,
and near electric lights and all modern
conveniences
ACT QUICK

BOBBITT & KEPPlE
Real Estate and Rentals
Clearwater, Florida

Aaaoci.a tea:
46 N . E. First Street

MIAMI, FLORIDA

R. A. COACHMAN, Jr.
N. C. TORSTENSON

P. S.-Remember the best investment
on earth is Earth Itself

·n

Aerial Photography
Breakfast T oc:lay
in
South Florida
Dinner Tomorrow

(Continued !rom Page 20.)
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New York
If Traveling Southbowtd
Breakfast Today
in
New York
Dinner Tomorrow
in
South Florida
This service is only by the Seaboard.
LIMITED TRAINS
all the year between
J ackaon Yille
Tampa,
St. Peteraburg
Palmetto,
Braden town,
Saraaota
connection•
Beat in Florida
Same hieh
Standard
Maintained
between
Jackaonville
and the
Eaat
and Jackaonville
New Orleans
SEABOARD Dininc
Car Senice
B..t in the
South
on all throuch
Trai1u.
C. R. CAPPS,
Pint Vioe-Preaident
Norfolk, Va.

The Seaboard's n ew Cross-State Railroad, in operation January, 1925, extends f r om Coleman, 131 miles
south of Jacksonville, through Center Hill, Auburndale,
Winter Haven (Florence Villa) West Lake Wales,
(Mountain Lake Club, Highland Park, Lake Wal es, Bahsons Park, West Frost P r oof (Frostproof) , Avon Park,
Sebring and Okeechobee to West Palm Beach, and is the
only direct Coast to Coast Railroad through Central
Florida connecting the Atlantic with the Gulf.
Limited trains with the latest improved Pullman
equipment, dining and observation cars will be operated
between the East and West Palm Beach, and also between St. Pet ersburg, Belleair, Tampa, Bartow, and West
Palm Beach, with connecting trains ser ving Palmetto,
Bradentown and Sarasota.
The Cross-State Railroad will skirt the shores of
many beautiful lakes, and the rolling hills of Central
Florida covered with orange groves will present a wonderful moving panorama from the trains.
The Seaboard is the short line from the East and
West to Florida's great winter resorts, and also connects
them with each other by short direct lines.
Through Pullman Service between New York,
Arcadia and Boca Grande. Effective January 1st, 1925.
The Seaboard covers the State of Florida like its
sunshine.
Tickets should read by the Seaboard Air Line Railway to insure wonderful service.
G. Z. PHILLIPS,

. C. B. RYAN,
Paaaencer Traffic Manaeer
Norfolk, Va.

Aut. Paaar. Traf.
JacksonYille, Fla.

Mer.

Seaboard

Air Line Railway

SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR

ATONEMENT SYSTEM

of DIET

By DR. CHARLES B. McFERRIN, Founder
Just say " Send queetionnaire and circular; I need help," and you will receive
free a scientifi_c explanation of "The New Idea In Diet". On receipt of questionnaire I will outline a "tailor made" plan of foo d combination based on your
own particular needs.
DR. CHARLES B. McFERRIN, Editor "McFerrin' s Health Bulletin"
Capital Building
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Chicaco, Illinois

work, there is a tremendous saving of time.
One has only to consider the labor necessary in carrying out surveys across the
desert-in countries where mountains are
abundant, or in the practically unknown
wastes of Canada, and of the toil and time
which these entail, to realize that the a erial
photograph has provided a great relief.
Ellwood Wilson, Civil and For estry Engineer of Canada, said recently: "It takes a
party of eight or t en men a month to survey 50 square miles. These men must
have had long experien ce in this particular
kind of work in order to get it done in
that short time. It is now possible to do
all this work in a day. Under t he old type
of forest surveying, the men were fr equently attacked by such swarms of insects that it was absolutely impossible for
them to make correct notes. Under a erial
surveying sever al thousand feet in the air,
this condition is obviated. For years engin eer s have dreamed of a way to overcome
these handicaps. Engineers who have had
experience in timber cruising by the 'strip'
method, which is the old way of making
forest surveys, know that even where the
crews trying to locate one-half mile apart
a swamp, lake or burn which runs parallel
to this line may be lost entirely. It has
been found extremely difficult to scale the
boundaries of types where they merge into
one another. The aerial eye in the sky,
however, notes the different types of timber
very easily, even individual species being
readily differentiated-poplar, birch, larch,
jack pine and white pine. The spruce cannot be distinguished from balsam fir.
" In making these surveys a 11ample area
which seems to be a fair average fs laid
out on each type. All trees are counted
and an estimate made of their height and
quantity of timber per acre. In the old
method of ground cruising it was impossible to determine the number of trees per
acre with fair accuracy."
Mr. Wilson further stated that the strips
are run with a compass and their length
is obtained by pacing. The width of the
strip estimated is' practically always determined by the eye so that there is quite a
chance of error, and where the area!! of
burns, blow-downs and other types are determined by pacing distances along cruise
lines or by scaling there is a great likeli·
hood of error. With the aerial photograph,
however, the area to which the average per
acre is to be applied are almost invariably
accurate and the number of trees, as stated
before, can be actually counted.
Immediately following the World War,
there was a great deal of skepticism regarding aerial photography as applied to
commercial use. Today this bas been replaced by genuine interest all over the
country. There is no doubt but that we
are still on the threshold of greater development. Business men of Florida have
been very quick to grasp the possibilitiee
of aerial photography· Oblique views of
different Florida cities and hotels and evente
such as the boat races at Miami are being
published in newspapers all over the country. They have excited a great deal of
interest and created the desire in the minds
of many people to go down to Florida and
see the beauties which up to this time
many of them have only been able to see
through the aerial photographic views.
There is no doubt in my mind that the
increased use of aerial photographs and
the application of aerial survi!!yi~g .w-ill very
great!~_ benefit ~he St ate _of Flori~a.

Let SUNILAND be your
Christmas Gift from the Land of Flowers
What could be more appropriate, or more welcome to friends in the North, than to receive SUNlLAND regularly each month for the next twelve months?
·
SUNILAND will carry to them each month a kindly remembrance of you, and the subtle suggestion
of springtime-of balmy breezes laden with the scent of tropical flowers, and the carefree activities of a
world at play.
Thanks to a generous and appreciative public which has overwhelmed us with approval of our
efforts, SUNILAND can now promise you even greater value for your subscription price each succeeding month.
SUNILAND is ambitious to live up to the very highest ideals of magazine publications, and it
promises you that every resource at its command will be used to make it truly representative of the
alluring field it covers-Florida.

A Christmas Card bearing pour name a.fl the giver
will be .fient to each person (or whom gou subscribe
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR
Tear Here
SUNILAND MAGAZINE,
301-9 Warner Bldg.,
Tampa, Florida:
Enclosed is $ ........................... .for which please send SUNILAND to the following addresses, and
a card bearing my Christmas greetings to them:

Name __ ____ ____ _____ _____ ___ ___ ___ __ __ ___ __ ____ __________ ___ __ __ __________ ________ ____ ______ _, __ ___ _
Street. ___ _______ __. __ _____ _____ ____ ___ ____ __ _____ __ __ __ __ __ _.. ..... _... __ ___ ______ __ __ _______ ____ . __
Town and State ... ------------ ------- ----··- -·--· ---- -- -------- ------ ···- --- --·--·--- -- --· ···· ·
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12,000 Acres in 'Hillsboro County

(Continued from page 33)

In Tracts of 10 Acres and Up

Scores of beautiful lakes adjoin my property

Soil is especially adapted to Fruit and Vegetables
Write, wire or call

Sll

*

BOB WORTHINGTON
Tampa, Florida

--::--

Franklin Street

A PerfeCt Letter
that is so well done your prospect thinks you took the trouble to dictate
and sign it-will never discount its circular letter written on the

Hooven Automatic Tpyewriter
hence you get attention and results not possible with any other kind of
duplicated letters. The HOOVEN. writes the complete letter,
including the name and address of your prospect, does it
automatically and every line matches.

Let us write your letters at
a fraction of the usual cost

THE HOOVEN LETTER SHOP
Phone 4544

Subsidiary Skinner Machinery Company
TAMP A
110 E. Lafayette St.

OCEAN FRONTAGE and ACREAGE OUR SPECIALTIES
BLAND & DRIGGERS REALTY COMPANY
123 North River Street
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The Second Coming of the
Spaniards

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

operatic talent on tour, and in other ways
have striven for a high standard of entertainment.
Remember that these are essentially
organizations of workmen-factory hands
if you will. In all branches, however, they
function with dignity, and the admixture of
courtesy, tolerance and good-nature, which
speaks volumes for those of Spanish blood,
no matter how humble. There has been
almost a total absence of scandal in the
administration of these clubs.
Large sums of money have passed
through the hands of secretaries serving
gratuitously, or for nominal salaries, and
very little of the money has turned up
missing. The money dedicated to building
enterprises has gone into buildings and not
commissions, or, baldly stated, graft. The
example set in this respect has often caused
Americans to grin shamefacedly and declare that it couldn't be done in the same
way among the same class of American
people. But of cour3e it could.
Brilliant affairs, balls, receptions, banquets, have taken place in the spacious
halls of the clubs; especially gay is the
Chri8tmas and New Year season , but never
is there any boisterousness. Always these
functions are marked by an atmosphere of
courtesy and refinement wholly commendable; something inherent in the Spanish
blood.
I have dwelt on these organizations at
length because I know how close they come
to the heart of every Latin in Tampa . .
As far as I know these organizations are
unique, having no counterpart in American
institutions. There are no large interests
behind them, no ulterior motives of selfaggrandizement-just spontaneous, voluntary banding together of members, an expression of the Spanish idea of democracy.
The contact with Spanish life in Tampa
is in other ways quite fascinating. Spanish
cafes and Coffee-shops are everywhere;.
they have even invaded the American business sections, and a Spanish dinner should
be enjoyed by every visitor to Tampa.
Yard-and-a-half loaves of Spanish bread
are in evidence all through the Latin sections; you can have them delivered to
your door. Some of the bake-shops are as
interesting as a page out of a Spanish
travelogue. The movies in the houses
catering to the Spanish population are subtitled in Spanish and English, as they are
in other colonies founded by the Spaniard.
The Latin musicians are worth while listening to, as they are all over the world.
Where they spend their arduous ear-piercing days in training is a puzzle to the
Anglo-Saxon, but when they emerge there
isn't much of the shell clinging to them.
Some day Tampa is going to become the
meeting ground of the two hemispheresNorth and South America. If I am anything of a prophet, it is going to be a
center of production, a commercial university, training men for entrance into the
import and export field. The two great
commercial languages of the day are
Spanish and English. Moreover, it is most
important in extending trade into any field ,
that one should learn the habits, mannerisms and trend of thought of the people
with whom he would deal. Spanish-Tampa
offers this advantave. Americans are welcomed into the clubs and organizations and
made to feel at home. Some few forwardlooking Americans have seized this opportunity, but I predict that in years to come
ever-increasing numbers will do this.

Expert Workmanship--This is the foundation of our success-the reason we are
the largest, best and MOST ECONOMICAL dry
cleaning establishment in Florida
\

Your fancy garments require our careful handling ·and
perfect workmanship.
Dyeing Department-The most up~to~date in every way
and equipped to dye a garment with all colors desired.
Rug and Carpet Cleaning-We specialize in cleaning do~
mestic and oriental rugs from the plainest to the most
expensive kinds, restoring their natural colors, and
moth~proofing them without affecting the sizing on
the back of the rug.
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Just Walter Johnson

ORLANDO'S NEWEST HOTEL

"CHOICE SPOT OF
ORLANDO"

FIRE-PROOF-OPEN ALL YEAR
Commercial and Tourist Hotel
72 Rooms

Located Two Blocks from Depot
32 Connecting Baths

Wire or Write for Reservation

SAM FOLKES
Lee.ee and Manager

FOR SUBDIVISION:
5 Acres Fronting Biscayne Bay-Near Miami-Good Bathing Beach.
10 Acres-Near Tamiami Trail.
20 Acres-32-li3-4G-Adjoining Lot Subdivision-Flagler extension.
70 Acre&-On Dixie Highway-Adjoining Hollywood.
16 000 Acres and Townsite-Fine Colonization Project.
Other Properties-Get In Touch With Me.
E. A. KELLETT-P. 0. Box 1385-Miami, Florida
------------------·~

NELSON-THE FLORIST
Ready to deliver Florida's most beautiful Rowen anywhere in U. S. A.
216 W. LaFayette Street
Tampa, Florida
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(Continued from page 35)
is, by general consent, a legal holiday in
and around Humboldt. Receipts from these
games have practically paid for the baseball park and its buildings, and Johnson
would probably forget the date of his wedding anniversary, or the birthday of young
Walter, sooner than the date of the game.
In his home in Reno, Nevada, he has
a whole roomful of silver cups, shotguns,
rifles and other trophies presented to him
by admiring fans the country over. "Makes
a fellow feel sort of good to look at all
those things and think that that many people thought enough of him to give 'em to
him," Walter said, with a sheepish kind of
grin.
The most recent gift of the kincl was presented to Johnson by the baseball enthusiasts of Washington just before the opening game of the ser!es last October. It
was a completely equipped seven-passenger
touring car, the most luxurious and expensive automobile made in the United
States· His mother, coming to the National Capital to see her first major league
baseball game and to see her son for the
first time in real act;on, was the first person Johnson helped into the new car. As
he stepped on the starter, after the game,
and listened to the soft purr of the motor,
he said to me, with the characteristic Johnson grin, "Guess maybe the people who
gave me this'll th;nk I've cheated 'em."
He had lost that first game, you will recall. Incidentally, that was apparently his
sole thought in regard to the two games he
lost--that he wasn't making good for the
fans who cheered and applauded him even
in defeat; and nobody but himself ever will
know the full bitterness of those two lost
games.
In the last game Johnson showed the
kind of a man he is. It took real courage
to go out there in that eighth inning. He
couldn't help feeling what forty thousand
s~ctators felt; the telepathy of crowds
must have borne to him the message that
while they were with him, they expected
only another defeat. But it wa11 another
Johnson in that game; the mind, keen from
a life of clean years, the eyes undimmed
by late hours or dissipation, the muscles
retaining the power of coordination a youth
fifteen years his junior might envy-all
these were there, plus experience and the
ability to profit by it. He was still thinkin~ of the fans who had stood by him
loyally enn when he was losing, but he
was thinking of Walter Johnson and the
Wuhington baseball club, too, and he was
a different Johnson from the one who had
lost two heartbreaking games a couple of
days before. The clean years told i the
story book ending of the game ana the
series is baseball history now.
As I think of Johnson as I saw him ftrs•,
away back in 1907; as I have seen him
time after time in the years sinee then; as
I have talked with him in the big lounge
of the Tampa Bay Hotel; a1 I saw him
with that little group of boys sittin~ literally at his feet and drinking in hia word1,
or reverently handling and raptly gazing
at the baseball he autographed for themas I think of Johnson thus, that little sentence of his, as he talked to those boys,
recurs again and again, because in it waa
summed up all the evidence a boy or young
man really needs to keep hi11 feet frolll
wandering into paths that end inevitably
in the mire of failure and despair and ruin,
mentally, physically and in every other
way:
"Just don't do the things tltat you
wouldn't want your own boy, when you
have one, to know about or to do·"
That's a creed that is a pretty safe one
to live by.

You Can Read Prosperity Between
The Lines

BITHLO
"The City With A Vision"
Being the commercial center of eastern Orange County, where a
vast region of fertile trucking, citrus and general farming lands have
l:een thrown open to developers by recently constructed hard roadsBITHLO MUST GROW.
BITHLO is located on the only railroad-the F. E. C.-touched
by the new Cheney Highway between Orlando and the East Coast,
and the town rests almost at the half~way point-BITHLO MUST
GROW.
Four and a half miles of new street construction is now going on
in the town; and the construction of new homes and new business
buildings is likewise in progress-BITHLO MUST GROW.
BITHLO is located in the heart of alluring hunting grounds and
streams and lakes abounding in fish-BITHLO MUST GROW.
ALL THESE THINGS GO TO BUILD CITIES: Then, follow
the lead of wise investors who know-to a remarkably well located
new town from a geographical standpoint, bulging with activity and
possibilities, where the prices are made directly from the owner and
developer to induce the homeseeker to buy and build.

DON'T WATCH US GROW-COME AND GROW WITH US!

Bailey Development Co.
15 North Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida

Fifth A venue
Bithlo, Florida
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LANDS
To Investors, Speculators and
Realtors:
We have several hundred thousand
acres for sale in Dade, Palm Beach,
Glades, Highlands, Osceola, Collier
and Charlotte Counties.
Lands are still cheap, but going
fast.
We have tracts from one section
to 100,000 acres.

WE HAVE THE PRICES
Call us Long Distance 6855

Pierce &Stevenson
Wholesale Lands Exclusively
307 Firat National Bank Buildina
Miami, Florida .

The

Educator Shoe
In all of its
styles, shapes
and sizes, can
be had at

Balbin --Spencer
Tamp a' s Exclusive Agents
Don't fail
to make our
store your
headquarters
while you
are in Florida
this winter.

Balbin - Spencer Shoe, Co.
Tampa, Florida
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A Bit of Old Spain
(Continued from page 37)
models of the time of Columbus; of the
time when the Spaniards, long harrassed
by Moorish supremacy, at last were wresting loose from the heavy yoke; of an era
when the daring galleons of the Spanish
Armada were seeking and vanquishing foemen on the high seas. How well Mr. Adams
solved the difficult problem is attested by
the commendation he has received from
well-known architectural authorities in all
parts of the country.
The passerby is attracted by the forecourt a few inches higher than the sidewalk. It is inlaid with ancient Spanish
tile. A few feet back the passerby sees an
arched partition on either side of which
stands a colored boy attired in Moorish
costume. The arches are topped with tinted
roof tiles from the ' convent of Jesus y
Maria in Cordova, Spain, which was founed
in 1534. They were taken from the convent when it was being torn down and
bear moss, soot and other accumulations
showing their age. They have been brushed
over with paraffin oil to bring out their
colors underneath.
Inter est quickly develops in the mind of
the passerby. A few steps and he passes
through one of the arches and is within the
patio developed after the plateresque period, representing the time of the discovery of America, the return of Cortez and
Pizarro with huge sums of gold, and the
turning of Spanish minds to the art enrichment of their country.
Huge jugs and vases on the tiled floor
of the patio lend to the ancient effect as
one passes by the map of Florida patterned after the ancient mariner's chart·
This shows deer gliding through the Everglades, serpents streaking through the seas,
and huge flora spreading everywhere.
Colored murals on both sides, illuminated
by indircet light'ng behind a series of arcades, portray Oldsmar Bay and the contiguous territory. An open fireplac e at
the left wall, one of the most remarked
features of the offices, opposes a mantel on
which rests a model of an ancient galleon,
representative of Spanish prowess on the
seas. On a stand near by sits a flaring red
macaw, representative of the Moorish love
of brilliant color. Canaries are seen in
Spanish cages scattered through the patio.
Imported Andalusian tiles, patterned after
those in the Alahambra, form the base of
the open-court fountain in which gold fish
and floating hyacinths have been placed.
Above is the loggia, containing the business desks and office equipment, but done ,
nevertheless, in the same antique style. All
woodwork was wrought on the premises.
Little mill work was resorted to. Pecked
cypress woods were scorched and antiquated. Doors fashioned on the premises
were swung in sockets of iron clamped
against the wall and fastened deep into
the flooring. Door handles were made of
wrought iron bent into rings. Florida
mosses hang from the trellised ceiling and
growing ferns fringe the bases of the walls.
In creating a show place for both Tampans and visitors Mr. Prettyman has acted
in keeping with his policy of doing what he
could to advance the interest of Tampa.
H is most recent act for Tampa was the
donation of a $100,000 tract of land, near
the Oldsmar line, for use by Tampa as a
municipal park and golf course. In accepting this gift, the Mayor and City Commissioners asserted that nothing of the kind
ever had been done for Tampa before.
Oldsmar itself is showing the Prettyman
snirit of progressiveness· The "Suburb of
Two Cities" is rapidly being developed into
a fine residential and business city abutting
on fertile agricultural areas.

MONEY
In Florida Land :-My fifty years
residence and experience in Florida Soils at your service to examine properties in this section of
the state for a nominal fee. Best
of references.

M. W. Moore
Box 215
Dunedin, Florida
TANGERINES
and All Florida
Citrus Fruits
Shipped Anywhere in U. S. A.
See ·P age 80
CHAS. A. O'BERRY
215 E. Lafayette Street
Tampa, Florida
"OUR AMERICA"
A set of 80 cards, 4000 historic and geographical facts of our states and peninsular
possessions.
Biographical s ketch of our
Pre<idents. Arranged to play 25 games by
entire family . Sent pos tpaid $1.00.
Mrs . Ada Cowan Kendrick, 141 N. E. 2nd St.
Miami, Fla.

You Can
Master Touch Typewriting
Chart and 15 Lessons
by Mail $5.00
"Key after key, day by day, in the
right way, raises our pay, higher and
higher."

A. C. K. BUSINESS SCHOOL
MRS. ADA COWAN KENDRICK
Miami, Fla.

141 N. E. Second St.

The Sproule - Baker
School of Music
Courses in
Voice, Piano, Organ, Harmony
Musical History and Expression
An ideal climate for the voi-ce. An
ideal city for inspiration and enthusiasm, study and recreation
Iva Sproule-Baker, Mus. B.
Miami and Miami Beach
31 N. E. First Street, Miami

P. 0. Box 88

ST. AUGUSTINE
W. N. BLACKWELL, Real Eatate
Write to me for information about lots,
acreage, business, or beach property in and
around St. Augustine. Property values increasing rapidly.
W. N. BLACKWELL, Real Eatate

You Can Prevent Punctures
and Tire Trouble
Get Our New Prices Now
Equip your truck or delivery car with

Lee Puncture-Proof Pneumatics
and you'll put a full st9p to delays and
expense due to punctures.
Three layers of steel discs, built into the
carcass---under the breaker strip, under
the tread~-give the most positive protection under all road conditions. Keep your
delivery car or truck moving! Cut out
repairs and loss of driver's time. Lee
Puncture- Proofs are the sure way. Come
in, or write or phone, and let us prove it.

LEE TIRE COMPANY OF FLORIDA, Inc.
TAMPA BRANCH: 108 Franklin Street- Phone 3732
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Fancy Boxea of

Oranges
Grape Fruit
and

Tangerines
Shipped anywhere in the

u.s.

A.
Every Box
Packed Under
My Personal
Supervision.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed or
Money Refunded.
an
IDEAL XMAS GIFT
Packed in Xmas Boxes and Colors
Nothing But
Florida's Best
In Any Combination
Desired.
Price List BelowDelivery Guaranteed
Standard Box Fancy Pineapple
Oranges-F. 0. B. Tampa .... $4.00
Standard Box Fancy Grapefruit
-F. 0. B. Tampa .................. $3.50
Standard Box Fancy MixtureF. 0. B. Tampa ...................... $4.00
Standard 1h Box Fancy Pineapple Orange s -F . 0. B.
Tampa .................................. $2.00
Standard lh Box Fancy Mixture
F. 0. B. Tampa ...................... $2.00
Standard 1,4 Box Fancy Tangerines-F. 0. B. Tai.npa ............ $2.00
Standard % Box Fancy Mixture-F. 0. B. Tampa ............ $1.50
Referencea-Any Bank in Tampa
ORDER NOW
FOR
XMAS

Chas. A. O'Berry
215 E. Lafayette St.
TAMPA, FLA.
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Confessions of an Ex-Rum
Runner
(Continued from page 39)
a lady drinking tea, and made a mincing
step with his number ten hiking boots.
"You't·e sort of sarcastic, ain't you?" I
said, and with that I stepped back about
twenty paces, made a pretext of finding a
stake then drew my heel acrosa the sand
about fifteen feet.
"Here's the dead line, my lad. Thus far
and no farther for you. I carry something
in my back pocket that is a little bit tougher
than tobacco to chew on· Any monkey
business and you're likely to wake up with
one of my choicest lilies in your hands."
"When it comes to firing irons, maybe I
can see you and raise you one better. But
there ain't any use to shed any blood over
it. Just for the fun of it, I'm going to look
into this proposit:on, find out the true facts
and clear up the mystery. Sounds like
something phoney, if you want my opinion."
He gave me a black look and began taking
down his instrument.
"Knock off, men," he called to his following. "Go back to camp and call it a
day." Then he turned to me aga;n.
"Better stay on the job," he says.
" 'Cause I'm coming back soon and going
to cro~s. daisies or no daisies."
I did stay on the job. Just as soon as
he was out of sight I left Goo-goo and the
dog on watch, and hustled down the beach.
I did this without any fixed purpose, it is
true, but I have founrl that if a fellow
keeps on mov'ng he generally accomplishes
something, right or wrong. I ran across an
old man, not far from where the "Friday"
was anchored. He was wading along in
very shallow water catching crabs. I engaged him in conversation and got some
little clue as to the owner of the ten acres.
Then I cut through the woods to a little
shack where the old man said some informat'on could be obtained- I found only the
women folks at home, but there I picked up
another bit of information and was on my
way.
I mu st have walked nearly five miles in
all. Finally I hove alongside a cottage , an
unpainted affair with cans and buckets of
ferns swinging by wire from the porch
ceiling. There were oleanders, elephant
ears, and hibiscus surrounding the house,
with chinaberry trees to give shade. Aliin-all it was a very homey-looking place.
Well, there must have been a funeral or
a wedding taking plnce to judge from the
number of people gathered there, but I
finally ferreted out the owner of the t en
acres, a husky walrus-mustached man, who
came out collarless and suspendered, to
find out what I wanted. He removed the
toothp'ck from his mouth when I asked him
what he would take for his land.
"Tell you what," he said after a little
thought, "you give me twenty rlollars an
acre, half cash, an' you kin have it."
A little wizened old man, rocking on the
porch, piped out:
"I got fifty acres right next to that, that
I'll sell you for ten an acre, an't it's got
timber on it to boot."
"Shet up, Jess," said my friend; then
turning to me, "Don't you pay no 'tention
to thet ole fool."
I counted out a hundred dollars and
slipped it to him. He grinned like a 'possum. "You got your deed," I asked him
then. He went into the house and came
back with it.
"Now," I said, "let's make out some sort
of conveyance showing that I have bought
this land, and then come along with me to
the land. because I'm expecting a friend
there soon."
My pronerty was not very far from
(Continued on page 82)

Home Seekers Agent

PERSONAL SERYICE

Mrs. T. F. Q. Smith
Phone 85-506

Bayahore Boule•ard

"WE SPECIALIZE
IN TAMPA'S
NEARBY ACREAGE"

614 Tampa Street

Tampa, Florida

FLORIDA-Piay~rrouud of the Rich. Paradi•e of the Poor.
The fa"te•t developin~r
State in the Un ion, and Ro~rer Bab on, the
~rr ..at business statistician; •a:rs that TAMPA
I• destined to be the ~Create"t city In the
Southea"t. Come and b" one of us .
We
h11ve a Hor.ae. Grove, or Farm for you . Send
today ror booklet, .. LBrtle~t OranKe Tree in
th" World." and lbt. Tampa-Weat Coaat
Realty Co. (Inc ) , Opp. Poatofliee, ".Siaee
before the war," Tampa, Fla.

Owner offers for Immediate acceptance 640 aer ..
on TAMIAMI TRAIL in Sarasota County, near lart;e
developmen ts, at a price considerably below prleeo
of surrounding property. Land is well timbered,
hiKh and dry. Thi s is an opportunity to purebaoe
land on the TRAIL at pre-boom price. Write or
wire W. H . South, 315 Franklin St., Tampa, Pia.

MORAN'S CAFE
The Place to Eat
"Next to Home"

Good Coffee
806 Franklin Street

Tampa, Florida

F. DREW LEWIS
The Acreage Specialiat
Florida

Clearwater

BEST INCOME PROPERTY IN
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA
Two-story brick business corner. Quick
sale, $45,000, with only 7 per cent on deferred payments. Easy terms.
D. R. KEYS
Clearwater, Florida
P. 0. Box 40Z ·

FLORIDA
Tropical lands for development.
PertUe
soil borriering river, lakes or oeean. Traet1
200 to 10.000 acreo for sale. Write
THE PUTNAM CO:\tPANY
Daytona Beach, Florida

Lake\Vood Manor
Our new, beautiful, carefully restricted de luxe subdivision in North Tampa with splendid
parked entrance from Nebraska Avenue. Positively the Premier Subdivision of Tampa's North
Side. Nothing even approaching it in this wonderful section of Tampa. The only subdivision
in or around Tampa facing on a beautiful lake right in the heart of Tampa. Nothing like this
has ever been attempted before in this district. Designed and laid out by competent Landscape
Engineers (the same who laid out Beach Park), it combines an ideal homesite with transportation
advantages unrivalled in any direction from the heart of Tampa.
PRE-DEVELOPMENT SALE
While the improvements on this magnificent property of thirty acres will begin immediately, which indude the dredging out and remodelling of the existing s'J)ring-fed lake in the front
of this estate, we will permit thinking, far-sighte:l investors to share with us in the profits by purchasing now at PRE-DEVELOPMENT PRICES, which will be subject to raise without notice.
We will make special concessions to a few first buyers who will build at once under our restrictions, which will range up to $6,000. No buildings permitted built until approved by our Committee on Building.
Those who know of the wonderful beiluty of this tract, its gigantic oaks, its beautiful lake
lying in sylvan beauty surrounded by huge water oaks, its gradual rise from Nebraska Avenue all
the way back to Oak Avenue, its wonderful soil, its perfect drainage and its location in the most
healthful and favored part of all Tampa, will be glad to avail themselves of this opportunity to
. secure wonderful lots on which to build themselves charming homes within a few minutes' drive
of the Court House down town. Absolutely all city conveniences such as Electricity, Gas, Water,
Telephones right at your door ready to use, all immediately available.

If you are looking for a "good buy" to make money on this winter, buy one or more of
these lots which, we feel sure, will have a rapid increase in sales value within a few months
at most.
When we opened our last subdivision on Nebraska-"East Bungalow Park"-we sold $42,000 of lots the first opening day. We anticipate even a greater demand for these. So, if you
want one of these lots, ACT IMMEDIATELY. There will be a limited number of lots on Nebraska A venue at fair prices.

Probasco Realty Co.
Developers
203 Madison Street

Phone 2856

Tampa, Florida
(In Gas. Co. Building at corner of Madison and Tampa Streets)
Ground Floor Office
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ONE OF THE GREATEST HOME- SITE OPPORTUNITIES
IN FLORIDA TODAY

NEILHURST
On the St. Johns
Imagine, if you can, a more typical setting for your Florida Home than beneath
the spreading limbs of sow.e of the old age Oaks through whose leafy boughs
can be seen the glittering waters of the beautiful St. Johns River. Hundreds of
such oaks are found in NEILHURST.
And not only in beauty has Nature been lavish, but also in gentle currents of
air which sweep down the St. Johns. The year 'round climate is ideal at NEILHURST. Fc::~rty-five minutes from Jacksonville, ten minutes from Green Cove
Springs, NEILHURST is ideally located for both convenience and pleasure.
Right now-before we start laying boulevards and complete public service conveniences, you must visit the site where the crown jewel of all residence parks
will soon be completed. Later, when NEILHURST improvements are completed,
the present prices w111 create a sensation.
Salesmen for NEILHURST are your guides.
They are instructed most carefully that it is a
pleasure to have you come to see the property
and that you are under no obligations to buy,
nor are you urged to do so.

The Neilhurst Sales Compan~
203-8 Laura Street

Jacksonville, Florida

"FOR THE SERVICE of the PEOPLE"

The First National, the oldest bank in South Florida, is universally
known as a sound, dependable institution. Temporary and permanent
residents of this vicinity are cordially invited to make this their
"financial headquarters."

The First

~ational

Bank

of TAMPA
CAPITAL, $1,000,000

The
~2

OLDEST

BANK

IN

TAMPA

where the house stood, since I had come in
a round-about way and we were soon back
to where I started.
The surveyor chap returned while we
were there. He was all "het up." He told
his men to come on that he was going
through regardless. But he calmed down
when he found that I was really the bonafide owner of the property.
"Now, by way of compromise," I told
him, "I'll let you run your line up a couple
of hundred feet-that'll miss my flower
beds-and then you can cut across. That
won't throw you out much."
I half suspected that he wholly suspicioned that I had my cargo stowed there, but he
agreed to my suggestion.
"Funny, I didn't think of that before,"
I added.
The buying of that lot was my start in
the real estate business. Jake came back
with customers who relieved us of our
"flowers," and left instead a good round
profit.
Now that we owned real estate, we decidPd that it would be best to build a little
house on it. This would furnish a safe
warehouse for our liquor, because a search
warrant could not be legally issued except
upon evidence of a sale by the owner, so
that bootleggers who are commuters have
an eal'y time of it. Our 'bungalow' was
started soon afterwards.
We made four or five more trips without
runn:ng foul of any trouble. We invested
in a two-masted schooner and added it to
our fleet, Jake being hungry to hear the
"snor:ng" of the forefoot again. After this
we div;ded forces for a while. He went
into the fish business with a house up the
coast a bit (I must be careful about mentioning names, so I will say, "somewhere
in Florida") and set out with nets and
rubber hip boots, like a regular fisherman.
He managed to catch enough fish each time
to cover up his cases.
"Easy money," Jake called out as we
met in the bank one morning to make our
deposits. "We run the schooner up to the
fish house and begin unloading. Never did
see such a prosperous set of fish buyers.
They all come down to the dock in their
coupes."
"Pipe down, for Heaven's sake," I whispered. "Remember your greatest trouble.
You always did talk too much."
He was wearing a turkey-red necktie,
liver-brown fedora hat and tan shoes that
had a b"g rising on the toe, and was smoking a piece of oakum that kept me dodging
to leeward. Anyone could have told in
three guesses that he was a Scowegian
bootlegger, and had two guesses left over.
I warned him again against overconfidence.
"I have a hunch you better lay low a
bit. You're burning too much fuel-your
funnels are smokin'. Better come back
and make a trip or so on the "Friday."
This he consented to do.
(In my next installment I will tell how
we eluded the nimble gentry of Uncle Sam's
dry navy, and how we later lost the
"Friday.")

Tampa's Modern Building Era
(Continued from page 53)
far more than places in which to find
shelter and a night's lodging, and homes
as beautiful and original in design and execution as can be found in the length and
breadth of the land. If it were, indeed,
the tropical storm of three years ago that
awakened Tampa to a realization of the
benefits of architectural beauty, then it
would seem that many other cities might
well hold a day of fasting and prayer that
a similar natural phenomenon might visit
them and serve as the alarm clock to arouse
them to realization of the value of modem
city building.

Business Site in the
Heart of Tampa
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30 Feet East of Tampa Terrace Hotel now under construction.
Half block from City Hall.
Half block from Court House.
Block and a half from Franklin Street.
SIZE-35x 105 feet.
DESCRIPTION-Now as 26-room rooming and boarding-house
producing for owner 3% on his investment over and above taxes.
PRICE-$1 05,000, subject to prior sale.
TERMS-Cash $30,000, $5,000 a year for 15 years.

Call, write or wire

McMaster and McMaster
Tampa, Florida
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Only <County iin JFRoriida
ENTIRELY WITHIN
THE LAKE REGION

LAKE COUNTY
In Central Florida there are thousands
of hill-girt, dear-water lakes, that reflect the blue of the skies above a
region extending nearly the entire distance from Jacksonville to Lake Okeechobee. Of such region Lake County
is the center. It is the only county
entirely within this surpassingly beautiful Lake Region of Florida.
See Lake County when selecting a site
for your Florida home. Grow oran~es,
grapes and bananas in this land of
fourteen hundred lakes and five thousand hills. Live and play outdoors all
the year.
For booklet and information
address:

S. F. Wood
Lake County Chamber of Commerce
Tavares, Florida

Play's the Thing in Sunny
Florida
(Continued from page 48)
for many sports which loom most brightly
in the desires of the winter visitors who
come to the Sunshine c :ty. For the hundreds of Canadians who journey southward ·
each year, the city provides facilities for
lawn bowling. For hundreds of folks from
the Middle West whose idea of sport is
"slipping mule slippers," there are citybuilt horseshoe pitchnig lanes, scientifically
constructed; for the golfer, the tennis
player, the roque player, the devotee of
curling or shuffleboard or some other sport,
there are specially built public playgrounds
where happy hours speed the winter onward
until springtime becomes a fact in all the
land.
There is a double fascination in winter
water sports fo r those who are accustomed
to shunn ing cold waters "back home" many
months of the year. It is a sort of personal
triumph to write back along in F ebruary:
"We went in bathing today!" The West
Coast and East Coast cities which offer
facilities for such sports have an attraction
that is priceless.
Nature has indeed endowed Florida bountifully. Yet it is the ab:Iity to enjoy nature's bounties in a happy atmosphere
which has spread the name and fame of
Florida far and wide. No one would be
content to sit a whole winter long and admire even the most beautiful handiwork nature has provided. But w :th sports and
play and games and all sorts of recreation
to satisfy the desire to be "doing something," the winter visitor to Florida carries
away with him a far more beautiful mental
picture of Florida cities, Flor ida scenery
and Florida climate than would be the case
if such fac ilities were not provided.
"All work and no play" applies to winter
v:siton in Florida as well as to a certain
dull boy named Jack. The old become
young. and the yo ung become healthier and
happier in Florida because play's the thing
that brings health and happiness.
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG FORESEEN
AS SECOND NEW YORK-BROOKLYN

INTERIOR DECORATION AND FURNISHING FOR HOMES,
OFFICES OR STORES
If you have an interior decorating problem of any
kind, consult with our department which specializes
in this work.
The D . P. Davis Properties offices, illustrated on page
one was furnished, (with exception of office desks
and chairs) by us, which is but one of the many jobs
recently completed.

TARR

F U R NI T U R E

C 0.,

I n c.

"Interior Decorators and Furnishers"
Tampa Street at Twiggs
-:Phone 3643
FURNITURE-FLOOR COVERINGS-DRAPERIES-CHINA

•
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That St. Petersburg is destined to be a
second "Brooklyn" to Tampa's "New
York," with the opening of the Gandy
Bridge, is the opinion of the most prominent business men of the two cities. They
foresee a constant interchange of winter
visitors between the two cities and a great
increase in the business between the two.
Vision of Tampa as the greatest commercial city in Florida and St. Petersburg
the most famous residential city and· winter
playground on the West Coast has recently
been expressed by several nationally-known
men who have been impressed with the
importance of the Gandy Bridge to the
development of these sister cities.
With suburban developments extending
from both Tampa and St. Petersburg to the
bridgeheads on either side of Tampa Bay,
the outermost limits of the two cities will
soon be separated only by its waters. When
traffic begins moving over the bridge in a
few weeks, St. Petersburg's "Brooklyn"
will be only forty-five minutes from
Tampa's "New York."

Miami Story Lost
A narrative history of Miami-the· Magic
City, was to have been the lead story of this
issue of SUNILAND, but owing to the fact
that the manuscript and all halftone plates
became lost while being sent to our plant,
it was im_?ossible to replace them for this
issue. Wach for it next month .

3,000 Acres on Beautiful Lake Marian
(Eastern Polk County)
Comprising orange groves, dairy land, vegetable land, beautiful lake front home sites, busineu district and hundreds
of business and building Iota for all purposes. Thia magnificent tract ia located on the famoua ridge of Florida, three
milea east of Lake Hamilton, four milea S. E. of Hainea City, on the banka of beautiful Lake Marian, in "IMPERIAL"
Polk County. The elevation &mong the ver1 higheat in the atate, and good roada are on every hand.

HOMESEEKERS-WE CAN SURELY MEET YOUR EXACTING REQUIREMENTS
A land of peace and plenty-cooled by lake breezes and salt air, shaded by stately oaks and pines, a hundred yean in
the growing.
Orange, Grapefruit, Avocado Pear groves, and Banana plantations deYeloJ:)ed to a state of bearing for the busineu or
profeuional man. Guar .. nteed and sold o~ easy terms. BACKED BY SUBSTANTIAL BUSINESS MEN. MONEY
BACK IF NOT SATISFIED.

A Townsite Has Been
Plotted with a business square; Parks, Circles and Boulevards have been surveyed
and are ready for sale.

V elueble Land for Reising
Grapefruit, oran~ea, pears, banana•
and all va rie ties o f truck crops can
be s elect ed from this tract. Bic p r ofit
from the dairy bu s ine ~s and a ready
market await s you. Why not comeT

Recreation Park and Depot
Located
Shade trees and shrubbery will be set.
Boating, bathing, fishing and hunting;
10-minute drive to 18-hole golf course on
banks of Lake Hamilton.

To Northern Bu)1ers
lov.? R. R. Fares
Good for 21 days . Now until Dee.
2, U2 4.
Write uo for particulars.

Hundreds of people from States farther
north are located in this vicinity.

Opportun ity Ia acain knockinc at your
door.
Will you ans wer her call 7
Come to the land of ounohine aad
flowers, where health and happine ..
a re al wa y s a ssured.

Lake Marian Groves Corporation,
Winter Haven. Florida:
Pl ea s e mail folder and full information reg ardi n g your land, aroYM,
town and lake-front Iota.
Prin t your
Name ...................................... ............ .

LAKE MARIAN GROVES CORPORATION

Addre•• ···-····- ··································- ····-

FRANK G. HUGHES. Director of Salea
W inter Haven, Florida
Representatives Wanted
Help ua aecure the B- line from Tampa to Melbourne, aavinl' 70 milea on the round tri-all
paved but 45 milea

Stat e ................................................ ·-····-

Dade County Title
Insurance & Trust
Company

CitY ·············· ·····································- ······

SEE

Miami and Coral Gables

Offices and plant located in the
Southern Bank & Trust Co. Building

46 W. Flagler St.

Miami, Florida

Phone No. 65 I 0

Capztal $500,000.00
The oldest abstract and title insurance company in
Dade County

J. M. BLOW, Ma nager

Abstracts Prepared and
Tides Insured
A chain of title is n o stronger than its weakest link.
Title insurance is an absolute guar anty against loss by
r eason of defect in the title. A wise man will always
secure a Title Policy on the property that he now owns
or is about to purchase. The Title Policies of the DADE
COUNTY TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST COMpANY are always safe and sound and they are a good
investment to the buyer s ther eof.

FREE six-day trip in our DeLuxe sight-seeing
coach, leaving Tampa, Sarasota and Braden town
every Wednesday and Saturday.

Tampa Office: No. 301 Twigg Street
85

Hi-Jacking the Game

100 Acres
Lake Frontage
Sub-Division

or

Club-Site

This fine tract is a well wooded peninsula of about 100 acres--{ a deeded
quarter section) with more than a mile of shore line extending into Lake
Margaret.
Location-near the center of Fruitlands Peninsula-Putnam County,
Florida, between Lake Cresca,nt and Lake George-about 75 miles south
of Jacksonville-and 30 miles from Ormond and Daytona.
Reached by A. C. L. Rail way-Clyde Line Steamship service on St.
Johns River-and by St. Johns Scenic Highway.
A desirablet site for fine Country Estate, big Citrus Grove-or could be
developed as a dull or subdivided into 300 to 500 cottage lots.
Situated in an old settled community of great natural beauty and with
many attractions-including excellent Quail shooting-good fishing, etc.
This can be made into a beauty spot-where one could enjoy privacy
and seclusion and still be within easy reach of Fine Beaches-Resorts
and Business Centers.

13,000 Acres
Land

and

Townsite

Ripe for Exploitation.
Water Front Townsite on beautiful Lake George.
An attractive proposition for live developer.
This fine tract of Iand-in practically a solid body-is exceptionally
well located-in Putnam County, Florida-about 100 miles south of
Jacksonville-near Palatka-on what is known as Fruitland Peninsula,
which name is suggested by the fact that its Citrus Fruit Industry ranks
among highest in state. Soil, climate, shipping facilities favorable.
Lies between two big lakes-many smaller-with water transportation
on St. Johns River-Clyde Line.
Land-Variety of soils-including rich Hammock-Muck-Clay-and
good Citrus soils.
About half of the tract is well adapted to Sugar Production-or
truck crops, etc.
Good Drainage fall-and Artesian Water at a shallow depth.
Considerable Pine and Hardwood Saw Timber-and a deposit of
Shell Marl-of value as fertilizer.
Townsite--A fine site for town on beautiful Lake George.
Townsite should pay for the land and if properly. exploited a Colonization project can be worked out that will rank favorably with Sanford and
Hastings in Industries and conditions.
Price Right
Reasonable Terms

City Holding Company
134 N. E. Second Avenue
Tel. 3915

Miami, Florida
P. 0. Box 1383

(Continued from page 55)
"Now yo' all c'n be sho' dices made f'um
dese is straight," Gabriel explained. "All
dat is necessary is fo' yo' all t' put de dots
on 'em. Den yo' c'n true 'em up, t' be sho'
dey is o.k. Den hadn't nobody ought t' be
afraid dey's dishonest."
Someone drew forth a fountain pen, with
which Gabriel soon had marked a pair of
the saccharine cuboids. Then he turned
them over to the waiting gang.
There was great appeal in the idea to
the darkies. They had never shot dice with
sugar lumps before, and the very novelty
of the thing tickled them. They invented a
new lingo on the spot, to go along with
the new gambling equipment.
"C'mon, li'l sugah cubes, be sweet t' me!"
"Be there, ink dots, run mah way!"
"Shoot straight, sugah dices, papa's coffee neds sweetin' !"
In no time at all the game was restored
to its former amicable basis. The stranger
had not objected one whit to the change
in dice, but had gone into the new game
with the same spirit as the rest of the
party.
But when it came his turn to shoot, the
luck that had formerly been his (if luck
it can be called) evidently had deserted
him. He passed once, then sevened out.
Immediately he took to covering the others,
and his roll started to disappear, for the
other darkies could win with the sugar
cubes.
Retaining the fountain pen, Gabriel used
it in making new sets of dice against the
time when a pair would be worn out with
too much handling, or would crumble to
pieces under too stiff an impact against the
backboard.
Half an hour-and most of the Tampa
darkies-passed. The stranger's bank notes
continually diminished in number. The dice
came his way again. As before, he made
his point on the first attempt, but shortly
thereafter sevened out.
"Ah's on'y got one five-dollah bill left,"
he declared savagely, to:!sing it down to
"fade" a decrepit one that Prudential Perkins laid tenderly on the floor.
"C'mon, dice, eat into dat big money,"
Prudential crooned, and rolled the dotted
cubes. It was a seven.
Leaning over and picking up his onedollar note, Prudential patted it gently before returning it to his pocket.
"Shoot it out," he offered, looking temptingly at the big stranger.
"Shoot!"
Once more the cubes rippled across the
floor.
" 'Leven it is!" Prudential yelled. A
chorus of cries and laughter from the other
Tampa darkies greeted his throw. The big
negro scowled at them.
"Ifn yo' cain't be fo' me, don' be against
me," he commanded. A rather discreet silence settled upon the group following this
remark.
"Shoot it out!" Prudential teased, :rattling the dice tantalizingly.
"Shoot!"
"Dices, show dis gemmun he's on'y got a
dollah lef'," Prudential begged. The dice
clicked upon the floor. It was a four.
"Hahdes' point on de dice," the big man
taunted.
"Hahd points always was mah easy
meat," countered Prudential. Just to prove
that he knew what he was talking about,
two throws later he laid down a one and a
three.
"Shoot de one out, 'n' walk home," dared
Prudential.
"Mout jis as well," was the sour and bitter answer.
And the very next throw was an eleven!

Would YOU like to know about the remarkable opportunities for
investments in Real Estate in and around the rapidly growing City of

TAMPA, FLORIDA?
Some Interesting Facts about Tampa
Here are a few
remarkable city
foundation upon
ia being rapidly

of the reasons for Tampa being such a
today, and they lllso indicate the solid
which the Greater fampa of the future
built:

First of all TAMPA is a stable, growing, year-around
city. Its industries and general business makes it a good
business center. In addition to this, it has all the attractions that go to charm the tourist, or "winter visitor".
It is this rare combination that insures unusual values in
real estate.
Tampa is the industrial center of South Florida.
Tampa is the world's greatest Havana cigar producing
center. More than 600,000,000 cigars are made in Tampa
every year. In 1923 Tampa cigar manu factUI·ers paid the
United States government almost $5,000,000 for revenue
stamps.
Tampa exported more than 25,000,000 feet of lumber
in 1923.
Tampa has 80 acres of public parks worth $2,000,000.
The Tampa Clearance House reported $156,764,841.87
in clearances in Tampa in 1923.
Tampa's annual building activities aggregate $4,000,000.
Tampa ships more phosphate than any other port in the
world. A total of 1,031,346 long tons were shipped during 1923.
Tampa ships 2,500 carloads of oranges, grapefruit and
other fruits every year.
The assessed value of private property in Tampa is
close to $50,000,000. The assessment is based on onethird actual value.
Tampa has a population of 124,000 and is growing
fast. Tampa has doubled her population in the last four
years.
Tampa has 150 miles of permanently paved streets
within the city limits, and there are 400 miles of good
roads surrounding the city.
Tampa is destined to be the metropolis of Florida.
Tampa real estate is increasing in value by leaps and
bounds.
Tampa's weekly cash payroll is $700,000 or more than
$35,000,000 a year.
Tampa has plenty of money, plenty of opportunity,
and a live wire population.

The following is a partial list of developments, achievements and plans; all of which have occurred, or will occur
within this present year. We never knew any one city to
accomplish as much in the same length of time. Can you
not plainly see why all this development will result in
increased real estate values; in which you can share?

Tampa has passed a bond issue of $3,000,000 for still
further improvements.
Three beautiful bridges are to be immediately constructed across the Hillsboro River.
One of the South's largest and finest auditoriums is to
be constructed.
Bayshore Boulevard, one of the world's most beautiful
drives, is being lengthened several miles.
Miles of additional paved streets, water and gas mains
are under construction.
Municipal docks and the estuary for deep sea-going
vessels were completed last month.
A new short and direct line railroad from Tampa to
Palm Beach and Miami is now under construction.
Tamiami Trail, extending across &tate and through the
Everglades, is almost completed.
Gandy Bridge, which shortens the distance between
Tampa and St. Petersburg from 60 to 18 miles, will be
open to the public in November.
Funds are being raised fo1· a new railroad to extend
direct from Tampa to the Middle West.
Builcling permits so far this year closely approach the
$5,000,000 mark.
Numerous hotels and apartments are now being built.
A one-million-dollar merger of boat lines was effected
last month.
Plans are complete for establishing a system of refrigerated vessels to carry Florida fruit and vegetables •lirect
from Tampa to various parts of this and other countries.

I!
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A lar~re corporation haa been organized to own and

import mahogany and other lumber from South America
to Tampa. This assures several furniture plants and
other industries.
Development of three beautiful islands in Tampa Bay
is under way. This alone is a $3,000,000 project, not
counting a million and a half dollar hotel to be built on
one island.
Numerous beautiful residential sections have been laid
out and are rapidly being built up with handsome home!'.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been arranged for
by mortgage and insurance companies, to be invested in
Tampa mortgages and securities. This is a great incentive
to rapid development.
A large life insurance company has just been organized.

These are some of the larger items. We could add dozens of smaller
ones, all of which go to help make a city great and prosperous
MAIL THIS COUPON

Sizes of Investments
We have properties to offer parties desiring to invest
anywhere from $100 to $1,000,000. Our offerings include
business property, apartments, residences, acreage for
aubdivision, orange groves, farm lands, etc. The best
way is to write us how much you would be in position to
invest in cash and how much it would be practical for
you to pay by the month, or the year. This information
will enable us to write you intelligently as to the particul:!r property that will conform to the size investment
you wish to make.

Lloyd-Skinner Realty Company,
108 East LaFayette Street,
Tampa, Florida.
With the understandlnc that I will be placed under no
oblicatlona whateYer, you may send me further Information
rel'ardinc real estate Investments In Tampa.

My Name i• --- --·-· ·-··-·····-···· ---······ ······ ··· ·- -·····-·-·· ······-··-···- ······

Lloyd..Skinner Realty Co.

Street......... ----·········· ----························· -·········--··· ····· --------····

108 East LaFayette Street

City ...... ----·---------·············-·- -· ··· -····- ·· State ...................... - ~ ---

TAMPA

FLORIDA
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. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . P r u dential picked up the bill, while its former owner rose to his feet.
"Ah knows when Ah's got mah stummick full," he said. Then he turned and
walked over to Gabriel.
"Gimme mah artillery," he asked. "Ah's
goin' somewhere else." Gabriel handed him
the gun.
"Yo' all an' yo' sugah dice," the big boy
bellowed in anger and left.
"Nice pleasant baby, ain't he?" Hydrastis
said, turning to his partner.
An hour and a half later the last customers had departed. Gabriel and Hydrastis were counting up the day's proceeds.
"Two hun'ed dollahs so fah dis week,"
Gabriel gloated, "an' heah it is, on'y
640 acres in a solid section,
Wednesday night."
"At dis rate," Hydrastis said, "we c'n
located on railroad in Pasco Coungit anotheh fiivveh befo' long."
ty, Florida, 2 3 miles north of
"Sho' nuff, we can, cain't we?"
They were so intent upon the pleasant
Tampa, suitable for Irish potatoes,
task that they had not heard two feet that
moved noiselessly out of the dark in their
corn, vegetables and small fruits.
direction. Gabriel was placing the money
into a sack, to lay it in the safe for the
night, when out of the blackness came the
A fine location for a small dairy
two words most feared by any man with
money in his possession.
shipping into Tampa and St.
" Han's up!"
Two pairs of hands clawed for the roof.
Petersburg.
The owner of the voice emerged from
the blackness. He was the big boy who
had lost his roll in the game that night.
The pistol he had "checked" at that time
was pointed unwaveringly at Gabriel.
"Now reach into dat safe an' han' me
dat money," he ordered. "Ah'll show yo'
who de joke is on fo' using sugah dice.
Yo' won't think it's so dang sweet, maybe,
Tampa, Florida
now."
Gabriel did as he was directed, his hand
shaking as though he had a seven-day fever.
Looking hurriedly at the contents of the
sack, the hijacker dropped it into his
pocket, then turned and raced for the stairway. When he was about half-way down,
something metallic clattered on the land"Th e City Substantial"
ing, and a mocking voice floated up:
A s mall metrop,litan city of ten thousand
"Dere's a souvenieh fo' yo' all!"
population. An ideal community for the
It was a moment before Hydrastis, halflocation of a permanent or winter res iparalyzed with fear, could move. Then he
dence. Non-inflation of realty values and
rapid growth of city guarantee prompt
crept to where the thing the bandit had
enhancement and returns on investments.
thrown lay shining at the head of the stairs.
On the main line of the Atlantic Coast Line
Then his voice, filled with pain, r eached
Railroad.
Direct water connections with
Gabriel.
all principal Eas tern Seaboard points. The
"Good Lawd, Gabe, we's stung again!
largest single vegetable s hipping center in
t he world. Excellent land for grape vineDat gun was empty!"
yards can be secured in close proximity
"Dat's nuffin'," Gabriel replied, "so was
to Sanford at moderate price.
Poultry
dat sack Ah give him! It was dat one fixed
raising is als o carried on profitably.
up wif de fake roll o' money in it it!"
A progres sive American city. free from ob-

FARM LAND

HOLLYWOOD
By-the-Sea

640 Acres --- $30 an Acre

LAMAR RANKIN

Sanford, Florida

jectionable foreign element and influences,
Sanford pos s esses all modern conveniences
demanded by th ose who are u sed to high
s tandards of living.
Handsome booklet furnished upon request to
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
DEPARTMENT "S"
SANFORD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SANFORD, FLORIDA

Hunting Grounda-20,000 acres or more
for sale. Well stocked with wild animals.
Price on request. Also fine fishing on
same tract, Gulf, bay and river. Graham
Securities Co., Inc., Box 2503, Tampa,
Florida.

Located seventeen miles North of
Miami and fifty miles South of W est
Palm Beach, frontin g for five miles
on the Atlantic Ocean, Hollywood-bythe-Sea is rapidly developing into a
beautifully attractive Home Cityzoned, restricted, paved, electrified,
tropically planted, with every necessity and convenience of the modern
city provided.

In Every Large Development
Resales Are Available
This is but natural. Occasionally
unavoidable necessities compel a
property owner to offer his holdings
at a bargain.
·
To protect legitimate investors and
home-seekers the Re-Sale Department
was established and is at your service.
This b eing the Official Resale Department of Hollywood properties we
have the most accurate information
in regard to available locations and
values.
Write us frankly your wants and
we will tell you just as fran kly what
we have.
Literature on Request

See advertisement on page 86 offering
13,000 acres Land and Townsite.

STEAMSHIP TICKETS

CITY HOLDING COMPANY

Europe-California-West Indies

134 N. E . Second Avenue, Miami, Florida.

A. L. ERICKSON, Agent

P. 0. Box 1383

SHI Central Avenue

St. Peteraburc, Fla.

ACREAGE WANTED

I desire to hear direct from owners-or exclusive brokers-of good tracts
for subdivision or colonization anywhere in Florida-in line of development
E. A. KELLETT-P. 0 . Box 1385-Miami, Florida
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Hollywood
Investment Co.
Official Resale Department

I. N. BEERY, JR.
Sales Manager

Hollywood, Florida.

The Man We Want
is about 25 years of age or older, preferably married. He has not yet
found the line of business he is willing to make his life work. He is
perhaps a college graduate, but above all, a man of character and
stability, ambition and the ability to carry through. Such a man will
make a favorable impression at the first interview, and to such a man
the position will have such attractions as to make him put forth his
best efforts to get it. The applicant must give complete information
about himself in a letter which will receive prompt attention. Applications will be held confidential.

P. 0. Box 2283, Tampa, Florida
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The Florida Home
(Continued from page 70)
Crystallized Kumquats (No. 1)

Hotel Hills bora
n Top

o' the Town"

(From Bulletin 8, Florida State College for Women )
Scrub kumquats with soap and water. Sprinkle
with soda. u " ing 1 tbs. of "oda lo 1 lb. of kumquats . Pour :-; ufficient boiling water over this to
cover fruit.
Allow to stand 10 minutes.
Pour
water ofT and rinse through three change• of
water. Slit kumquats one-quarter of an inch in
one side. Drop into boiling water and boil slowly
for 10 minutes . Remove from the boiling water
and drop into a boiling sugar solutio n made by
dit:hwlving one-ha1f cup or s ugar in o n e cup of
water.
Doil for 30 minutes .
R ~ move from theSUJ,!ar ~olution and drop into a boiling ~· uc-ar solution made from 1 cup of sugar to 1 cup of water .
A •'ter ho .ling for 30 min ute~ they are transferred
to a heavier sugar s olu Lion made by dis sol dng 1 'h
cup.:; 01 .- uga r in one c up c:H water. The boiling
is continued for 3 0 minutes, at which time they
may be r e mov e d and placed on a platter to dry .

Old Time Christmas Sand Tarts
At night cream one cup of s ho rtening, addlnc
gradually two cups of sugar, the yo lk; of two egga
beaten wit h the white of one and th•·e , ·fourths
tt.:a -, poon o f salt. Set the ~econ d eggwhite a :-> ide.
Sift one and one-half teaspoon~ baking powder with
one and three-fourths cup ' of fl. our; mix and plac•
bowl of' dough in r e frigerator tiJI mo :·ning. Then
roll dough quite thin and cut in stars o1· in diamonds.
neat remaining egg-white sliJ!htl y and
touch the "tart" tops lig htly with a bru'h dipped
in the egg.
(Someti m es a whole egg i ~ u~ed for
thi • .)
Sprinkle the t op; with chopped, blanched
almond ~ and mi xed sugar and cinnamon (one-half
teaspoon of cinnamon to on .:! -fourth cup of s ugar.)
AJ , o place in the center of eac h one-half an almond ( split.)
Bake in slow oven about eight
minutes.

Fruit Cake
Thi<:~

requires three pound s each of dry flour and
stoned raisi n s, two of cu rra nts, one each of butter, suga r and citron with three-fourths pound of
blanched almond ; (may be omitted), one-half pint
mola:;:-:es in which ar-e mi xed one t.a ~· poon of s oda,
two table poonH of cinnamon, one of all pice and
two grated nutmegs, With the Oour , Ht three teaspoons each or baking powder and salt and one of
ooda.
Add one-half cup of some fruit juice and
tw elve lightly beaten eggs.
Use part of the
flour for flouring the fruit (thorou ghl y).

Directory of Florida Tourist
Camps

Tampa's Leading
Fireproof, rufll 1' ear 'Round Hotel

Year after year guests return to the Hillsboro
Hotel. They are coming to us this fall in
greater numbers than ever, and we are glad
to welcome them. It is our wish to extend
them the best quality of Tampa Hospitality.

Battle Creek Bath Department
1n the Building
90

Editors note : Following is a list of
the modern Tourist Camps of Florida
compiled from information obta :ned
from a questionaire sent to every
Chamber of Commerce in the state.
Camps not provided with running water
and sanitary arrangements are not included, as we feel we cannot recommend such camps.
APOPKA,
Orange
County-private
camp, 2 1-2 miles South, charges 25 cents
per night.
AUBURNDALE; Polk County- private
camp, 1 mile West, close to Lake Arina.
BRADENTON, Manatee County- Municipal camp, 1-2 mile South of Court
House, shower baths, camping expense fr ee
30 minutes drive to the Gulf.
BROOKSVILLE, Hernando CountyCamp Ahcome Inn, 1 mile North, strictly
modern, 50 cents per night, $1.50 per week.
CLEARWATER, Pinellas County-private camp, 1-2 mile South. 25 cents per
night.
CLERMONT, Lake County-municipal
camp inside City in Lake Minneola, free.
CRESCENT CITY, Putnam Countyprivate camp inside City on Lake Stella,
50 cents per night, $1.50 per week
DADE CITY, Pasco County- Private
camp, 1-2 mile North, 50 cents per night.
DELAND, Volusia County-municipal
camp, 3 blocks from business center
shower baths, 35 cents per night, $1.50
per week.
EAU GALLIE, Brevard County- private camp, 1-2 mile North, 25 cents per
night.
(Continued on page 96)

Home Comforts

•

ID

Florida-

-At a Saving
FIRE PLACE is cheery, but when the East wind blows, as it does for three or four
days sometimes, one needs a more dependable heating plant. Heat that is UNIFCRM,
that is constant BOTH DAY and NIGHT, and, above everything else, a heating plant
that is SAFE. The little tots especially need the same temperature when on the floor playing that they are accustomed to in mother"s arms. And heat without draughts is most important. There is nothing to worry about wh:::n you have

A

KLEEN-HEET
Automati~:

Oil·Burning Systems

Kleen-Heet is guaranteed. Having fewer parts, and being absolutely automatic, its dependability is unquestioned. Keep the
fuel tank filled and Kleen-Heet will do the rest. The Company making it is the oldest
and largest of its kind in the world, and they control sixty patents on oil burners.

Reliability

E asy t 0 C Ofl t r0 }

Women like oil heat for many reasons, especially
Kleen-Heet because, of all oil burners, it has proved
the most simple to operate. It never requires attention. just set the Kleen-Heet thermostat, and your house stays at the same temperature day and night. This simple device automatically controls the flow of oil to conform to the temperature you want,
according to the tendency of the thermometer to rise or fall.

C }ean

No coal, no ashes, no soot, no dirt to harbor roaches, ants and other in·
sects. No heavy wood to lug in and out in all sorts of weather. No torn
clothes nor soiled garments. Curtains and hanging stay clean much longer in homes
equipped with Kleen-Heet.

E C0fl0ffi1Ca
• }

The saving in Kleen-Heet is not confined to the economy of its
operation alone. The saving in work and time is a considerable
feature which many overlook unthinkingly. There is money saved on unnecessary house
cleaning, with its consequent wear and tear on curtains and hangings. No furnace man
is needed, no cost of ash removal, and the handling or rehandling of wood.

There is a KLEEN-HEE'T to exactly fit your needs, no matter what they may be, from the
largest hotel to the smallest cottage. Tell us the number of rooms and we
will_ give you an estimate.

Write for full particulars---no obligation.
be of service.

Skinner Machinery

We're just glad to

Con~pany

DUNEDIN, FLORIDA

Ol

400

ACRES
Beautiful Gulf Frontage
Adjoining

A Million Dollar Subdivision
In Pinellas County
Biggest bargain ever offered
for quick sale. Only

$500. per Acre
You will have to act quick
on this proposition.
Wire for further information

R.K. BRANDON
Clearwater, Florida

Humphre)> &

Lott

REALTORS

All c:lasaes real estate handled right.

To deal with us is to like our
methods.

Established 1919
Hotel Urmey Bldg.

32-36 S. E. 2nd St.

Miami, Florida

Order Your
ORANGES, GRAPEFRUIT, ETC.
FOR XMAS NOW
See .Page 80
CHAS. A . O'BERRY
215 E. Lafayette Street
Tampa, Florida

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNILAND Magazine.
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No Income or Inheritance
Taxes for Florida
(Continued from page 16)
smoothest development this country ever
has seen."
The New York Times gave Florida
a boost in the following editorial and
quaintly suggests that Florida has set
out to rid death of many of its terrors:
"Florida does not claim in so many
words that within its boundaries the dream
of Ponce de Leon has been realized. But,
short of solving that great riddle, Florida
has valiantly set out to rid death of many
of its terrors. A constitutional amendment
adopted last Tuesday prohibits the imposition of inheritance taxes. This feature is
enhanced by a similar prohibition of income
taxes. Residents of Florida will thus be
enabled to pass on their fortunes to their
children unimpaired either annually or at
the last solemn moment. If to this we add
Florida 's proximity to Havana and Bimini,
there is evE;!ry reason for assuming that in
a few years the population of that state
will consist of William J. Bryan, entirely
surrounded by multi-millionaires."
The New York Evening Mail states
that Florida has set an early example
of the application of the popular principles of less and lower taxes:
"There were a great many questions
local to various C(lmmunities which were
decided at the polls on Tuesday which
merit more than the circumscribed attention they would naturally receive.
"One of the outstanding of these was
the referendum to the people of Florida on
the question of state taxation, and the result of that referendum was that hereafter
r esidents of that balmy community will be
rid of all inheritance taxes and state impositions on income.
"What this means to Florida is likely to
be promptly reflected by the men and
women from other states, who will take
advantage of their annual winter visits to
the Southland to establish such residence
there as will allow them to avail themselves
of the generous provisions which the vote
of the state has provided.
"Florida, far from being the loser by
any reduction of income, is in a position
to profit largely from this further addition
to tht! already great attractions offered to
visitors within her boundaries.
"The people as a whole on Tuesday gave
their indorsement to the principle of less
and lower taxes. Florida sets an early example of the definite application of that
popular principle."
By approving the income and inheritance tax amendment the people of
Florida have added just one more advantage to the many enjoyed in Florida.
If Florida has been at all backward
in the past it has certainly made up for
a lot of lost time recently and through
the publicity attached to the tax amendment vote has opened the eyes of the
country to the fact that she is destined
to become one of the most prosperous
and important states in the country,
and that before many years have
passed.
SANFORD-The City Commission and
the City Planning Board have adopted the
plans of E. J. Moughton, local architect, for
Sanford's new City Hall. It will be a twostory structure of Florida-Spanish architecture with a tower. The building will be
built on lake front property owned by-the
city at a cost of $40,000.

Wartman Trees
Are

Quality Trees
We have all standard varieties
of

Oranges,

tangerines

grapefruit and

that

are

grown

right and will make money for
We specialize in bud

you.

selection and pay every attention to root stocks.
We will be g I ad to figure
pnces

with

you

on

your

present and future reqmrements.

Write for Booklet

Wartman Nursery Co.
Ocala, Florida

See Mr. Cosgrove
St. Peterburg Florida

SUNILAND MAGAZINE
Three Months for 25c
Your
Send
dreoees
months'

trlenda will like SUNILAND.
us $1.00 with four names and ad·
and we will aend each a three
trial suhacription.

Do You Like

'Don't Mtss

A Thrilling Story

SUN I LAND

Then Read

"THE WAY OF THE
WALKING WOUNDED"

for January

By B. F. BORCHARDT
Tampa's Own Author

Special Features
A Narrative History of St. P etersburg

It is a novel full of thrillsthe hum of airplane motors, the
detonations of bursting shells, the
sound of the sea on Florida's
shining beaches, and the wild
syncopation of jazz in war-time
New York-all these as an accompaniment to a man's regeneration and the consummation
of a real woman's love.

By Karl H. Grismer

First of the Great Men Articles:
Henry M. Fl agler-Florida's Greatest Devel oper By W. M. W allcer

By Shelton S. Matlaclc

It's Always June in Miami
Science Roves Florida for Dead Men's Bones

This book has been
!
Praised by th'e Literary Critics,

By George H. Dacy

From Tree to You- How the Citrus Crop Is Marketed By Marvin Wallcer
Human Nature Photography
Combing the Ocean's Floor for the Sponge

Endorsed by American Legion
Officers

By B. F. Borchardt
By R. A. Ellis

At All Good Bookstores, $1.75
Or from the Publishers,

Confessions of an Ex-Rum Runner-Third In stall ment
By "Captain McSweeney"

Dorrance & Company

Announcement of Suniland Magazine's Great $1,000 Contest

Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia

The Adventure of Lysander-A Florida Comedy in One Act
By Roylston Markham
Lifesavers of the Fl orida Beaches
Motorboating in Suniland

By R. D. George

TARPON SPRINGS

By Robert Harrison

There's Vision Behind Successful Developments

By F. H. Glover

"The Venice of the South"

Two Entertaining Fiction Stories as Good as You Have Ever Read
More Stories of Florida Success-Other Features

WE HAVE
waterfronts and large and small
acreage for development purposes.

To make sure of obtaining SUNILAND regularly each month
Also groves and city business
and residence properties.

pin a dollar bill or your check to your letterhead and send it in for
a year's subscription.
what you want.

No need to write a letter-we will know

A year's subscription to SUNILAND also makes a

fine Christmas gift-Use the blank you will find on page 73.

Let us know your wishes, or come
and see us

C. N. HALL
Tarpon Springs, Florida

SUNILAND MAGAZINE
T a m . p ·a

F 1o r i d a

I

In writing to advertisers please men-~
tion SUNILAND Magazine.
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A Good Reason

Investments
In Tampa
~
values in Tampa are
P ROPERTY
going up steadily and surely.

Every day's transactions bring new
surprises in realty valuations and
profits. The growth and development of Tampa will be very rapid
during the next decade because of
the numerous projects and immense amount of development already undl>rway and being plam,"J
in Tampa and througt10ut the
whole southwestern section of
Florida which is tributary to
Tampa.
Everyone who invests in Tampa
real estate now will share in the
prosperity of the next few years
and will enjoy the profits from
the increase in values. To procrastinate in the matter of owning a part of one of the fastest
growing cities in the United States
is to steal a great deal from your
own future. Invest in Tampa now
and let this investment take care
of tomorrow.
The L. W. Lee organization is in
touch with most of the real estate
and investment opportunities in
Tampa. No matter what you are
loooking for-business property,
acreage, apartment house sites,
subdivision property, large or
small investments--we have it or
can find it for you.
Make our office your headquarter•
when in Tampa. We are always claol to
show Ylsltors what we have to offer.

L. W. LEE
Real Eatate aad lnYeatmeata
104 Franklia Street

TAMPA, FLORIDA
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A visitor to Sanford while awaiting for
the taxi driver to find change for a large
bill after arriving at a hotel, spoke thusly
to a native lounging nearby: "Why in
hades did they build the depot so far from
the town"!"
"Dunno," responded the native, "unless
it was to get it down close to the railroad."

• • •
Orders Is Orders

Among the many aspirants to set the
world ablaze through the advertising pages
of Suniland was a young salesman who recently applied for a position in the advertising department and who seemed to have
more than the average amount of intelligence. Fired with the enthusiasm that only
the advertising manager of The Magazine
of Florida can impart and armed to the
teeth with many a blank contract and evidence galore from advertisers who have
found Suniland to be ·the medium par excellence for making sales, he set forth
merrily upon his first day's adventures
among a world of prospects.
At noon he returned. "Well," said the
A. M. "Did you get an order?"
"I sure did" smiled the saleman, "I got
two orders."
"Good man; What are they?"
"The first order," responded the salesman, "Was to get out, and the second one
was to stay out."

• • •

Overheard at Sarasota

The Short One-"Bill, how about going
into the real estate business with me?"
The Tall One-"l'd like to, Jack, but I
look like the devil in knickers."

• • •

This Happened in Orlando

First Tourist--"Do you know the difference between a mule and an orange?"
Second Tourist--"N o, what is it?"
First Tourist--"A nice guy you'd be to
send out for oranges."

• • •

Too High

Two dusky baseball teams were having a
contest near Winter Haven. The batsman
at the plate was a huge pugnacious colored
gentleman. The umpire was a little yellow
half portion negro. The first ball flew
from the pitcher's hand straight across the
plate.
Umpire: "One strike."
The sturdy batsman walled his eyes, spat
on his hands and with a last glare at the
umpire faced the pitcher. Another ball
came straight across the plate, as perfect
a strike as ever a batsman faced.
Umpire: "Two-"
The batsman threw down his bat, started
for the umpire, looked down on the little
mite, and growled between his teeth, "Two
what?"
Umpire: "Too high, Mr. Johnsing, too
high."

GOOD
LOCATION
For Retail
Stores
Size 10Sx86 feet

Corner of Ashley
Hillsboro A venues between
sites of two new bridges
for which bond issue was
passed and on which construction will soon commence. These bridges will
divert to this corner the
traffic of a large section
of West Tampa. This corner is only one block from
Tampa Street which is
destined to become one
of Tampa's three main
business streets.
This property now ha•
three houses which pay
present owner 3 ;2 % net.

Price $52,500
Terms $15,000 cash
Balance in eleven years.

M£MA}ltb

••~msrEJ"
Q.EAL. ESTATE

TAMPA. FLORIDA

Your Money
Earns

8%

Mr. Grower:
Not Yet

Two colored baseball teams in Palatka
were engaged in a game. A white man,
standing ncar an outfielder, asked the
score.
"Ninety-fob to nothin'," replied the
player.
"Getting beat badly, aren't you?"
"No, sub, we ain 't gettin' beat. We ain't
been to bat yet."

• • •

Rollo in Real Eatate

"Begone," shouted Mrs. Hardcastile,
"never did I see so dumb an issue. I
know 'tis customary to burn Roman candles
in Rome, Georgia, but why must you burn
yourself in the bargain?" ·
"Alas mother," pleaded Rollo, "how was
I to know that these Romans didn't burn
their candles at both ends. And besides,
if you must know, I am soon to be a
brother."
"Whom do you suspect Rollo?"
"T'was a Miami r eal estate salesman
made me sign the papers, Mother dear."
"Great Shades of Ponce de Leon, Rollo!
Why didn't you say so'! Don't you know
you can't go wrong in F1orida '!"
And soon all knew that Rolla was the
one who had profitted most, and spoke
many times at his Rotary club luncheons.

I

• • •
DU
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The Oldest Real Estate Firm in

the City of Tampa
Eatabliabed 1887

Beckwith &
Warren
Company
REALTORS
Real Estate and Loans

rant Naticaal Bank Building
Tampa, Florida

Where Ignorance Ia Wiadom

Lila, the colored cook for Mrs. D., one of
Tampa's prominent residents, had not shown
up for work during several days. When
she next put in an appearance Mrs. D. said:
"Lila, where in the world have you been?"
"Lordy Ma'am" came from Lila " didn't
you know' rna' hu;ban' done dade'!';
"Dead, why good gracious no. How did
that happen '! "
"He done fell offen' a train and got
conclusion of the brain."
"Lila, you don't mean conclusion, you
mean concussion."
"No, ma'am! Ah means conclusion; he's
dade."

Are you going to pick the
kind of fruit this
season that you
expected to

?•
The day for quality is here.
should be included in your
program for maximum results

One
of our
field service
men is near you and
may be able to help you
with your grove problems

• • •

Both Were Miasinc

At a banquet in a Florida city recently
a well-known Episcopalian rector told this
story which he said occurred some years
ago in a city in which he then had a charge:
"Late one Saturday night a young diVIne,
in whom I had taken great personal interest, received a wire from his bishop ordering him to preach the next morning at a
certa:n church. This church was unknown
to the young man. Nevertheless he prepared his sermon, took the train, arrived,
and preached duly.
"He preached from the text, 'Without
Money and Without Price,' and, to his astonishment and annoyance, every time he
quoted this text--and of course he had to
quote it pretty frequently in the sermon's
course-the entire congregation shook with
suppressed laughter.
,"Well, after the exercises were over the
young divine asked one of the vestrymen
the meaning of all that unseemly mirth.
"The vestryman gave a loud guffaw and
said:
" 'Our own minister-the one whose pulpit you are supplying-is named Price, and
he absconded yesterday with a large sum
of money.' "

Lyons Fertilizer
Company
Florida Citrus Exchange Building

TAMPA. FLORIDA

"Ii(!Jality Fertilizyr for
~uality

Fruit''
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Directory of Florida Tourist Camps

Your Town Needs

A Band
We are experts in equipping and
organizing brass bands. Can fully
equip a band and furnish instructor and leader. Every progressive town should have a band.
Write for catalogues and full particulars.

M. L. PRICE MUSIC CO.
Distributors for
C. G. Conn Band· Instruments

Tampa, Florida

ACREAGE
I Specialize in

EVERGLADE
MUCK LAND
AROUND HIALEAH

In close proximity to Miami
Jockey Club Race Track and
from Miami to Lake Okeechobee on Miami River

Price $50 per acre, up
Tracts from One Acre
to

100,000 Acres

W. E. McGEE
205 N. E. Firat Avenue-Dial 8717
Miami, Florida
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(Continued from page 90)
EUSTIS, Lake County -private camp,
inside City, on beautiful Lake, 25 cents
per night, $1.50 per week.
FORT LAUDERDALE, Broward County'
-municipal camp inside City limits, 25
cents per night, $1.5 0 per week.
GREEN COVE SPRINGS, Clay County
-municipal camp, inside c:ty, no charges.
LABELLE, Hendry County-municioal
camp, inside City on Caloosahactchee
River, hig-h banks, swift flowing, not
marshy, $2 0.00 to $3 0.00 per month.
LAKE ALFRED, Polk County-private
camp, 1-4 mile East on Lake Haines, 25
cents per day.
LAKELAND,
Polk
County-Private
camp inside City, no charges.
LITTLE RIVER, Dade County-Private
camp, 1 1-2 miles North of Miami, 3-4
mile to Biscayne, 50 cents per night, $2.00
per week.
MELBOURNE, Brevard County- privvate camp on Indian River, 1-8 mile South,
entertainment facilities, dancing, boating,
bathing and band concerts. 25 cents per
night, $1. 00 per week.
MINNEOLA, Lake County- Private
camp, inside City on Lake Minneola, 25
cents per n 'ght, $1.50 per week.
MONTICELLO,
J efferson
Countymunicipal c::tmp inside City on Lake Wausicca, no charges.
NEW SMYRNA, Volusia County-two
private camps inside City, 1 1-2 mile from
Ocean, 25 cents per night, $1.25 per week.
OLDSMAR, Pin ellas County-municipal
camp, 3-4 mile west, half mile to Bay
ORLANDO, Orange County-private
camp inside City, 25 cents per night, $1.25
per week.
PALATKA, Putnam County-private
camp in fair grounds near St. Johns River,
25 cents per night, $1.00 per week.
P E N S A C 0 L A, Escambia Countymunicipal camp inside City on the Gulf, no
charges
ST. PETERSBURG, Pinellas Countyprivate camp, 2 1-2 miles South on the Bay
$3.5 0 per week.
TAMP A, Hillsborough County-two private camps East of DeSota Park. on the
Bay. 25 cents per night, $1.00 per week.
Small cottages $3 .00 per week.
WEST PALM BEACH, Palm Beach
County-municipal camp inside city, Ocean
1 mile, per ni.e:ht 25 cents.
WHITE SPRINGS, Hamilton Countymunicipal camp inside City, on the Suwann ee River. Spring water, no charges.
WILLISTON, Levy County- municipal
camp inside City, no charges.
Fine hunting and fishing.
WINTER PARK, Orange County-private camp Southern part of City, r easo1mble
charges.
SEBRING-A. C. Honore, of Chicago
and Tampa, who with his sister, the late
Mrs. Potter Palmer, was one of the early
believers in Florida, will begin work at
once developing a 640-acre tract in F ertile
Valley, which he bought two months ago.
'He will set part of the land in bananas,
avocados, and other tropical fruits, and
allot another portion for small truck farms.
AVON PARK-The Avon Canning Company, after successfully marketing 50,000
pounds of candied grapefruit peel this past
season, plans to triple its output of this
product, which is proving an acceptable
substitute for citron of . which the United
States annually imports 7,000,000 pounds.

Plant Orange and
Grapefruit Trees
of

Demonstrated Quality
Buckeye trees are well-rooted,
pure in strain, sturdy, vigorou1
and dependable. 44 years of
citrus nursery experience perfected them.
We guarantee all stock sent out
to be well rooted, well grown,
true to name, properly packed
and shipped according to instructions.
REDUCED PRICES
Write us ·about your requirements.

Buckeye Nurseries, Inc.
818 Citrus Exchange Bldg.
Tampa, Florida
Nurseries: Winter Haven
Orlando Office:

705 Orlando Bank and
Trust Co. Building

Dr.J. C. Sikes
DEntal Specialist
Dr. Sikes is a specialist in dentistry
and means to give the people of
Tampa and vicinity the very highest
class of dental work at a reasonable
cost.
Porcelain Fillings ................ $2.00
Silver Fillings ................... $1.00
Crowns .................................. $5.00 up
Painless E xtractions ............ $1'.00
We use the best material money can
buy. Call or phone for appointmenl.

Telephone 74-667
Offices 202-4-6 Ferlita Bldg.
Corner Franklin and Twiggs
Tampa, Florida
TAKE THE ELEVATOR

Florida La:tds-2 ,000 to 60,000 acres for
sale at $6.00 to $22.00 an acre. 1,4 to lh
cash.
Some coast, some hill.
Graham
Securities Co., Inc., Box 2503, Tampa,
Florida.

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNILAND Magazine.
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OPPORTUNITY AWAITS
YOU HERE!
One of the most rapidly growing cities ~f Florida,
surrounded with a wealth of tropical beauty and fertile
farm lands. Okeechobee City is on the north bank of
Lake Okeechobee, the largest lake wholly within the
confines of the United States and the great lake region
is known as the "Sportsman's Paradise"; fishing, hunting, golfing, dancing, bathing, aviation-all of these
are found in this vicinity. This city is reached by two
trunk line railways and a network of hard surface
roads. It is a city of beautiful homes, building sites,
and business opportunities. Okeechobee has excellent
s-chools, churches, two good banks, a number of industries and is a big general trading center.

Invest in the Lake Okeechobee Region
We have no state tax on incomes. Florida does not collect a state tax on incomes or inheritances. A n d
because our state does not collect tax on these possible sources of revenue, many wealth y men and wom en
are coming here to live, and are investing in Florida and the Lake Okeechobee region.
-

Small Farms In the Great W inter Gardens
A large area of small farms are found in the immediate vicinity of Okeechobee City and the lake in a great
fertile belt with large tracts of prairie, hammock, and muck land, suited to citrus culture, general and
truck farming and dairying. Okeechobee City is the center of an important cattle industry, also the headquarters of the largest catfish producing center in the United States.
For information with reference to
Okeechobee business property, large or small farms in the Lake Okeechobee Region or wholesale acreage
throughout Southern Florida, address

CHA§o 1Lo HEN <CK <COMJPANY~ Hnco
70 N. E.

Developers Lake Okeechobee Winter Garden
"Our Oreanization Knows South Florida Real Estate ..

No. Park St., Okeechobee

THE

PACKARD
EIGHTS

SIXES

"ASK THE MAN
WHO OWNS ONE"

Cary-Crane Motors, Inc.
CAPITAL $100,000

ST. PETERSBURG

T AMPA
FLORIDA

